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CONTRACT iTLE: IRON-ASSOCIATED OUTER MEMBRANE PROTEINS OF
MAGNETIC BACTERIA

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS Dr. Richard P. Blakemore
Department of Microbiology

CONTRACTOR: University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H. 03824

PROJECT PERIOD: July 1, 1985 - Jan 1, 1989

BACKGROUND AND PROJECT GOALS
The overall effort supported by this contract has been targeted at the form and formation of

ultrafine intracellular magnetic particles by bacteria. Specifically, investigation was made of the iron-
associated cell and magnetosome envelope proteins and hemoproteins as they relate to cell iron uptake, to
magnetite formation and to oxygen toxicity. Because at the outset of this project cells grew variably and
produced magnetite in a somewhat unpredictable manner, a preliminary need was to achieve improved cell
growth and reproducible physiological conditions for magnetite formation. This stimulated development of
microaerobic, continuous cultures of Aquaspirillum magnetotacticum by means of which the effects of
variation in culture parameters (02, iron concentration, N supply) on magnetosomc biogenesis could be
evaluated in a reproducible way.

APPROACH
Culture conditions including iron and oxygen supply have marked effects on the magnetic state of

cells in laboratory cultures of the obligately microaerophilic, magnetic spirillum A. magnetotacticum. An
effort was initiated to establish continuous cultures to (i) improve cell growth, (ii) reproducibly obtain cells
of constant and predictable composition and physiological state, (iii) investigate effects of iron and oxygen
on cell physiology, and (iv) elucidate the protein composition of periplasm, magnetosome membrane and
outer membranes of cells in the magnetic and non-magnetic states.

A study was also made to determine whether Aquaspirillun magnetotacticum cells use for iron
acquisition a high affinity (siderophore) system similar to those used by other gram-negative organisms.

A novel method of obtaining cell periplasm was developed. Periplasm was examined for protein
and hemoprotein components expected to be important with respect to iron and oxygen in cell physiology
and magnetosome biogenesis.

RESULTS
Improved culture methods: Cells of A. magnetotacticum in laboratory batch culture typically achieved low
cell yields and were variably magnetic or non-magnetic. Using a completely iron-free chemostat vessel
with dissolved oxygen and pH control, we developed continuous culture methods for this obligate
microaerophile and systematically determined limiting nutrient concentrations and controlling culture
parameters such as dissolved 0 concentration and pH (Gorby, YA., Ph.D dissertation, University of New
Hampshire, 1989). With D =0.7/h (Td = 9.2 h), control of pH (6.8) and dissolved oxygen tension at 1%
of saturation, culture biomass was increased 10-fold with more predictable and reproducible cell growth
and FeO formation than were previously possible. Denitrifying magnetic cells (N0 3 as the limiting
nutrient and non-denitrifying cells (NH 4  as the limiting nutrient) became non-magnetic as the 02 was
increased from 1 to 5%. Cultures shifted back to 1% 0 again became magnetic. This reversible
transition between magnetic and non-magnetic state, regulated by culture 02, provided a reproducible
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system for examining magnetosome biogenesis and other aspects of cell physiology involving cell
membrane and periplasmic components.

Iron uptake At low concentrations iron was transported into A. magnetotacticum very effectively by non-
specific means (Paoletti, L.C., Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. New Hampshire, 1988; Paoletti and Blakemore,
Conference on Iron Biominerals, Durham, N.H., July, 1989). The Km (35 #M) and Vmax (1.25
nmol/min/mg biomass) were high compared to those of enteric bacteria; as expected for this premier
iron-accumulating bacterium. In contrast to that of at least some other bacteria, the cell iron
concentration (the bulk of which resided in magnetosomes) varied directly with culture medium iron
concentration. The rate and extent of ferric iron transport was more than 2-fold greater than that of
ferrous iron. The temperature optimum for iron uptake was that for optimum cell growth (25-300 C) and
iron uptake was inhibited by metabolic poisons either totally (mercuric chloride, 2,4-dinitrophenol) or
partially (sodium arsenate). These latter findings are consistent with iron uptake by an active transport
mechanism.

Hydroxamate siderophores at high but not low irn. Magnetic cells of A. magnetotacdicum produced
hydroxamate material when cultured with 20 or 40 ,M but not with 5#M, or less, ferric quinate ( 2 ).
Cells responded similarly with iron chelated with citric acid. Moreover, they produced hydroxamates with
20 a iron as ferric citrate when the molar ratio of citrate to iron was 1:1 but not 20:1. Since the latter
situation represents low available iron (due to formation of a highly polymerized ferric citrate complex),
these results are consistent with those obtained with ferric quinate: magnetic cells of this species produce
secondary hydroxamates only when cultured at iron-sufficient conditions. The hydroxamate material in
spent culture supernatant fluids promoted growth of a siderophore-deficient Salmonella mutant in
demonstration of its role as a siderophore ( 2 ). Cells of A. magnetotacticum appear capable of
dissimilatory iron reduction ( 14 ). This siderophore could promote iron availability at membrane
respiratory sites in the increased amounts required for "iron respiration". Perhaps only with the metal
available in sufficient amount for use as an electron acceptor is the solubilizing chelator induced.

Iron and cell outer membrane proteins: Cells of A. magnetotacticum possessed several major OMPs (
2 ). Three OMPs ranging from 72,000 to 85,000 daltons were coordinately produced at the high iron
concentrations conducive to hydroxamate secretion but were absent from cells cultured with less than 10
uM iron. The 72,000-, 76,00-, and 85,000-dalton OMPs detected in cells cultured at 20 or 40 ,uM ferric
quinate may serve a role(s) in iron metabolism comparable to those of OMPs of similar sizes and
produced under similar conditions by the enteric bacteria. Their coordinate production under conditions
in which cells also produce hydroxamate siderophores suggests that one or more of these may be involved
in hydroxamate synthesis, its secretion, or function as a cognate membrane receptor. A 55,000 dalton
iron-repressible OMP (IROMP) was present in magnetic cells cultured at low but not at high ferric
concentrations. The 55,000 dalton IROMP may not function in iron transport via hydroxamates as it was
repressed at iron concentrations necessary for hydroxamate production. Cells of non-magnetic mutant
cells (NM-1A) produced hydroxamates independant of the available iron concentration but did not
produce the 55,000 dalton IROMP. Inability to form Fe3O4 by this mutant strain may be associated with ,
inability to form this IROMP. The novel 58,000 dalton IROMP produced by A. magnetotacticum cells
cultured with citrate as the chelator is most likely a component of a citrate-mediated iron uptake system
in need of further study ( 2 ).

Cell m membrane composition: Intact magnetosomes were purified form A. magnetotacticum
by a magnetic separation technique. Electron microscopical and chemical analyses revealed the Fe3 O4 to
be enclosed by a lipid bilayer admixed with proteins ( 9 ). Free fatty acids were detected in this
membrane, along with glycolipids and phospholipids (phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylethanolamine).
Of the many proteins detected in the magnetosome membrane, two were not found in other cell
membranes or soluble fractions ( 9 ). Continuing collaborative study of magnetosome cores (crystal
lattice imaging by means of high resolution transmission electron microscopy) yielded information
concerning novel bullet-shaped magnetosomes known only to be produced by bacteria ( 7 , 8).

Recover "and alysi of cel1 priplasm: We developed a rapid, simple, reproducible freeze-thawing (F/T)
method of selectively releasing periplasmic substances from cells of A. magnetotacticum (in addition to
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those of A. itersoni4 and Azospirillum lipoferum) without recourse to chemical treatments ( 6). A
comparative study of this new method was carried out. Electrophoretic banding patterns and difference
spectra of proteins and hemoproteins released from cells by F/T were distinct from those of membrane-
associated substances and similar to those of periplasmic substances obtained by conventional fractionation
methods (osmotic shock, chloroform treatment, etc.). Periplasm so obtained was examined for
components expected to be of importance in cell iron and oxygen physiology. Several substances were
identified as novel periplasmic components (see below). These need to be assessed in other bacterial
species to better understand their possible uniqeness to magnetic bacteria and possibly to magnetite
formation.

Periplasmic substance associate with iron ( g n): While investigating the cytochromes within
cells respiring with diverse oxidants ( 5 ), we determined that more than 85% of the total cytochromes
detected in A. magnetotacticum were of the c-type. Whereas virtually all of the a- and b-types were
detected in cell membranes, 70% of the c-type hemes were soluble. Large quantities (60% of total cell
cytochromes) of soluble c-type hemes were released with periplasm by the F/T method. Solublec 5 d
occurred in two forms: as a single compound of apparent molecular weight 17,000 daltons, which bound
CO, and together with d heme, as a component of nitrite reductase (Gorby, Y.A., Ph.D. dissertation,
Univ. New Hampshire, 189). Antibodies raised against the soluble, periplasmic, CO-binding c,, 1 -type
hemoprotein were used in Western blotting of the separated cell inner membrane, outer membrane,
magnetosome membrane and periplasmic proteins. These antibodies reacted with one periplasmic and
one 17,000 dalton outer membrane protein (Paoletti, L.C., Ph.D. dissertation, University of New
Hampshire, 1988). Because this abundant periplasmic c-type hemoprotein was found to bind CO ( 5 ), it
was of interest to determine whether it might also bind oxygen and function in a manner similar to
Rhizobium leghemoglobin or Vitrioscilla hemoglobin; that is, to bind 0 and keep its concentration as free
O low. Subsequent collaborative research with Prof. Robert Poole (irmg's College, London) has
inicated that this hemoprotein, despite binding CO, is not a cytochrome oxidase. That is,
photodissociation of bound CO at -1050 C was not observed. Investigations of its properties and cell
role(s) are continuing.

Recently, c- and d-type hemes were detected in the outer (but not inner) membrane by means of
low temperature red-ox spectra. Moreover, NO 2 was reduced to N2 0 by outer membranes but not by
periplasm or inner membrane preparations of denitrifying cells. These results indicate that a nitrite
reductase of the cd1 multiheme type is located on the A. magnetotacticum cell outer membrane. This is
unusual in that most nitrite reductases of this type are soluble. The spectral and kinetic data indicated
that the presence of this enzyme in this cell fraction was not due to contamination from another during
fractionation. Nitrite reductase in the outer membrane may serve to protect the cell from excessive
(toxic) nitrite accumulation at vital internal cell locations.

Cells of A. magnetotacticum may reduce iron during growth, thereby producing extracellular
vivianite and intracellular magnetite ( 14 ). They reductively dissolve insoluble ferric oxyhydroxide present
in the culture medium. We explored the possibility that iron reductase might be located in the cell outer
membrane and determined the iron reductase activity in cell fractions of wild-type and non-magnetic
mutant cells of this organism (11). Reductase activity was predominantly located in the cell periplasm
(65-77% of total activity detected). Cytoplasm contained 20-30% and membrane fractions 3% of total
iron reductase activity detected. The iron reductase activity measured in cell soluble fractions was
constitutively produced over the range 0-40 AM iron and reduced uncomplexed iron or iron complexed to
any of a variety of natural chelators (quinate, DHB, acetohydroxamate, ferrioxamine B, citrate). Iron
complexed with quinate allowed for most effective iron reductase activity (Kin, 18uM ;V , 22 nmol Fe2 +
formed/min/mg protein) of any chelator tested. Cells of this organism translocate protons outward in
response to addition of ferric ions and should therefore be capable of "iron respiration" by reducing this
oxidant. The soluble iron reductase activity was unaffected by a selection of respiratory inhibitors
(HQNO, antimycin A, rotenone) at 4 gM each, whereas membrane-associated activity was inhibited by
10% of control rates by these inhibitors. Sulfhydral-binding poisons (HgCL) at 1 gM) totally destroyed
activity of the soluble enzyme and activity was completely and reversibly inhibited by 02 ( 11 ). Because
iron reductase activity is important in diverse cell functions (insertion of iron into hemes, iron release
from ferrisiderophores, cell respiration) including Fe3 0 formation cell inability to grow or produce
magnetite at high O2 may relate to the 02 sensitivity of this enzyme. A periplasmic location of
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respiratory iron reductase would (i) obviate the potential membrane barrier presented to ferric iron were
its terminal reduction sites intracellular and (ii) promote a favorable proton gradient by keeping the
protons that accumulate during iron reduction outside the cell. Abundant periplasmic iron reductase
activity could promote iron transport and prevent accumulation of surficial ferric oxyhydroxides in this
motile spirillum. Moreover, this microaerophile could be expected to be favored by low 02 if an 0 2-
susceptible iron reductase necessary for growth or survival were located near the cell surface.

Because cells are iron-rich and respire microaerobically, univalent 02 reduction could result in
iron-catalyzed toxic OH' formation from 0 2' via Haber-Weiss and Fenton reactions. We examined cell
superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity and the location of this oxygen-protective enzyme in cell fractions (
15 ). The majority (roughly 95%) of total cell SOD activity was located in the cell periplasm with little
or no activity in the cell membranes or cytoplasm. Iron-type SOD (FeSOD) contributed 88% of the total
activity detected, although a manganese-type SOD was also present in periplasm. Cells cultured at greater
than 1% dissolved oxygen tension expressed increased activity of the manganese type SOD relative to
FeSOD. Magnetic cells expressed approximately 20% of the total SOD activity detected within aerobically
grown cells of E. coil. The obligately microaerophilic nature of A. magnetotacticum cells appeared to
relate to their inability to express measurable levels of catalase and to their relatively low level (as
compared to that of aerobes) of SOD ( 15 ). The novelty of finding a periplasmic SOD may be due to
the fact that other investigators nearly always have examined "membrane" and "soluble" cell fractions
without separating "periplasmic" from remaining "soluble" components. A periplasmic location of SOD
could be important in magnetic bacteria which have high intracellular iron concentrations by maintaining a
low superoxide anion concentration at respiratory membrane sites.

PROSPECTS
Culture methods we have developed should open new possibilities for investigating magnetosome

biogenesis. In particular, the newly acquired ability to control magnetosome formation (the degree of cell
magnetism) and cell growth offers reproduciblity not previously available. Of immediate interest would be
a study of magnetosome membrane biogenesis and membrane protein synthesis in cells shifted from the
non-magnetic state to conditions "permissive" for Fe30 4 formation (with and without chloramphenicol
treatment).

It has not yet been determined whether the hydroxamate chelator produced at high but not low
iron in batch cultured cells requires induction or de-repression by iron in the medium. Moreover, the
material has not yet been purified or characterized. A single attempt to do so was unsuccessful and was
frustrated by the limited quantity of material then available. The unusual regulation of the production of
this material, coupled with the improved culture yields now obtainable, suggests that additional study
would be worthwhile.

Iron-associated OMPs and magnetosome membrane proteins have not been sequenced or
characterized. They can be expected to be of value in constructing membrane vesicles with the intent of
obtaining magnetosome biogenesis in vitro. The research is also now poised to begin identifying some of
the amino acid sequences of these proteins with the purpose of producing genetic probes for identifying
genes associated with bacterial magnetite production.

The F/T method of obtaining periplasmic substances, including secreted proteins, from cells
should have wide-spread application in recovery of genetically engineered products from recombinant
strains of gram-negative bacteria. After our ASM poster and subsequent paper, a patent covering this
technology issued to employees of a biotechnology company who independantly recognized its value. The
presence in periplasm of major quantities of soluble CO-binding c-type hemoprotein , of FeSOD or of
iron reductase is without precedent and is deserving of additional study to better understand their roles in
cell physiology and possibly in magnetosome formation.
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A BIREFRINGENCE RELAXATION DETERMINATION

OF ROTATIONAL DIFFUSION

OF MAGNETOTACTIC BACTERIA

CHARLES ROSFNBLAFT,* RICHARD B. FRANKEL,* AND RICHARD P. BLAKEMOREt
*Francis Bitter Vational Magnet Laboratory. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge.

Massachusetts 02139. and tDepartment oJ Mit robiology. University of New Hampshire. Durham. New
Hampshire 03824

ABSTRACT The orientational relaxation of the magnetotactic bacterium Aquaspirillum magnetotacticum is observed
by the decay of the optical birefringence upon switching off an aligning magnetic field. The data yield a rotational
diffusion constant D 0.13 s ' and information about cell sizes that is consistent with optical microscopy data.

The magnetotactic bacterium Aquaspirillum rnagnetotac- zero, the orientations of the cells randomize, resulting in a
ticum (A. magnetotacticum) contains a chain of single decay of the optical birefringence An. Since An
magnetic-domain magnetite particles that imparts a mag- ( P,(cos 0)) = ( 3/2 cos2 0 - 1/2), where ( ) represents
netic dipole moment p to the cell parallel to the axis of an ensemble average, measurements of An vs. time yield
motility: the cell thus orients and swims along the earth's information about orientational diffusion.
magnetic-field lines (1-3). The directionally averaged Although the bacteria are actually helical in shape with
velocity (V) is determined from the classical Boltzmann a relatively small length to pitch ratio, certain approxima-
orientational distribution, and is given by (V) - V, • tions are used to fit the data. The simplest approximation is
(cos 0). where to assume that the bacteria are cylindrical with all princi-

pal axes of the optical anisotropy and rotational diffusion
(cos 8) - Icoth (uHI/kBT) - k8T/uH 1. (I) tensors coinciding. In this case both tensors are uniaxial (5)

Here k8 is Boltzmann's constant. T is temperature, and 0 is and the birefringence relaxation is determined by a single-
the angle between the instantaneous trajectory and H. If exponential term (5, 6)
the swimming direction is somehow disturbed, a bacterium
will feel a magnetic torque and right itself. Opposing the
reorientation will be a viscous drag such that where An,, is a function of H,, before the external field is

kTdO . turned off and D, is the rotational diffusion constant about

D- dy - uH sin dt -0. (2) an axis perpendicular to the cylindrical axis. The diffusion
constant D, can be written as (7)

where D, is the rotational diffusion constant. If the initial
perturbed angle 0, is small, the reorientation will take place D, - - In L-. (5)
on a characteristic time scale rL'

k8T where n is the viscosity of the medium, L the length of the
- H3)

.HD, cylinder, and d the width. End effects are treated by the

Brownian which is responsible for parameter -y. which depends upon the aspect ratio L/d and
Note that roin motion, whiion le tor for which there is, unfortunately, no theoretical consensus
( cos 0) *: I in Eq. 1. contributes an additional term to Eq. (7). For sufficiently large L/d, the "y term becomes incon-
2. sequential: nevertheless. for A. niagnetotacticum the ratio

In this articl e report on mcasurements of rotational Lid is of order 5 to 10. and thus -y is not insignificant. For
diffusion using the method of birefringence relaxation. purposes of data analysis, we have chosen to use the form

Because of its permanent magnetic dipole moment, 4. of Tirado and de lia Tore (8)

magnetotacticum can be oriented within a very small solid

angle about a given direction defined by an external -0.662 - 0.92 (diL). (6)
magnetic field Ha. Moreover, oriented bacteria give rise to
an optical birefringence An (4). When H, is set equal to This form produces reasonable results for small aspect
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ratios. Other forms for -y (7) produce only slightly different .
final results.

Cells of A. magnetolacticum were grown in culture and
then killed and fixed with a small amount of gluteralde-
hyde. Cell concentration was -2 x l0' ml '. By measuring -
the static birefringence (4) vs. H, (,u) was found to be ,
2.6 x 10 " emu with a distr,bution width of t 1.7 x 10
emu. Thus, even in a field as small as I G we find from Eq.
I that (cos 0) > 0.8. The sample was then placed in a glass .
cuvette of pathlength I cm, which in turn was placed
between a pair of Hernholtz coils housed in a mu-metal
can. The ambient field inside the can was <0.01 G. The 2 4 62 4 6 8

entire assembly was then inserted into an optical birefrin- Tine (s)
gence apparatus. described in detail elsewhere (4). The Fi(i Ri 2 Fig. I is redrawn on a semilog plot. Note the nonlinc. its.
field was brought to a steady-state value H , and then which indicates a distribution of effective diffusion constants Frrnr 1"',
switched off; the transient birefringence was recorded with arise from uncertaint, in locating base line

a Biomation model 1015 waveform recorder (Biomation
Inc., Palo Alto, CA) and then output into an xy plotter, experimental value of 0 .56 gm (9). The term (L/d) - I is

A typical trace is shown in Fig. I. where the initial field an approximate form that mimics the shape birefringence
H, was 8 G. To within the expected scale factor, data of a bacterium with an aspect ratio L/d.
taken at fields 0.24 G < H, _ 40 G produced virtually The three parameters L,. AL. and the coefficient in Eq. 8
identical traces, as expected from Eq. 4. In Fig. 2 we have were fit to several sets of data taken at various initial fields
digitized the data and plotted the results on a semilog scale. H,. All traces produced similar results with L, = 3.4 - 0.5
Owing to the nonlinearity of this curve, it is clear that there Mm and AL = 2.1 - 0.6 Mm. Thus. for L L,, D,= 0.13s .
is a distribution in D, arising from a polydispersity of cell Note that the correction term -y in Eq. 5 is of order
lengths L. Although there is no a priori form expected for one-third the value of In L/d owing to the small aspect
the length distribution, a Gaussian was chosen for conve- ratio.
nience The diffusion results for L0 and AL were then compared

f(.f(L) = Li e < ,)- (7) 40-

L, is the average length and AL the width of the distribu-
tion. Thus, combining Eqs. 4 and 7, we find the transient
birefringence behaves as

A~n fdL( -L~e"j() (8) 30-

where D, is given by Eqs. 5 and 6 and d is fixed at the

20-
z

Z

0 140O 2 4 16

Time (s) Length (;Lm)

FiKAi R1- I The typical decay of birefring~ence f'or initial aligning field FI(;i RE 3 End-to-end length distribution of a sample of 1481 cells is

I/,, - 9 (; is shown. s hown
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I ]I I I however, we make the simplifying assumptions that both
the p and L distributions are narrow and the system can be

-- described by a single value for D, Fig. 4 can be fit to Eqs. 9

a . and 10. For trace a, for example, we find r = 0. 11 0.04 s.
Working backwards and assuming A = 2.6 x 10 " emu,
we find from Eq. 3 that D, -- 0.11 s ', which compares

- favorably with the decay results.
o In New England, where A. magnetotacticum was origi-

-. nally isolated, the geomagnetic field H , = 0.5 G. Since the
characteristic reorientation time for H,; is T = 2.5 s (see Eq.

0 I 3) and A. magnetotacticum swims at -40 Mm/s. an
____________ _ , orientationally perturbed cell will travel a short character-

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 istic distance X = 90 Am before its velocity is brought into
Time (s) alignment with HG. On the other hand. if a somewhat

FiIt RE 4 -nvs. timeuponswitchingona field H,,isshow.n(a) 127G. larger organism (L. - 20tam) possessing the same moment

(b) 4.8 G A and swimming speed V<, were subjected to a disturbance,
the characteristic reorientation length X would be nearlv 3

with direct measurements of cell length. Photographs of cm, apparently compromising the utility of magnetotaxis.
148 cells sandwiched between a pair of microscope slides It is perhaps for these dynamic reasons that larger microor-spaced 1 am apart were taken using a phase contrast ganisms such as the one described by Esquivel et al. (I I )mspaced m aure r their-en d lngtha s. ntht have been found to possess significantly larger magneticmicroscope and measured for their end-to-end lengths. The mmns
distribution is shown in Fig. 3. From these measurements moments.
an average length L. = (3.0 i 0.3) Am was determined, C. Rosenblatt and R. B. Frankel were supported in part b, Office of
with a distribution width of -2AL = 1.8 am. Although the Naval Research Contract N00014-80-C-0256 and R. P. Blakemore was

measured length compares favorably with that obtained supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant PCM-8215900

from the rotational diffusion measurements, the actual The Francis Bitter National Magnet Laborator, is supported b the
National Science Foundation through its Division of Materials Research

distribution width is somewhat narrower. To a great extent under Contract DMR-8211416.

these differences have arisen from the choice of a cylindri- Receivedfor publication 10 Juli 14
cal model for the bacteria (10). In fact, the cells are helical
in shape, and thus for a sufficiently short length-to-pitch REFERENCES
ratio the uniaxial approximation breaks down. The model
also disregards coupling between rotational and transla- I Blakemore. R. P. 975. Magnetotactic bacteria Scien' Ita.h D'190:377 -379.

tional diffusion, which at best is only a fair approximation 2. Frankel. R. B., R. P. Blakemore. and R. S. Wolfe. 1979. Magnetite in
given the shape of the bacteria. Finally, the results depend freshwater magnetotactic bacteria. Science i Wash D(

(albeit only weakly) upon the form chosen for -y. Unfortu- 203:1355-1356.

nately, there is no theoretical treatment of D, for particles 3. Frankel. R. B. 1984. Magnetic guidance of organisms .4nnu Rev

having the shape of these bacteria, and thus we chose to Biophys. Bioeng. 13:85-103.
rely upon the cylindrical model. 4. Rosenblatt, C.. F. F. Torres de Araujo. and R. B. Frankel. [92

Birefringence determination of magnetic moments of magnetotac-
The final question to be addressed is how D, relates to tic bacteria. Biophvs. J. 40:83-85.

the reorientation time r. In Fig. 4 we show An vs. t when 5. Wegener. W. A.. R. M. Dowben. and V. J. Koester. 1979. Time-

H,, is switched from zero to some field H,, (H = 12.7 [a] dependent birefringence. linear dichroism. and optical rotation
and H,, - 4.8 [b]) at t = 0. From Eq. 2 we find for a strong resulting from rigid-body rotational diffusion. J Chem Phvs70:622-623.
(saturating) field that 6. Ridgeway. D. 1966. Transient electric birefringence of suspensions of

asmmtric ellipsoids.J Am Chem Soc 1966: 1I04-n1112.

stud', of length and stiffness of short DNA restriction fragments
tan~ ta 9 .Eisud of lgt and tiEde 198f Thrnst elecretrictborfrigmente

81opolrmers. 20:2369-2380.
Since 0, is randomly distributed for t -0 0, An vs. i can be 8. Tirado, M. M.. and J. G. de Ia Torre. 1980. Rotation dynamics of

calculated using Eq. 9 rigid. symmetric top macromolecules. Application to circular

cylinders. J. ('hem. Phys. 73:1986- 1993.

Cos [ 03i ~d, 1 9. Balkwill. D. L.. D. Maratca. and R. P Blakemore. 1980. Lltrascruc-
In(l) - 1/2 J An, cos- 0It) -- sin0dO,. (10) tureofmagnetotactic spirillum. J. Bacteriol. 141.1399-1408.

10. de [a Torre. J. G._ and V. A. Bloomfield. 1981. Hydrodynamic

Owing to the dependence of r on IA. Eq. 10 implicitly properties of complex, rigid, biological macromolecules. Theory
and applications. Q. Rev. Biophvs. 14-81 139.

assumes a knowledge of the distribution in A as well as the 11. Esquivel, L) M. S., H. C. P Lins de Barros. M. Farina. P H. A.
distribution in L. Because of this additional uncertainty, we Aragao. and J. Danon. 1983. Microorganisms magnetoactiques
have not performed a full analysis of the data in Fig. 4. If, de la region de Rio de Janeiro 8iol Cell 47:227 234.
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H ydroxamate Production by Aquaspirillum mnagnetotacticum
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Spent culture fluids from Aquaspirillum magneeotacticum MS- I grown at high 120 iM I but not low 15 g.\l
iron concentration contained material yielding a positise hydroxamate test. Cells possessed six major outer
membrane proteins. Three outer membrane proteins ranging from 72.000 to 85.000 daltons were coordinately
produced at iron concentrations conducive to hydroxamate production. A 55.000-dalton iron- repressible outer
membrane protein was also prescitt in strain M*S- I cultured at low but not high ferric quinate concentration.
Culture fluids from strain '*S-I which were h-,droxamate positive augmented growth of a Salmonella
rvphimurium siderophore -deficient ienb-7( mutant in lo14-iron medium. suggesting a role of h'.droxamate in
uptake of iron by the cell.

Numerous bacterial proteins, including cy tochromes. cat- ratio of 1: 1 or 20: 1 ian iron concentration of 20 gMl wkas used
alases. peroxidases, superoxide dismutases. ribotide reduc- in lieu of ferric qwinate. Without added iron. M*SGM con-
tases. and nitrogenases. contain iron 115. Because of its rained 0.35 AjM iron. as determined by the ferrozine method
Insolubility at neutral pH under aerobic conditions, iron is, (19). No attempts were made to completely remose iron
usually unasailable for direct uptake by cells 1 16). Under from the culture medium.
conditions of lowk iron concentration (less than I .I.LIA. many Salmonella rvphmnuriwn LT-2 e'ii-7. an enterobactin-
microorganisms produce iron chelators. termed sidero)- deficient mutant la gift from J. B. NeiLands. Department of'
phores 116). These are assimilated into gram-negatise cells Biochemistry. Lnixersts of California at Berkele I. and S.
by means of specitic receptor proteins located in the outer riimrn ATCC 140-;8 Aere mamnr.~ined on nutrient agar
membrane i 16. 18. 2(01. slants and subcultured twkice each month. To promote

Siderophores have been detected in spent culture fluid., siderophore production. S. tvphimuriwn ATCC 14028 wkas
from aerobe-, and facultative anaerobes but are apparently cultured for 48 h at 37-C on a rotary shaker in 0.25' okt soh
not produced by strict anaerobes or the lactic acid bacteria Casamino Acids (Difco Laboratories. Detroit. Mich.i Nolu-
I(1,5. 16). No information exists, concerning siderophore pro- tion containing 0.2 mM MgCl, and adjusted to pH4 .5 (181.
duction by obligate microaerophiles. Isolation of outer membrane proteins. .A. maiwnerotm iu

Aquas Npirillii mil(It'?iltiitmf (131 is a gram-negative. MS-I and N M-1A were grown ito earl\ stationar\, phase in
Obligateh. microaerophilic chemoheterotroph. 2.0'4 of which 1-iter batch cultures. Cells wxere har,.csted h% centr~ueation
idr wAeightn is iron. Although proteins and hemoproteins, of' (7A100 - I for 15 min at 4'C) and suspended in 10) r. I of ~i)
this organism contain iron, most of this metal is compart- mMt potassium phosphate buffer ipH 6.8). Outer Me Tbr..:ie
mentalized %%ithin its magnetosomes. which are intracellular proteins iOMPs) were isolated bK the procedure of S ,nait-

'. eloped cr~stals of the iron oxide magneuite 12). Virtually man 171.A Briefly. DNase and RNase i Sigma Chemic ' Co..
;.s'thing Is. known of the manner in which cells of this St. Louis. Mo. I(were each added to cell suspensions at. inal
organism sequester iron. However, in both its natural habitat concentration of 0.1 mgml. Cells were ruptured by. vo
and its, culture medium the total iron concentration is 20 p.M. passes through a precooled French pressure cell (16 00
In nature. the iron may be complexed with humic substances lb'in , . Lnbroken cells and cellular debris w&ere removeui by
or plant-derived organic acids. In the culture medium that centrifugation at 7.000 - e for 15 min at 4'C. The resultinig
wke used, iron was, chelated with quinic acid. supernatant fluid was ultracentrifuged at 2(00.18)0 x I.' for 60

This study %,as initiated to determine whether A. mnagne- min at 4--C. The brown pellet, containing both inner and
totmitin~ uses, a high-affinity (siderophore) system similar outer cell membranes, was suspended in 10 ml of 10 mM
ito those used by other gram-negative organisms fo; on N-2-hy.droxyethvlpiperazine-,V'-2-ethane-sulfonic acid
acquisition. IHEPES. pH 7.41 containing 24; (vol voll Triton X-100 and

1t) mM1 MvgC].. The unsolubilized outer membrane fraction
MATEiAL ANDMETODSwas collected by, ul trace nt rifugation (200.t~00 for 60 min

at 4'C) and washed once in 10 mM H-EPES (pH 7.41 to
Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Cells of A4. removed residual Triton X-100. The solubilized cytoplasmic

,nag'nefoafaiium MS-I (ATCC 31632) and of a nonmagnetic membrane proteins were precipitated with cold 95%- ethanol
mutant A. 'naineltcticiirn strain. NM-IA. %ere cultured overnight at - 12'C and collected by centrifugation (7.000
microaerobically in chemically defined growth medium ge for 30 min at 4'C). Protein determinations were made by
i MSGM) as previously described (3). The iron source. ferric the procedure of Lowry et al. Ill) with bovine serum
quinate. was prov ided at concentrations of 0. 5. 10. 20. or 40 albumin as a standard. The activity of succinic dehydroge-
p.M. FeSO., was omitted from the culture medium mineral nase. a cytoplasmic membrane enzyme. \Aas assayed in each
solution, and for studies involving spectrophotometric anal- cell fraction (5) to assess the purity of the outer membrane
ysis of supernatant fluids. resazurin was omitted. A ferric fraction.
chloride-sodium citrate mixture with a citrate-to-iron molar Electrophoresis and analysis of ONIPs. OMPs; and molecu-

lar weight standards 113io-Rad Laboratories. Richmond.
-Corresponding author Calif.) wAere solubilized and separated by the ciectrophoretic
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NM-IA MS-I wxith no added iron was added 1.0 ml of an onernwiht culture
0 20 40 5 0 2 40STDof' the S. t~ piiiiiirttmt LT-, ciih-7 mutant growkn in Da'.is

0 20 40 0 5 10 20942ST minimal medium wkthout iron or :itrate. To each inoculated
92 5 test flask w sadded I mi of either rr- or postgrokkth fluid-,

La66.2 (Iprepared as, described aho~ei from strain MS-I cultured in
M.SGM\ containing 5 or-2 l,011 t'erric quinawe To each control

45.0 flask w as added 1,0 ml of either .S. x p,iuiuo ATCC 1-402S
'11011110spent culture supernatant fluid or uninoculated Das is mini-

mal medium iprepared a, described aho\ ei. Grow tlh of the S.
31. tiplimunintoo L r-2 ;li- 7 mutant at ',-C i in a shaking water

bs ath iwa monitored at an optical densit% at 660 nm.

RF:SL LTS

ONIPs and iron. Sis. major ONMPs. wkith masses, rangins!
14.4 from 16.401A to h4. -500 daltonN. %%ere produced n itrailns
14 ~ MS-i and NMl-1A (Fig. 1). The OMP preparation appeared

____ to be relati~elv free of ctoplasmic membrane proteins in
that it contained onl% '.01- of the total uccinic deh~ droL'e-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8nase acti\ut\ of the \sariou,, cell fractions.
FG1.Sdium dodecl sulfate-pol'.acr~lamide gel electropho- When cultured with low M)ori 5 ±MLi not high (10. 20, or 40

rest o NP profile from A4. manotac'lium NMI-IA and MIS-I ;.iMi. concentrations of added ferric quinate. strain MS-I
c ltrd at\aiu rn concent rations (indicated above each [Line. pouea 5M-ltn MP(i.1lns4toS.Ts
micrmol Each lne contained 301 j.g of' purified (17i O.MP prdcda5A )datnOPFg .lae oS.Ti

Dasetothelet f he eel indicate the positions (reading upAid 000-dalton iron-repressible OMP i RONMPi comprised
ofth -6 )~. fd)-. and 95.0lX-dalton proteins. Lane 9. 13.0 and 4.0(' of the total major OMP of cells cultured %kith
oi the rht cnd the molecular mass standards tin kilodalionsi 0 and i pL.M concentrations of added ferric quinate. respec-
indicated. ti~eN. This IROMAP also comprised 1.t'Y of the total OMP of

strain NM-IA cells grown with no added ferric quinate iFig.
1. lane 1). Three minor OMPs (721.()), 6)0 and 8i.000

methods of Laemmli (9). OMPs were stacked in a 4'7 daltonsi not present at low iron concentrations kwere pro-
acr\ lamide gel at a constant current of 10 mA. The current duced b cells of each strain cultured with 2 or 40 p.M ferric
"ias increased to 20 mA as 0OMvPs entered a 12, acrylamide quinate (Fig. 1. lanes2. 3. 7. and 8).
separating gel. OMPs were stained with Coomassie brillant Strain MS-I cells, cultured in medium containing 4(K) li\M
blue and quantitated with a Helena Quick Scan R&D sodium citrate and 20 p.M4 ferric chloride produced. in
densitometer (Helena Laboratories. Beaumont. Tex.) at addition to the 551)00-dalton IROMP. another IROMNP. this
Al",. one of 58.)00 daltons (Fig. 2. lane 1). Cells, cultured with 20

Detection of iron chelators. Spirilla were grown in 500-mI .M sodium citrate and 210 .M ferric chloride produced
batch cultures containing iron in the form of ferric quinate at neither the i8.000- nor the 551)01)dalton IROMP lFie. 2.
5. '0. and 40 ;.00 or in the formi of ferric citrate with a molar lane 41. Cells grown with either 5 .M ferric quinate or 20 .M
ratio ot crieI to iron of either 20:1 or 1:1 (20 p.M Fe(. Spent ferric citrate with a citrate-to-iron molar ratio of 20:1 (i.e..
culture flu;as, were freed from cells by centrifugation (7.000 conditions of low iron availabilityu produced the 5.)0

v for 1i min) and \sacuum filtered through 0.45-pLm dalton IROMP (Fig. 2. lanes I and 2). This protein was
Metricel GA-6 filters (Gelman Sciences. Inc., Ann Arbor. absent from cells cultured with ferric quinate concentrations
Mich.). Uhe fluids were concentrated to 1145 their original greater than or equal to 10 .M (Fig. 1. lanes 6 to 8) or vith
%olume h\ lash esaporation at 35CC. Each sample was then ferric citrate concentrations of 20 pt.M with a citrate-to-iron
carefullx adjusted to pH- 7.0 with 1 N HI-C or NaOH-. filter molar ratio of 1:1 (Fig. 2. lanes 3 and 4).
sterilized, and stored at 4'C until assayed. Uninoculated Siderophores. Catechol-type iron chelators were not de-
culture media at each iron concentration and spent culture
fluids (concentrated 1 10 their original volume) trom S.
tsphinittrittii A [CC 14t028 cultures were prepared in an
identical manner to those of controls.

rhe Arnowk test (1) was used for the detection of pheno-

catechol iSigma) and 1.5 mM 2.3-dihydroxyrbenzoic acid
iAldrich Chemical Co.. Inc.. Milwaukee. Wis.). the negative
controls were 1.5 mM1* solutions of acetohydroxamik; acid 46
(Aldrichl and deferoxamine (a generous gift from CIBA-
GEIGY Corp.. Summit. N.. modification of the Csaky
reaction was used to detect secondary hydroxamic acids (71. 14
The negative controls were catechol and 2.3-dihydroxv- FIG. 2. Sodium dodecNI sulfate -pol ac rNlamide gel electropho-
benLoic acid: the positi' e controls were acetohydroxamic rei fOPpoie rm .neeetciun SIclue st
acid and deferoxamine.retofOIprflsfo..mueoatwnNS1ctrd 4i

citrate-to-iron molar ratios of 20:1 or 1:1 (lanes 1 and 4. respectisek iSiderophore activity. -The effect of spirillum spent culture orit5or2 Mfenquatdne2ad4.escieli.Eh
fluids, on growth of the enterobactin-delicient S. lane contained 30 pLg of purified 1171 OMP The positions, of the iron
(\pliimttrion LT-2 enh-7 mutant was examined. To each it rate -induced IRONIP (5$.()o daltonsi. the 55.ikk-dalton tROMP.
sidearm flask containing (M ml of Davis minimal medium (41 and the majlor OMfP 444.N() daltonsi are indicated
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tected in spent culture fluids from strains MIS-1 or "IMI 0 '0

b means of the Arno" reactioni. H~droxamate-t ,pe iron[
chelators \&ere produced b cells, of each ,train (Table I). as
es idenced hb% positi',e h\sdro\.amate tests. Hydroxkamates,
were detected in cutr media of cells grown at a 20 or 411
i.iN ferric cluinate concentration. Surprisingl%. spent me-
dIuIM from ftroin '\lS- I cultured with less 5 ;.lM ferric
quinate consi-tentk f ailed to jield a positia e hy droxamate
reaction Ilable I1. t.ulture fluid,, from cells of strain N-Az
vrow n at either a or 2))I IiM ferric qutnate Concentration
%kere consislentl\ posIttJ e. how keser (Table 1).

Culture fluid,, obtained from ,train MS-1 cultured wxith 21f
i.LNM ferric citrate at a citrate-to-iron molar ratio of 1:1 were
positis e in the h~ droxamate test. %khereas those obtained
from cells vrow n at a 20:1 molar ratio wiere not (Table 1t.

Siderophore actiaity. The enterobactin-deticient S.
f\ liiiiriitL-2 cit,- 7 mutant did not Lrowk in low -iron-

concentration medium in the absence of e\ogenousl\ sup-
plied chelator. (Fig. 31. Phenolate or hydro\amate 112. 1> (
siderophores hak e been show n to allow for the grow th of this - 2 4 6 B

mutant in low.-iron-concentration medium. Culture fluids CR

from S. I.1plimutirilii ATCC 140)28 (wild t pel markedl\ FIG. 3.Growth re,,ponse of S. tiphimapim LT-2 'w-- mutant
stimulated the growth of the S. tvpirtiirioin LT-2 c,,h-1 cultured in Dusts minimal medium supplemented \kith unino'cuiatied
mutant, wakhereas uninoculated sterile Da\,is minimal medium culiure medium containing 201 jiM ferric quinate El) or aM ferric:
incatikC control) treated %imilarl had little effect iFig. 3 . quinate (A) or itupplemented %kith 'pkent culture ijuids, trom i~rain
Neither growth obtained with spent culture fluids from NMS-I grown wkith 21) I.iM ferric quinate , .or iA af .errnc quinate

with5 1iM frri quiatenor rowh ~ I-_. Controls, contained Dasis minimal medium tnevati'e -iniroIlspirilla cultured wih5f0tfercqiaeno rwho- i or spent culture fluids from Aild-tx pe culture, if ~t't~,
tained with uninoculated spirillum culture medium contain- ATCC 14028 ipositike controli 1
ingz 20 i.ilM ferric quinate exceeded that obtained with uninocu-
lated. unsupplemented Daxis minimal medium (Fig. 31. At 10
h. the ceih-7 mutant supplied with spent culture supernatant NM- IA. produced hydroxamates at both iron concentrations
fluid from spirillum strain MS-1 cells cultured wAit h 20 1. M tested (5 and 20 fLM ferric quinatei. Because these results
ferric quinate showed at 50% higher culture A66( than when were unexpected in the light of iron concentration effect, on
supplied .kith unsupplemented Davis minimal medium mneg- siderophore production by enteric bacteria I1(1. 12. 15i. I-.
atise controli or with uninoculated medium containing 20) we repeated this study using an alternate source of Iron.
LM ferric quinate iFig. 1. ferric citrate. At physiological pH and wkith a 21)-fold molar

excess of citrate, the ferric citrate complex can be expected
DISCUSSION to exist in a highly polhmerized state 1 4. 16). rendering iron

Our results, indicate that magnetic cells of .4. ma~t less available to cells. .. owit'hitl ft i o MS-1 cells re-
t'foai hto produccdJ hsdroxamate material when cultured sponded through their hxdroxamate production ito) the asail-
with 20 or 401 p.M added ferric quinate but not when grown able iron conctntration in their culture medium. At a 21) 4.M
wxith 5; l.LM ferric quinate. The nonmagnetic mutant. strain concentration of iron, supplied in the form of ferric citrate.

cells produced hydroxamates, %hen the molar ratio of citrate
to iron was 1:1 but not 20:1. Since the latter situation

TABLE 1. Hkdroxamate and IROMP production by represents lo\4 available iron concentration for .4.
.A itiaiktetitattiti,, oiai'?eltti( tfim. these results corroborated those obtained

strain and uapriemnrt H'-droxarmate Production of with ferric quinate: magnetic cells of this specie,- roduce
"NJ,' production (iL.i a .iiiiii)-dalton (ROMP' secondary hydroxamates only when cultured under iron-

NMS-I sufficient conditions.
l-errtc quinate Although in enteric bacteria siderophore s, nthesis is de-

4 repressed by iron deficienc. - hdroxamrate synrthesis b% cells
'149 -of .A. milknfetolaciti cu is apparentlh repressed by iron

.41) 53 -deficiency or is induced by available iron.
01ral IronWith low concentrations of available iron. mans bacteria

21)1116 -s\nthesize OMPa; which function as receptors for
2) I'0 11 -siderophores 18. 10. 15. 16. 18). The 55,000-dalton IROMJP in

A4. nitwitehflacticum may~ not function in iron transport %l a
NM\1I A hydroxamates. as its syntlhesis wias repressed at iron con-

Ferric iquinate 'centrations necessary for hy~droxamate production. Vhus. it

-7 may be a component of another iron uptake sy stem not
involv~ing hydroxamates. Cells of strain NMv-IA did not

ii,,>, ire deterox.imine eqiiaients produce the IROMP but did produce hsdroxamates. suggest-
-Production. -no produoton. Ing that a mutation(s) resulting in the loss of magnetite

.aILN ii'In pri-enihes inndic:aie the rniti (1 atit ratc ito iron
Interred re,iilt h,ed aron ahsenic (iti the tRi MP trom elevtrophoretic: production may be associated with the genei s directing the

rotein rroitiea A train '-I1 \ ell, ulitured sih I'. '(. and 40 4\1 s\ nthesis of the IROMP.
.'nentratininn .o added terric *quinate In the enteric bacteria. iron storage proteins or those
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involved with nonspecific iron transport are usually large 8i. 2. Blakemnore. R. P. 1982. Magnetotactic bacteria. A-nnu. Re%
16). The 72.000-. 76.000-. and 85.000-dalton OM*Ps detected Microbiol. 36;217-238,
in .4. 'nuti'netotacricion cells cultured a[ a 20 or 40 AM 3 Blakemnore. R. P.. D. Maratea. and R. S. Wolfe. 19'9 Isolation
concentration of ferric quinate may serve a role in iron aind pure culture ot a freshwater magnetic Npirilum inchmi

meablsmcopral t toe fOMs fsiiarsiean6 calk~ denned medium. J. Bacterial. 1JO:20(-"29metaolim coparble o toseof O~s f siila siz an 4.Car ton. B. C.. and B. J. Brown. 19S1 Gene mutation. p.produced under similar co~nditions by the enteric bacteria 222-242. in P. Gerhardt. R. 6 E. Nlurra . R. N. Costilkm.
1 161. Alternati\el'.. their coordinate production under con- E \A, Nete. W. V. Wood. N. R. Krice.'and Gi. 8 Phillip,
ditions in %hich cells also produce hydroxamates suggests ied. i. Manual of methods for general hacteriology. American
that these (\IPs, ma% he in\,ol).ed in h~drosamate secretion Societ\ for Microbiaoop. Washington. D.C.
or binding or both. 5 Dobrogosz. %%. J1. 1981 Enzymatic actiit . p. 364-192, it P

The 58.(H)-dalton IRONIP produced by A4. makae- Gerhardt. R. Ci. E . Murra , . R. N CostiloM.. F. \k Nester.
tota /c urn cells cultured kith citrate ma be a component of A. A. Wood. N. R Krieg. aind Gi. B Phillips led. i. Manual of
it citrate-mediated iron uptake s, stem similar to that of methods for general hacteriolog . American Societs for icra-
%1t ( 'ha( teriuin spt'iia 1u41 or"Evc hemi hia ( a// (16. 201. 6. holag.%. 'Aa.shington. D.C

6.Fekete. F. A.. J1. T. Spence. and T. Emery. 1983. SideraphoresThe fact that onl\ spent cul ture fluid% \A, hich tested posi- produced hx nitrogen-fixing A ho riiliidiOP in iian-
ti'.elv for hx droxamates, stimulated gro%%th of the S. lite coinusutreAp. n rn Mrai.4:
tiphimieriiurn LTF-2 c'-'- mutant is consistent \Aith a ph% si- I129-1300X
ological role of this material in iron transport (eg.. as a -. Holzberg. M.. and W. M. Artis. 1983. H~dro'.amate siderophore
siderophorel in A. miakCnetoaa tin. production b\, opportunistic and %sstemic tungal pathogens

We do not know \xhx h~dro~amates are produced at high Infect. Immun. 40:1134-1139.
iron concentration andf less so at lowk iron concentration bl, 8 Klebba. P. E., M. A. MicIntosh. and J. B. Neilands. 1482.
A. ,naj!?etaoacij lialm MS-I. Two of the three catecholate Kinetics of bios,.nthesis of iron-regulated membrane protein, in

sideophoes f A.wobctervineandi ar prduce to Es hero/nae (,,' . J. Baciertol. 149:88"-88.
sidropore of.4araacrr cnelndi ae podued9o LaemmUll. U. K. 1970. Cleasage of structural proteins during the

some extent by cells cultured \kith 25 p.M iron (6). Recently. assembl\y of the head of bacteriophage 14. Nature Ltondoni
sse have detected hydroxamate production at high (20 1j.M( 227:680-6,85.
iron concentrations by .4qua.spirilluni hents.aI. .4quaspirillitn 11). Leon.g. J.. and J. B. Neilands. 19'76. Mechanisms of siderophore
st'rpepts. and .4quaayirilluin pol ' ymrp/taii. w.hich are not iron transport in enteric bacteria. J. Bacterial. 126:823-10.
magnetic iL. Paoletti and R. Blakemore. unpublished re- 11. Lowry. 0. Hi.. N. J. Rosebrough. A. L. Farr. and R. J. Randall.
sults). Thus, the magnetic spirillum appears not to be unique 1951 i. Protein measurement Aitth the Folin phenol reagent. J.
in this respec:t. This is an unusual pattern, and although not Biol. Chem. 193:265-275.
mans published studies include results of hydroxamate 12. Luckev. M.. J. R. Pollack. R. Wayne. B. N. Amres. and J. B.

analsisat oth ighandlow ronconentrtios. his Neilands. 1972. Iron uptake in Sahnccnc/Icc 1%piinrmin utiliza-
analsisat oth ighandlow ronconentrtios. his tion of exogenous siderocbromes as iron carriers J. Bacterial.appears to be the first report of bacterial hydroxamate 111:731-738.

production at high iron concentration. Our results also 13. Maratea. 0.. and R. P. Blakemnore. 1981. -qapr/t-
suggest that some available iron is necessary to induce ,ppc)~nettilmcicilcin sp. no%.. a magnetic spirillum. mI. J ~S st

synthesis of this material and of the 72.000- to 85.000-dalton Bacteriol. 31:452-45i.
OMPs detected. 14. Messenger. A. J. M.. and C. Ratledge. 148'. Iron transport in

Siderophore production at high iron concentration may be Vi obalriermnin sinc.'airs: uptake of iron from tm citrate.
common among free-li'.ing organisms which accumulate this Bacteriol. 149:131-13s
metal or require it for metabolism but live in environments in 15 Neilands. J. B. 1981. Iron adsorption and tianspoit in microor-
wxhich it is normally or transiently abundant. 1.ganisms. Annu. Re%. Nutr 1:27-4h.

1.Neilands. J. B. 1982. Microbial envelope proteins related to iron.
Annu. Rev. Microbiol. 36:285-309.
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Spectral Analysis of Cytochromes in Aqitaspirillutn /agiiwtotacticum11

W~end% ()'Brien. Laktrence C. Paoletti.' and Richard P. Blakemore-

Hja!croo\ l)epar!ment. L nai ersii of %Vi~conxan. \adison. k i'comni and -Depar' ment of Macrohiologk ni% er~i! ot \4\
Hampshire. Durham. \e~k Hampshire. LiSA

Abstract. 'The respirator% chain of,.4cua.spiriI/ljfllafiifi(UW riu train MIS-I cell- denhtrif\ -

ine microuerohicallk included a-. a,-. b,. c-. cdl-. and o-t pe hemes. More than 85"" Of the total
otochromes detected \A.ere of the c type. Virtually all of the a and b t~pes \xere detected In cell
membranes. whereas -0'% of the c-type hemes \Aere soluble. Large quantities Of NOle iCc-t'~pe
hemes " ere released \Aith periplasm by freezing and thawxing cells. Solu.ble c;;1 Ioccurred in t~ko
forms: as a single compound of apparent molecular \,eight of 17.flfl) daltons. %k hich bound CO.
and. together \Aith d, heme. as a component of nitrite reductase. Both a,-t'ape hemnes vkhIch
usuall> comprise part of the -low aeration" cytochrome ox~ldase) and o ty~pes lusuall% part of
the -high aeration- oxidase) were simultaneously expressed in microaerobicall\ Lro\n denitri-
k\ing cells of.A. ma(i'etotacicuni: this indicated branching of the respirator% chain.

Cell- of the maL'netite iFerO,-producing spirillum chrome content of wild type and mutant A. mao 'oa-
[111 .- laispirn/hem ma t,'fletotacticumf are nonfer- totacticum cells izrown v.ith NO, or N H." at % ariou
mentati\ e. ohligatelk microaerophilic. and oxidize values of dissolved oxygen tension 1dot.).
orcanic actids 121. The% denitrifv microaerobicallv.
hut k.ill not gr'~anaerobically with NOZ- [1. 2. 91. Materials and Methods
Denitrtfk ing cells respire. using NO1- and 0, as ter- Ogns n utr odtos
minal oxidants -imultaneousk [1.- 25]. Under non- Ogns n utr odto~ aaa,~iua."

a ai strain MIS- I 1 'i(1 and at nonrm,neac niut.-nt deri ed trm It
denitrif\ ing conditions ix"ith NH4 as sole N stai 'II 25 eeue nta tu' ek-r al~

sore.onl 0, and Fe' are terminal electron ac- in a chemnicalk defined szro\Ath medium. \ISt.AI 12:. ineie

ceptors in the chemically defined medium. Mag- serum s aals or glass carbo under macroaerobac: condition, n

netic cells of strain MS-I (but not those of NM-IA. tiat headspace 0.. l)2'2 of saturation). In liaeu off) m V! -

a nomageti muant tran drivd frm i) crry cinic acid. tartarac and succinic acidN 13.1) m V4 each I er% eu
a nnmanetc utat sran drivd fomit)cary carbon sources. Ferric quinate 12)) ptk and 1 41 m k/ NaN ) or

out electrogenic proton translocation with Fe3 NH CI (the latter N source to aIlosk cell gro\&th sAthout denatritt-
1251]. It seemed possible that dissimilatory Fe>- re- cation)i Aere used. Cells in hatch cultures htere 91"LlAh ta Liate

duction mig-ht contribute to formation of intracellu- stationar. phase all1 days. 1-2 lI10 cell, ml, at 3(1) C unoe-

lar Fe O, in this organism. because cells appear to \sanous air-N- atmosphere,,. For the Niud'. of the effect of ele-
.ated 0: on cutochrome content. cells an IS-liter cuilure, e~produce this mineral optimally when alternate oxi- go& tadot fls hni;o auain pnrahn

datnt, (0- and NO.. I are limiting [3]. The possibility den,.it\, ofapprosimael to- cells ml. culture, %kere shafted
of a link het~een iron respiration and FeAO forma- dot. bet%4een V; and 1- of saturation~ Cultures '.ere Pro-

lion prompted us to identify the terminal electron tected at elevated dot. b\ addition of lilter-stertlied ,o' ine

tran!,port components with the overall objective of liser catalase Wkorihington Diagnostic SN tems. Freehold. Nesk
Jerse'w) to the medium (12IN U mli just prior to inoculation. The

estahlishing %% hether any might be specifically asso- culture dot. %%as measured b means of an autoclasable cal-

ciated \4ith iron respiration or Fe1O4 synthesis. anic 0. electrode I Nea4 Brunss~ick Scientific Companrm. series
Except for a single report of a c-type cyto- 9W0: Ne\% Brunsvtck. Ne~k Jersey ) %%ith a Ne\& Brunswick model

chrome detected in cells of a magnetic coccoid bac- DO-40 dissolved 0: anal% I er The full-scale response tame a,

terium IT. T. Moench. PhD thesis, Indiana Unive r- 60,Cls\eehretdh oniuu l~ etiuaino
sit. 1978). the respirators ch is of magnetotactic bv filtration through J)

45-grm imicroporou, membranes in ai Milli
bacteria have remained unexplored. Here we report pore Pelticon Cassette filtration %sstem ooillapore Corporatown
result-, of -spectrophotometric analyses of the cyto- Medford. Massachusettsi

.Addre'- reprint request, :o Dr Richard P. Blakemnore, Department of Nlicraabaalopx . nas~ersata of \eA Ha,anhare. I)iarhal: H -
u1X24. L SA-
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for c-type hemes. The relationship. 1.37 A- - 0.62 A., w.is
used to estimate the amount of cvtochrome c. and 1.0- A-, -
0.15 A- %as used to estimate that of c.tochrome b.

L. Low-temperature red - ox spectra were obtained in ,.
laboratory of Dr. B. Chance (Johnson Foundation. Uniersi, ,i

z Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Penns,ana) Aith a dual waie-
ca length recording spectrophotometer. All difference spectra wkere

derived b% computer from stored spectra.

Extraction of soluble eytochromes by freezing and thawing (F T I.
...301 Washd cells ica. 3 10 i) n h ml cold KPB tpH 6.8) Aere

frozen at -12'C overnight. The thawed cells were centrifuged
(8000 e. 20 min. 5'C). and the supernatant fluids were further

_ -_ _' _ _clarified by centrifugation (32.000 k. 30 mi. 5C). The pink su-
430 5CO C "Cc pernatant fluid was placed in a dialysis bag (Spectrapor no I.

N-a r- Ei G" 6000-8000 mol -t cutoff. Spectrum Medical Industries. Los

Fig. I. Room temperature difference spectrum of dithionite-re- Angeles. California) and concentrated to one-sixth of its volume
duced minus air-oxidized small membrane particles of Aqas- by use of polyethylene glycol iJ. T. Baker. solid flake. 20.000 mol
ptrdllum aoneztacrum MS-I. The protein concentration w as wt( by the method of Cliver [6]. The sample was then dialhzed
0.6 mg. ml- . overnight at 4"C against KPB (pH 6.8( and examined for cto-chromes. Alkaline pyrdine hemochromogens ,ere prepared of

the soluble c-type cytochromes extracted from F T supernatant
fluids with cold acetone.

Preparation of respiratory membrane particles. Cells from 25 li- Slu bl he one r
Soluble hemoproteus were also prepared from cells di-

ters of culture (ca. 5 10- cells were washed by centrifugation rupted at 4°C with a French pressure cell. Cell debris was re-
at 5C in cold 50 m potassium phosphate buffer (KPB at pH moved by centrifugation (4300 e. 15 in. mm C). and the superna-
7.0. and resuspended in 2.5 ml of KPB. Cells were disrupted by tant fluid was clarified by ultracentrifugation (200.000 e. I h.
pulsed sonication for 3-5 min at 5 C in a Heat Systems Ultrason- 4°Cl. The resulting light brown supernatant material was applied
ics W-375 sonicator operating at 140 watts. Disrupted cells were to a re ul se l ig b o uernatant bate d wa i ed

centrifuged (10.000 .15 min. 5'Cl to remove unbroken cells and to a DEAE-cellulose Sigma) column equilibrated with 20 mM
sodium acetate (pH 6.01. Amber-colored material containing thedebris. The supernatant fluid was centrifuged 135.000 g. 30 mm.n c-type hemoes eluted with the void volume.

5'C). yielding a pellet fraction consisting of membranous parti,-

cles as evidenced by electron microscop,. These corresponded Sodium dodecvl sulfate-polyaerylamide gel electrophoresis
to -large respiratory membrane particles - described by Jonesandto eciea I. "'lrgSmall respiratory membrane particles" re- (SDS-PAGE). Cytochromes released by the F T method were
and Redfearn "'Saalu ereatory tembrane paticles" re concentrated. solubilized at 25°C. and separated on a 1.5-mm
maining in the aperiatant fluid were collected by ultracentrifu- SDS-polyacrylamide gel by the buffer system described b%
gation (105.000 w. 90 min. 5'C) and stored on ice. The upper two- Laemmli [181. The concentration of acrylamide in the stack and
thirds of the resulting supernatant fluid comprised the small eparatin of respeie Eack and

membrane particle wash fluid. Pellet fractions washed in cold separating gels was 4% and l7r%. respectivelN. Each gel con-
ebr (pa6. iclere reshuspendd inPelml frionswhef sonica- tained concentrated F T proteins 160 1Ag lane). molecular weight[PB (pH 6.81 w ere resuspended in 3-6 m of KPB. Briefs standards (Bio Rad). and horse cytochrome c (type Il-A. Sigma.

tion e15-30 s was often necessary to effect resuspension of these Proteins migrated through the stacking and separating gels at a
particles, which, upon freezing, tended to aggregate. Freezing constant current of 20 and 40 mA. respectively. Preparative gels
was avoided whenever possible. contained 17-25 mg of proteins released by F T. For these gels.

Protein was measured by the Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio- electrophoresis was performed at 10 mA through a 3.5-cm. 4%
Rad or the Lowry et al. 1191 method with bovine serum albumin acrylamide stacking gel. and at 20 mA through a 7.0-cm. 127

acrylamide separating gel. Gels were observed unstained and
after stain with diaminobenzidine to reveal c-type cytochromes

Absorbance spectra. Room temperature difference spectra were [21]. or with Coomassie blue to reveal nrottins
measured in a Beckman Instruments DU-8 UVVIS spectropho-
tometer equipped for wavelength scanning.

Reduced minus oxidized (red - ox) difference spectra were Results and Discussion
obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the air- or ferricyanide-
oxidized sample from that of the same sample following either While the electron transport systems of several spe-
chemical (sodium dithionite) or physiological (NADH or succi- cies of chemoheterotrophic spirilla have been stud-
natet reduction, as indicated. Difference spectra employing car- id
bon monoxide fredco - red) were obtained by subtracting the [4. 5. 7. 8. 12, 13). magnetic spirilla have not
spectrum of the cytochromes reduced with dithionite from that been examined in this regard. Cells of Aquaspiril-
of the same sample after sparging with CO for 45-60 s. Identical lur itersoni contained an unbranched electron
red<-o - red spectra were obtained in which the CO was first transport chain comprised of ubiquinone. b-, c-, and
deoxygenated by passage through an alkaline pyrogallol solu- o-type cytochromes. The c-type was both mem-
tion.

Cytochrome concentrations were estimated from published brane bound and soluble, and a considerable quan-

molar extinction coefficients (10]. Absorbance maxima for b-type tity of the soluble form was predominant when NOA
cytochromes occurred as shoulders on major absorption peaks was present in the culture medium. Cells of the obli-
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Fig- 2. Low4-temperature 07 K) difference spectra of large membrane particles of A quaspirillon maj'Lcfvtsa ijumo M S- I grown Awit h
sodium nitrate as the sole nitrogen source. Samples (2.1 ml of respirator, membrane particles, each containing 2-5 mg protein. 'ere
diluted with 100 -ethylene glycol (purified on alumina) to a final concentration of 30"c ethylene glvcol. Each oxidized sample I mli in
the antifreeze was rapidly frozen in dry ice and spectrally ,canned at 7- K. This spectrum Iosidized) was stored in the instrument
RAM. The sample was thawed, reduced by adding 10 Al 500 mM sodium succinate. refrozen. scanned, and the spectrum also stored.
The sample was again thawed, reduced further with several crystals of sodium dithionite. refrozen. scanned, and the spectrum stored.
Finally. the thawed sample wAas sparged for at least (A N with ). refrozen. - scanned. (- i Red - ox: and ------- i red, red. The
protein concentration was 4.6 mg ml I
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Fig. 3. Low-temperature (77 K) difference spectrum of large membrane particles of Aqaaspirillum moivnebora nurn SS-I grown with
ammonium chloride as the sole nitrogen source. The protein concentration was 1.6 mg• ml .

gate microaerophile Spirillum volutans possessed 551 nm was frequently a split peak. The absorbance
cytochromes similar to those of A. itersonii and A. maximum in the Soret region expected for the b-
serpens. with lower quantities of cytochrome c [7]. type heme (425 nm) was not discernible from that

Room-temperature red - ox spectra obtained resulting from c-types at room temperature.
with large or small respiratory membrane particles Red - ox spectra recorded at 77 K (Fig. 2) were
from magnetic cells ofdenitrifying A. magnetotacti- similar to those obtained at room temperature. Ab-
cum (Fig. 1) displayed absorption maxima of cyto- sorbance maxima at 77 K are usually shifted slightly
chromes of type c (425. 522. and 551 nm), type b toward the blue [26]. For unknown reasons, in our
(shoulders at 530 and 558 nm). and type a, (450 and work maxima were shifted 5-10 nm toward the red
591 nm). Shoulders at 456 and 600 nm were consis- end of the spectrum. Nevertheless, low tempera-
tent with the presence of either an a-type heme or ture (Fig. 2) allowed resolution of coincident max-
the d, moiety of a cd, multiheme (nitrite reductase). ima and distinct peak -'t 16! and 611 nm attribut-
The a-absorbance band attributed to c-type heme at able to the dt moiety of a cd, nitrite reductase [281.
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Table I A,orbane parameters of c tochrome, detected in
•.-)ql¢alntri/f

)
hta " t '+.+ it run' ,trdurn +MS- cellkz
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Shoulder,. -,1 ii )
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temnpera1ure Fig. 4 Room-temperuture-redu,:ed mmiu. ,\idized diftrenc
M vfll 414 .pectrum of Idarge memhrane particle, of 4q--!,r:

(+4 fota(, it an MS-I ,utured .r th ,odiur nirate it e %e~ .r ed ox -

gen rt5- O,:. The protein concentration .,a mi ml
%lrnima

Red ax. room
temperature (red-,, - red) difference spectra (Fig. 2) conistent

Maxma 414 -, with t, pe o (absorption maxima at 412. 544. and 5-4
nm. with minima at 526 and 556 nm and a, ,houl-5-49

.4 5 der at 423 nm. a trough at 440 nm. and a slight dip at
[arge men'rne pirtile- 590 nm) c,.tochromes. Thus. our spectral data sum-

Red ax.-K marized in Table 1. collectively indicate the pres-
"timrn 4h5 4;h 425 ence of hemes of the a. a,. b. c. cd,. and o t\pe,, in

6I 525 cells of .4. nta4,n'fu, hjium strain MS-1 denitrif\-

Shaulde, i- ; ing microaerobically. We haxe not 'ei determined
;62 the functional roles of these compounds. Ho\ exer.

R..d :d. K it would be interesting if this cto,:hrome dixer,,itx
Mltirn,. 412 were related to the respirator% %ersatilit% of this

i44 organism.

440 526 Variations in growth condition, produced
i90 marked alterations in cvtochrome content of strain

shOUlder 423 MS-I. Respirator, membranes from cells cultured
(, a,.TH ,r rH kxi.,O(t.,m microaerobically with NH.- as the sole N source

Red a,. -- K (Fig. 3) had less a- and dj-tpe c.tochromes (ab-
469 5X" 532 42' sorption maxima at 455. 465. and 611 nm wkere re-

564 524 duced or absent) compared with those of denitrif,,-
552 ing cells (Fig. 2). Cells cultured at a d.o.t. greater

than 51 (Fig. 4) showed a 501 decrease in total
cvtochrome content over that of cells at 1; 0.. but

The room temperature absorption maximum ex- were proportionally enriched in c types. They pos-
pected for dl-chlorin of nitrite reductase. typically sessed 12-fold less (moles per weight membrane
at 625 nm [281. frequently appeared at 611-616 nm protein) a,-type. threefold less b-type, and twofold
in our work. This is probably a pH effect in that this less c-type heres than cells cultured at a d.o.t. of
peak was shifted 5-10 nm toward longer wave- 1' of saturation (Fig. I).
lengths in spectra collected at higher pH. Spectral Although photodissociation studies were not
eidence for the presence of cd. nitrite reductase performed. our CO difference spectra suggest that
%as corroborated by results of SDS-PAGE (see be- the o- and a,-type cytochromes may function as ter-
lowi. minal oxidases. The terminal oxidase in Escherichia

Respirator% particles from cells grown with coli cells grown at high aeration consists of cxto-
NO: .ielded low temperature carbon monoxide chromes b,,, and o. which purify as a single com-
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Fable 2. C.,iochrome concentrations in fractions of 4 ,2
denitri f ing cell, of 'train MS-I

Qui til. (nmol mg total proteini of
ci iochrome of I, pe

Cell fr.action h h c Total T 0.04,

W hole \:ell '. ,,h

fluid 0 0 2' I (19.9) 28(o Z 54 Si

Large repira-<

tor mem-
brane particle, M ( 91 -4 II 3 (91 91 1,s 2 ,i 52S. h

Large membrane 520

particle A.sh
fluid 0 0 12.0 1(.S 12.oI

Nmall re,pirator.
Membrane

particles 11.8 (i.01 1.0 184.1 1.5 2.54;: 5.,
Small membrane

particle \.a,h
fluid 0 0 58.5 (4l.h) 58.5 4CO 530 600 -

l'ota! 9 lII) 12.3 110) 140.X iISW 12A 'WAVE L E NGTH

Fig. 5. Room-temperature-reduced minus oxidized difference
The numbers in parentheses denote percentage of each tpe spectrum of soluble protein-, released b% freezing and thavk.i

detected Aquaspiriltim macwnet,)t ti(,i u \ IS-1 cell, The protein concen-
tration was 3.6 mg• ml

plex [14]. Low aeration results in a terminal oxidase mass than the small particles. Most (91r) of the a-
containing bi-. al- and d-type hemes which purify and b-type cytochromes were associated %kith the
as a single complex [14]. Cytochromes of the a and large membraneous particles: the remaining 8c ,a-
a, types together comprise the cytochrome c oxi- recovered in the small particle fractions (Table 2).
dase of mitochondria and of some prokaryotes in- Of considerable interest, more than 85% of the total
cluding Paracoccus denitrificans and Rhodop- cytochromes released from denitrif ing cells of
seudomonas sphaeroides [161. However, the strain MS-I or NM-IA by conventional cell frac-
simultaneous occurrence of a, o. and a, types. as tionation procedures were of the c type (Tables 2
detected in this study. is uncommon. Since high and 3). Furthermore. 70% of c-type hemes were
aeration abolished the a-type hemes in our work, it soluble (Table 2). and. in fact, soluble c-type hemes
is possible that the maxima we attribute to heme a comprised 60% of the total cytochromes detected
(456 and 600 nm) are. in fact, those of a d heme (Table 2).
associated with a "'low aeration" oxidase. Never- Red - ox difference spectra collected at 77 K.
theless. our findings suggest branching of electron with use of the supernatant fluids obtained from
transport in this microaerophile, with dual expres- washing membranous particle fractions (Table 21
sion of terminal oxidases of both the a, (low aera- exhibited absorbance maxima at 418. 522. and 551
tion) and o types (high aeration) under denitrifying nm with shoulders at 444, 474. and 513 nm. These
conditions. Nondenitrifying cells grown microaero- indicated the presence of a soluble heme c and ab-
bically on NH; were forced to use 02 and perhaps sence of a or b types in these wash fluids.
Fe' - as terminal electron acceptors. As expected, Suspensions of denitrifying cells in KPB (pH
toey had greatly diminished a-type hemes ("low 7.0), when frozen overnight, thawed, and centri-
aeration" oxidases) cd, heres (nitrite reductase), fuged, yielded pink supernatant fluids with spectral
and b-type heres (which comprise part of the en- characteristics of c- and di-type hemes (Fig. 5). The
zyme nitrate reductase). absorption band in the vicinity of 551 nm was split:

Although the two respiratory membrane parti- this suggested the presence of more than one c type.
cle fractions of strain MS-I cells were qualita- Proteins in these fluids. when concentrated and sep-
tively similar in cytochrome content, the large parti- arated with SDS-PAGE, included a pink and a
cles contained nine times more cytochrome per unit brown band of apparent mol wt 17,000 daltons (1 7.0
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Table 3. Total cytochromes detected in denitrifing cells of
Aqtaaspirllum mai netotac'wurn strains %IS-I and N M-lA

of total c.tochromes
detected in strain

Cytochrome type MS- I N.M- IA

b- ',5 4i1

0

S$27 Includes o types.

ditional maxima characteristic of a second c-type
.,C,: !eCC 60C -heme (549 and 522 nm) were also present (Fig. 61.

WAVELENGTH We were surprised to find such large quantities
Fig. 6. Room-temperature-reduced minus oxidized difference of soluble c-type hemes in this organism. Freezing
spectrum of soluble proteins released b freezing and thawing and thawing did not liberate a- or b-type CxtO-
4quasprrdlum magnetotacticum MS-I cells and partially punfied chromes present in cell membranes, nor did it dis-
by treatment with DEAE-cellulose. The protein concentration rupt the helical cell morphology. FT caused selec-
was 4.0 mg. ml- tive release of periplasmic proteins of this organism

(not proteins in the cytoplasmic membrane) as de-
termined from cell fractionation studies and assay
of succinic dehydrogenase [231. Thus. c-type hemes

kdal) and 85.0 kdal, respectively. Each of these ex- selectively released by F.T were either periplasmic
hibited peroxidase activity typical of c-type hemes or loosely associated with membranes.
(211. When solubilized at 250C. electrophoresed. Soluble c-type cytochromes are quite common
and subsequently eluted from the unstained gel. the [12. 13. 24] and frequently have been shown, as in
pink material displayed spectral characteristics (ab- our study, to bind CO [17. 22. 27]. Soluble c;,, of
sorption maxima at 412 and 551 nm) of a c-type strain MS-I occurred in two forms: a 17.0-kdal free
heme. The 85.0-kdal brown band obtained by pre- form, and together with d, as a component of an
parative SDS-PAGE of proteins released by F/T 85.0-kdal complex (nitrite reductasel. The ability of
was resolved by prolonged electrophoresis into a soluble c,51 to bind CO is suggestive of an oxwdase
green (apparent mol wt of 83.0 kdal) and a pink function. CO binding by c-type cytochromes is enig-
(apparent mol wt of 81.0 kdal) band. Spectra ob- matic, since they are considered unable to bind O,.
tained with material from the green band (dithio- The sixth coordination position (CO or O binding
nite-reduced minus persulfate-oxidized) had ab- site) of iron in the heme is covalently bound to the
sorption maxima at 415 and 551 nm. as expected of imidazole group of histidine in the protein. There-
heme c. and at 468 and 625 nm, as expected for the fore, their proportional abundance, soluble nature.
d, chlorin of cytochrome cd (nitrite reductase). preferential distribution in the periplasm. and ap-

A spectrum confirming the presence of soluble parent ability to bind CO are all properties not ex-
c-type heme (551 nm maximum) was obtained from pected of a c-type cytochrome with a principal role
F/T supernatant fluids extracted with acid acetone in cell energy conservation (i.e.. as a component of
in which the residue was scanned in alkaline pyri- a vectorially organized electron transport chain),
dine. This soluble c,51 bound CO as evidenced from and alternate function(s) must be considered.
difference spectra (not shown) of the chemically re- No differences were detected in the cyto-
duced cytochromes in F/T supernatant fluids before chrome of strains MS-I and NM-lA (Table 3).
and after treatment with CO (maxima at 414, 534, Thus, there may not be unique cytochromes or
562 nm with minima at 526 and 551 m). After treat- combinations of cytochromes specifically required
ment of FIT fluids with DEAE-cellulose, well de- for iron respiration or Fe3O4 formation by strain
fined red - ox maxima attributable to the d, (419, MS-I. However. the mutant NM-IA. despite its in-
468. and 616 nm) and c (419. 522. and 551 nm) he- ability to respire with iron [25], may be blocked in
mes of nitrite reductase were observed (Fig. 6). Ad- some aspect of FeO 4 formation not reflected in its
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Freeze-Thawing of Aquaspirillum magnetotacticun Cells Selectively
Releases Periplasmic Proteins
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Cells of the gram-negatile bacterium Aquaspirillum magnetolacticum. %hen suspended in buffer and
freeze-thawed, produced pinkish orange supernatant fluid. The fluid contained !2.0% of total extractable
outer membrane component 2-keto-3-deoxioctonate or of the cytoplasmic membrane marker succinic
deh.drogenase. Electrophoretic banding patterns ants difference spectra of proteins and hemoproteins released
bh freeze-thawing cells were distinct from those of membrane-associated substances and similar to those of
periplasmic substances obtained by applying consentional fractionation methods to this organism.

Freeze-thawing IFT) is undoubtedl, important in defining 15; %x hen the. reached a density of 14 10 m) Cell,
Ind.genou, soil bacteria populations in temperate regions. were washed once b.. centrifugation 48.W(o - ,. 3i mm. .5 C
N" -le et al. il observed a 40 to 6t) decrease in bacterial in at least 10 pellet %olumes of 50 mM potassium phosphate
':hilit, in ,and6 loam soil as a direct result of FT. FT is buffer (pH 6.8) or 10 mM HEPES buffer pH .44. Cells from

known to hase a profound effect on bacterial cell, and is a single 40-liter culture %ere suspended in I00 ml of potas-
often used as a pretreatment for cell disruption (18. 19). slum phosphate buffer or HEPES buffer. and equal portions
Responses of gram-negatie cells depend upon the cell Aere fractionated b% the procedures described below.
genotxpe 431. the menstruum in which the, are suspended. The FT technique consisted of storing washed re,us-
and the FT rate, 141. Outer sheath material from an oral pended cells at -20C overnight. The freezing rate \Aa,
spirochete has been isolated by FT (104. Calcott and ).7-C mm-'. The sample \,as thawked at room temperature.
MacLeod i4) found that freeze-thawed lactose-limited Esch- and cells were pelleted by centrifugation 410.00 - L. 15 mim.
ertchia (il cells released considerable amounts of the pen- 5iCf. The pinkish orange supernatant fluid as clarified h\
plasmic enzyme cyclic phosphodiesterase but not the csto- ultracentrifugation (100.000 ,. 1 h. 5Ci and concentrated
plasmic enzyme glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. A b, membrane dialysis (Spectrapor membrane tubing: h.0W
small. constant quantity (10 to 15% of total activity) of o 8,000 molecular weight cutoffi Spectrum Medical Indus-I3gatooids 8.000ll molecularic reeae wash cuoftSpctu Mdia Iu,

-galactosidase normall,, cytoplasmicfreleased was attrib, tries. Inc.. Los Angeles. Calif.) on a bed of solid-flake
uted to a possible penplasmic form of this enzyme. polyethylene gl.col (molecular vseight. 241.000: 1. T. Baker

Periplasmic substances of' E. cohi have been separated Chemical Co.. Phillipsburg. N.J. at 4(
from other cellular components by osmotic shock and e mic C o tipsbur e N.J. 1 t ,

spheroplast formation 412). Ames et al. (1) demonstrated Periplasnic proteins hlere obtained by two methods. o -

%elective release of periplasmic proteins from E. coil cells motic shock 412) and chloroform extraction 11 The method
treated with chloroform, of Schnaitman 419) \,as also used to separate outer mem-

FT of cell suspensions of Aquaspirillum maenetotacticum brane proteins, cytoplasmic membrane proteins, and soluble
MS-i in 10mM N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-V'-2-ethanesul. ,cytoplasm and periplasmi proteins. Cells wkere disrupted in
fonic acid (HEPESi buffer )pH 7.4) or 10 to 50 mM potas- a French press 410.000 lb.1n2 before treatment with 2';
sium phosphate buffer caused the release of soluble c,,-type i\,ol vol) Triton X-100 and 10 mM MgCI, in 10 mM HEPES
hemoproteins 415: W. O'Brien. M.S. thesis. University of buffer (pH 7.41. Each fraction was dialyzed oernight at 4:C
New Hampshire. Durham. 1982). FT did not disrupt overall against HEPES buffer before analysis.
helical cell form. The objective of our study was to compare The relative activity of succinic dehydrogenase iSDH . an
FT with other cell fractionation methods applied to this integral enzyme of the cytoplasmic membrane i;. '). and the
organism to determine the cellular origin of the substances concentration of 2-keto-3-deox>octonate i KDO,. a constitu-
released, including the soluble c, 1-type hemoprotein. This ent of outer membrane lipopolysacchande. Aere used as
method also allowed us to partially purify this hemoprotein. indices of the purity of cell fractions 19. Proteins and
Periplasmic soluble c-type hemoprotems of unknown func- molecular mass standards (Bio-Rad Laboratories. Rich-
tion have been detected in Alcaligenes eutrophus (17). mond, Calif.) were solubilized and separated b, sodium
Aquaspiril/um itersonii (6). Paracoccus denitrificans 18). and dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (164 and
Haemophius parasuis (13). stained with silver (14). Spectra of air-oxidized soluble

(Portions of this work have been reported previously [L. protein fractions were subtracted from spectra of dithionite-
C. Paoletti. K. A. Short, and R. P. Blakemore, Abstr. Annu. reduced soluble protein fractions, both of which were at
Meet. Am. Soc. Microbiol. 1986, 16, p. 1661.) room temperature. as previously described (15). The ability

Denitrifying A. maginetotacticum MS-I cells (ATCC ot cells to survive FT was evaluated by using a standard
316321 were batch cultured with a chemically defined me- plate assay. Logarithmic dilutions of thawed cells were
dium (2) microacrobically at a dissolved oxygen tension of prepared as pour plates in semisolid medium in triplicate.
less than 1% saturation. Cells were harvested by filtration Plates were incubated for 1 week at room temperature

microacrobically. Colony counts were compared with those
Corresponding author, of control (non-FT) cells plated similarly.
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TABLE 1Membrane markers in A oat, ,,ri, wpi
c ell fraiction,,

FJ* I WIIM . 1

rnion \. iio.\tc('l.:s
"I) P 1.3' ii;o

Periplasm-c v tor!,t~r h z -k......

Chloroform i . pelri-n Il 1 i'

,molic shock 12j. reriloim Is 2'

FT i this stud%. p eriplasm 20CC

\ti~romosk 4. utchromc rediied co ot ei min.----
I P I 'i!.er -nemihrtne roteinf

C M P C. T.'nI~mim memrrane rroein.

Supernatant fluids obtained h. FT contained 1.3' of the
total SDH activ it detected and 2.0; of the total KDO FI162. Difference spectra of redu~ed soluble proteins minus
recovered Table IP. These results suggest that FT did not I hose of ovidized proteins of A.,im~it 'a i i otbtained h\
markedly, disrupt either the outer or the inner cell mem- trtintn iFT0mgfpren..horncdiion=
branes w&ith subsequent release of' these markers. Soluble Ci i5.IB h rceueotcnimniYm fpein. srance divisions = 0.2601. (Ci chloroform treaten 10.04 miz of
fractions obtained b chemical treatment (chloroform or rottein: absorhance div.isions CC 0045i1. and Di)osmotic shock ii00i4
l\ soz% me-EDTA) or mechanical disruption (French press) 01 miz of protein. absorhance div sions =C0 iii,
,train MIS-i cells, had comparable proportion-, of total detect-
able SDH activity and KD() Table ii. Mlo-st iSTh of the
total SD~i-activit\ and 90' of the total KDO recoveredwere
in the c~toplasminc and outer membrane fractions. respec- The outer membrane (Fig. 1. lane 21 and periplasmic trac-
tivel\. of strain MIS-i cells (Table Ii. ttons iFig. 1. lanes 4 to 7 1 contained fewx proteins in common.

Electrophoretogramns of each soluble fraction iFig. 1. Soluble fractions obtained bN> FT. chloroform treatment.
lanes 4 to -i exhibited similar protein-banding patterns. In osmotic shock. or French press disruption of strain MS-i
each of these fractions, more than NI) proteins wA'ere evidlent, cells contained substances w ith absorption spectra 1 Fic. 21
including several major proteins with molecular masses t~ia f~-vehmsmvm t49 2.ad~1nm)
ranging betwAeen 28.M) and 85.W)0 daltons. Four proteins Spent grow&th medium and cell-wash Iluids of A. erunto-
\Aith apparent molecular masses of 29.000. 41.000. 44.500) iat~itwn concentrated 100-fold did not Contain detectable
and 45.000 daltons wAere unique to the periplasm C(Fig. 1. quantities of protein or (-type hemoproteins.
lanes 4 to -i. The cvtoplasmic membrane CFig. 1. lane 3) The effects of FT on strain MS-I cells, were evaluated l'
contained three major proteins C i6.5W. 56A00.f and 85.0W0 p' e assay and electron miucroscop\. Only I to -'r of control1
daltonsi wkhich %%ere also present in the periplasmic fraction. Cnon-FT) cells were recovered as CFU after FT. Survivors,

were magnetotactic. Freeze-thawed cells w4hich w&ere nega-
tiv.ely, stained with uranW acetate and observed b,, electron
microscop lacked flagella but appeared otherwise structur-

92.5- - - ally intact as compared with control cells. They retained
662- ~- their helical form and did not form spheroplasts or show

blebbing.
=W- Our results indicate that FT provides a rapid. simple.

450 reproducible method of seiectivelx releasing periplasmic
substances, including the -soluble ct-,-t~pe hemoproteins.

- ~from A 'floenetoltcumil without recourse to chemical
treatmenits.

31.0-We have applied FT to Aqua ~pirillwpz irer~ont, and
Azospirdin tipoh'rom cells and obtained spectral evidence
for release of (-type hemoproteins trom these organisms as
wAell Cdata not shownL. Recently. FT wkas applied to cells of

21.5- nine genera of gram-negatie* bacteria. The method was
found to be comparable to the chloroform method (1) for the

14.4- release of periplasm lB. E. Eribo, S. D. Lail, and J. M. Jay.
1 2 5 6 7Abstr. Annu. Meet. Am. Soc. Microbiol. 1987. 1152. p. 197C .

FIG, 1. StIler-tained sodium dodecs) sulfate -poi vacrv.lamide FT had several advantages over conventional techniques
giel electrophoretogram of.4. ,nainew-fmicum cell proteins. Lanes. used to obtain peniplasm from .4. 'na&'eto.'actcurn. These
1. molecular mass standards, iin kilodaltonC: 2. outer membrane inldthfoowg:( heascefcemalramn.
fraction. .. inner membrane fraction: 4. periplasm-cytoplasm frac- icuetefloig ~teasneo hmcltetet
tion. 5. proteins obtained by, FT: 6 . proteins released hsv osmotic such as with lvsoz~me. chloroform. toluene. or EDTA: mii
shock. ". proteins, obtained wAith I ' soz~me-EDT.A treatment. Each the rapid and selective recovers of oeriplasmic substances.
lane contained Y; i.g of protein Dashes to the right of the eel including enzy mes: and liiit the lack of apparent gross cell
indicate proteins restricted to the periplasm. damage. This method. if generalk% applicable to other gram-
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(Plates I and 21

Ovoid magnetotactic bacteria extracted from the Exeter River. New
Hampshire, U.S.A.. contain chains of 20-35 anisotropic magnetic in-
clusions running longitudinallv in each of three lateral cell positions ad-
jacent to the inner surface of the cytoplasmic membrane. The inclusions
are bullet-shaped and have characteristic flattened end faces. Some par-
ticles show kinking and curvature in their morphology. In cross section
the particles have a hexagonal shape. The length of the inclusions varies
over a wide range (45-135 nm) with a mean value of 97.8 nm. In contrast,
the width of the particles is restricted to a range of 30-45 nm with a mean
valuo of 36.9 nm. Many particles are surrounded by an organic electron-
dense envelope. The crystallographic structure of the inclusions has been
determined by electron diffraction and corresponds to the mineral mag-
netite (Fe3O,). The dimensions of the crystals fall within the magnetic
single-domain range for magnetite and the magnetic moment of one cell
is approximately 4 x 10- 1 2 emu (4 fJT-1 ).

I N-TROD U CT0N

Magnetotactic bacteria are ubiquitous in aqueous natural environments (Blake-
more i98z: Sparks et al. 1986) from which they can be readily extracted by using
small permanent magnets (Blakemore 1975). A variety of bacteria, including
coecal. bacillary, vibroid and helical forms, have been reported (Blakemore 198z;
Sparks et al. 1986). A characteristic feature of these magnetic organisms is the
presence of intracellular electron-dense inclusions, often organized in chains along
the long axis of the cell. The mineralogical structure of these inclusions has been
determined in three different niagnetotactic bacteria (Towe & Moench 1981 ;
Frankel et al. 1979 Matsuda et al. 1983) and identified as the mixed-valence iron
oxide magnetite (FeO). The size and orientation of these intracellular magnetite
particles. termed "magnetosomes' (J3alkwill el al. i98o) impart a permanent mag-
netic moment to each cell such that the bacteria are aligned in the geomagnetic
field. A survey of magnetotactic bacteria found in different geographical locations
indicates that cells swim almiost exclusively downward in both the Northern
(Blakemore & Frankel 1981) and Southern hemispheres (Blakemore et al. r98o;
Kirsehvink 198o).
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The crystal mocrph~ology of b~acterial ilmagnet it e has been determ ined~ in t hree
organisms (Mann et ail. 1984a. b. Matsuda 0t WI. 1983). AqOuispirilU?fl inanOo-
tacticuin synthesizes magnet ite particles %%ith it cuba-c cct ahedral hiabit (Manni CI a/i.
1984 u) whiich is a conventional abiogenic formi for this mineral. In coccoid cells
(Mann et a/i. 19841)) and CCels from an uii itlnt i lid Icacteci u in (Mat sud~a et (ol. 1983 I

the magnet ite crysta Is adopt a pa ralIlelepipedi morp hology based on a hecxagonatl
prismn of II10, fa(cs ca1pped b)*y IlIl j end faces. In conlt rast. thle magnet ic inclusions
investicrated in this paper show extensive ancisot ropcy in their particle slhape. The
uilt rastrcict tire and characterization of these bacteria and their associated iniclu -
sions. as repor-ted in this paper. is of fundamental biological imlportance in the
undcrstand ing of the regu lat ion of biom ineraliza tion processes in bacteria. In
addit ion the un ique part ale shape. which is not known to be prod uced bY abIio genie
processes. ind ica tes that t he ' shuould be readi ' v idenlt ifiedl as being of Iciogeniic

oricrin in mnarine or freshwator sediments; this has., important implications for the
study' of palaeobiology, palacomagnet ism and cnagnetost rat igraphy. The natuore
of the inclusions is also of imimediate interest to chemists and materials scientists
involved in the product ion of erystalloche mically specific materials for magnetic
and catalytic application.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Magnetot actic bacteria containing anisotropic magnetosomes were extracted
fromn samples of sedimnent and water taken from the Exeter River. New Hampshire.
U.S.A. The samples were incubated for 2 months in dim light at ambient tem-
perature. The organisms wvere then separated from the sediment by, using a

permanent magnet. and the concentrated cells were washed once by centrifugation
with filter-terilized iiver water. They were then immediately fixed in 50 nil
eacodvlate buffer.

One drop of a cell suspension containing 1 ml river water and 0.5 ml of 50 mMN
caoylate buffer was air-dried onto nitroccllulose- c: . , -wa~e,

or nickel 3.05 mm electron microscope grids (Agar Aids). Intact cells wvere studiied
unstained or after staining with uranyl acetate. Magnetic inclusions were studied
either in sltu or after hypochlorite digrestion (0%/ (by mass) NaOCI for 20 min at
roon- temperature followed by washing with distilled water) of the cells air-dried
onto electron-microscope grids.

A nalytical tra nswission electron micros3copy

Intact, digested and sectioned cells were inv-esti 'gatedl by using a .Teol 100CX
analytical electron microscope operating at 100 keV and a .Jeol 2000FX trans-
mission electron microscop~e operating at 200 kcV. Elect ron -d iffract ion patterns
were recorded in the selected area mnode. Energx--dispersive X-ray analvsis (EDXAt)

of individual magnetic particles. either within intact cells or after hypochlorite
digestion. was undertaken in the ;TE.M iode wvith a Link Li-drifted, silicon detector
set at 400 to the samnple area. The analysis time was 100 s.

Dimnensions of the magnetic part w \ere ineasured from TEM mnicro-
graphs recorded at 0' tilt angle by tusio , a vernier caliper. At least 50 paricles
w,.ere measu red.
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Sectioned cells

Cells were prepared for thin sectioning by standard procedures. A cell suspension
was pelleted by centrifugation and treated with 4% (by volume) glutaraldehyvh,
in 0.! .nr cacodylate buffer for 18 h at 4 OC. The pellet was then washed twice in
0.1 -,1 cacodvlate buffer, fixed with 0.1 M osmium tetroxide for I h at room tem-
perature, dehydrated in a series of acetone solutions (final solution of I()"',,
acetone) and embedded in Taab (medium) resin. Sections (0.5-1.0 pin) were (ut (0U
a Reichert UMO3 ultramicrotome with glass knives and mounted on copper
electron-microscope grids. Sections were post-stained with uranyl acetate (satu-
rated solution in 70% (by volume) ethanol) and Reyno)ds lead citrate (4 g I-1).

R ESULTS

Cell morphology and ultrastructure

The samples examined contained several species of magnetotactic bacterium.
However, one sample became specifically enriched in ovoid cells with dimensions
*ca. 3 jm x 2 jim and with multiple sheathed flagella situated at one pole (figure 1.
plate 1). Thin-sectioned material showed that the cell envelope comprised an outer
membrane, with was often markedly convoluted when compared with an inner
cytoplasmic membrane (figure 2. plate 1). High-magnification images indicated
that the outer membrane had a trilaminate structure of the Gram-negative type.
The electron-transparent periplasmic region varied considerably in dimensions
(figure 2) and may represent distortion during sample preparation. These bacteria.
as well as those of similar morphology collected elsewhere in New Hampshire and
Vermont. U.S.A., contained magnetosomes of anisotropic morphology.

Electron-dense inclusions
The anisotropic, bullet-shaped, electron-dense magnetosomes were organized in

one or more chains running longitudinally in each of three lateral cell positions
(figure 1). Each chain contained 20-35 particles, of which the majority (greater
than 70%) were aligned 'head-to-tail' in intact cells. In sectioned cells, however,
the particles were often misoriented, presumably owing to cutting and dehydration
artifacts. The chains were in close proximity to the inner surface of the cytoplasmic
membrane (figure 2).

The inclusions had flattened ends oriented towards the flagellated pole of the
cell and often showed curvature and kinking along their length (figures 3 and 4.
plate 2). Particles viewed in cross section appeared to be rounded pseudo-hex-
agonal prisms with approximately equal width and thickness (figure 5, plate 2).
The length of the mature particles varied over a wide range (45-135 nm) with a
median value of 98.4 nm and a mean length of 97.8 nm with a standard deviation
of 19.95 nm (figure 6). In contrast. the maximum width of the mature inclusions
was extremely uniform (30-45 nm) with a median value of 37.9 nm and a mean
of 36.9 nm with a standard deviation of 2.82 nm (figure 7).

Magnetosomes imaged in stained sectioned cells showed the presence of an
(lectron-dense laver. ra. I m thick, surrounding the particles (figure 8. plate 2).
The layers were separated fiom the particle surface by a distance of cu. 3 nm. This
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substructural detail was often not visible and appears to be very sensitive to
sample preparation. No electron-dense structures were observed linking adjacent
particles.

Mineral identification was undertaken With EDXA and selected-area electron
diffraction. Compositional information from EDXA On individual particle" showed
that, for elements above N\a in atomic number. only' Fe was present (figure 9).
Selected-area electron-diffraction lpatterms were recorded on many crystals and
identified the mineral as niauietite (FeO,. space group Fd3m: ai = 8,396 At)i

m in ~ it) 1' rm.
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FIGURE 9. EDXA spectrum for magnetic inclusions. Cu and Ni peaks arise from the sample holder

and electron microscope grid respectively. Only Fe was detected in the particles.

(table 1). Several crystals gave electron-diffraction patterns indicative of single-
domain crystals. Information about the structural and morphological nature of
these crystals at the nanometre level has been obtained from high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy and is reported elsewhere (Mann et al. 1987).

TABLE 1. ELECTRON DIFFRACTION DATA FOR BACTERIAL INCLUSIONS

(d SPACINGS IN INGSTPOdMS)

bacterial particles magnetite (standard), Miller indices

4.88 4.85 (111)
2.99 2.967 (220)
2.54 2.532 (311)
2.12 2.099 (400)
1.75 1.715 (422)
1.59 1.616 (511)
1.49 1.485 (440)
1.10 1.093 (731)
1.06 1.050 (800)

ASTM card 19-629.

Disc-ussIoN

This paper has described the ultrastructure and characterization of anisotropic
mineral inclusions formed within the cells of a freshwater magnetotactic bac-
terium. The general organization of these magnetosomes within the cells is similar
to that of other bacteria exhibiting a magnetotactic response to the geomagnetic
field (Blakemore 1982; Balkwill et al. 198o). The crystals are organized in chains
at three lateral positions adjacent to the inner surface of the cytoplasmic mern-
brane. Each chain contains between 20 and 35 elongated bullet-shaped partices,
with the crystal long axes lying approximately parallel to the (cell length. This
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arrangement establishes an optimum coupling of the motive force generated by
the flagella to the torque that arises because the cells' magnetic axes are not
oriented parallel to the geomagnetic field. Consequently, cells swi i preferentially
downwards towards a microacrobic environment. If the magnetic moment for
each particle is aligned in the same direction (Frankel & Blakemore 198o). then
the total magnetic moment of the cell is equal to the sum of the inw, .nts of all
the particles. Magnmtite has a saturation magnetization of 480 - ai ern-st.
Therefore the magnetic moment of an average-size anisotropic crystal (10 t nm
x 35 nm x 35 nin) is 5.5 x 10-14 emu. This value is close to that calculated for 50 nin
isotropic magnetite crystals produced by the magnetotactic spirillum .4. may-
netotacticum (6 x 10- l' enu) (Frankel & Blakeiore 198o: Frankel 1984). However.
the presence of three chains of anisotropic orystals per 'ell in the organisms st udied
in this paper. in cmntrast to the single central chain forrmed in A. maynelotaclicum
cells (and many occ,)id cells), generates a larger magnetic moment per bacterium
(4.15 x 10 - 12 emu, assuming an average total of 75 particles per cell, as compared
with 1.2 x 10-

12 emu for 20 isotropic magnetosomes in spirillum cells). This dif-
ference is insignificant when compared with the value of 6.7 x l0-0 emu for the
average magnetic moment of a magnetotactic alga recently obtained from a
coastal mangrove swamp in northeastern Brazil (Torres de Araujo el al. I986).
Presumably the greater size of the algal cell. and the correspondingly increased
viscous drag, requires a much larger magnetic moment per cell for effective
geomagnetic navigation.

The dimensions of the magnetite crystals reported in this paper fall within the
magnetic single-,,,)main size range predicted by Butler & Banerjee (1975). This
range represents the most magnetically efficient particle sizes. The low width:
length axial ratio (0.25-0.3 for mature crystals) and corresponding shape aniso-
tropy enables magnetic singlu-domain particles to be formed with lengths up to

135 nm. in contrast to isotropic bacterial magnetites, which are limited to a
maximum length of 80 nm before the crystals adopt multidomain magnetic
structures. Because all the bacterial magnetosomes studied to date fall within the
magnetic single-domain size range. it appears that the biological organization arid
regulation of magnetite synthesis in bacteria are specifically related to functional
properties of the magnetotactic response.

Many of the anisotropic crystals are surrounded by an electron-dense organic
envelope. Similar substructures have been observed in other magnetotactic bac-
teria (Towe & Moench 1981 : Balkwill et al. 198o: Y. A. Gorby & R. P. Blakemore.
unpublished results) and it seems most probable that such a boundary plays an
important spatial and chemical role in magnetite biomineralization (Mann 1985).
However. although this feature is considered to be common to all magnetotactic
bacteria. the precise crvstallochemical processes which are biologically mediated
within the organic boundary appear to be species-specific, resulting in a variety of
crystal sizes and morphologies.

Re(ent reports (Peterson et al. 1986: Stolz et al. z986) have implicated bacterial
lnagfetit,, as it major source of stable remanent magnetism in marine sediments.

I emu = I erg ( li -' . T- .
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Many of the crystals observed were cuboidal and rectangular inl Jrojt'ction, nmor-

phologies which are characteristic of bacterial mnagnetite (Mann 0f (it. 1984(1. b) Iut
which have similar abiogenic counterparts. However, the observation of hulh't-
shaped particles in these sediments indicate., with eitaility a hi(Igellic contri -
bution to the palacomnagnetic record. The identification of similar part icies ill
extant bacteria as magnetite confirmis the interpretation of' magnetic coercir it ,v
spectra of mnarine sediments and unequivocally estahlishes the presence Of bac-
terial magnetite in marine sediments. The unique miorphology of suc~h (rvstals
should be a valuable marker in palacontology and palaeomagnetic studties.

The magnetotactic bacteria described inl this paper have the inherent abilitv t o
sYnthesize a mineral with an isotropic (r ,ystallographic s * inictr , inl the formn of
anisotrolpic particles. This observation is intriguing in terms of the c-rvstalli?.at ion
processes which must he mediated hy the cell to provide this unusual Ihlenloilnenll .
The elucidation of the nucleation andI cr'ystal -growth Jlropert ics, of' these cry,%st als
has been studied by high-resolution transmlission elect ron inicroscolpy a ld is
reported elsewhere (Mann et "1. 1987).

We thank Dr R. G. Board. University of Bath, for comments on reading the
manuscript, and N. A. Blakemore for providing samples of the organisml.
Financial support for electron- microscopy facilities and for N.H.C.S. was from
SERC. R.P.B. was supported by NSF grant DMB 85-15540 and U. S. -Naval
Research contract no. 0014-85-K-0502.
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[Plates 1-41

Bacterial magnetite particles of anisotropic morphology have been
studied by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. Lattice
images of individual crystals are consistent with a well-ordered magnetite
cubic inverse spinel structure. The idealized morphology of the biogenic
crystals is based on an elongated cubo-octahedral form comprising a
hexagonal prism of {1I} and {100} faces capped by (i i 1) and (111) faces
with associated (I I 1} and {100} truncations. Analysis of many particles
of diverse size suggests that crystal growth takes place in two stages. The
first stage is associated with the formation of well-ordered, isotropic.
single-domain crystals of cubo-octahedral morphology. In this stage the
crystal length and width develop concurrently up to a size of 20 nm. The
second stage involves the anisotropic growth of the isotropic particles
aloqn the [112] direction. A crystal growth mechanism is postulated
, 1;-h involves the specific nucleation of the (i i 1) face on a surrounding

organic membrane. Unidirectional growth then occurs by selective sup-
pression of certain crystallographic axes through spatial and chemical
constraints induced by the adjacent organic boundary.

INTRODUCTION

The bioprecipitation of intracellular magnetic materials, such as the mixed-
valence iron oxide magnetite (Fe3O) within magnetotactic bacteria, appears to
involve highly reproducible and species-dependent crystallochemical processes
and illustrates the molecular specificity inherent in many biomineralization
reactions. The elucidation of crystal growth mechanisms within biological
environments is therefore not only relevant in the advancement of our under-
standing of the biological mediation of inorganic solid-state reactions but is also of
potential significance in the wider field of crystal growth technology and materials
science. In a recent paper (Mann et al. 1987) we reported the ultrastructure and
characterization of elongated bullet-shaped magnetite inclusions (magnetosomes)
formed within ovoid magnetotactic bacteria isolated from sediment and water
taken from the Exeter River, New Hampshire, U.S.A. The particles are formed in
one or more chains, each situated in three lateral positions in the cell. This
organization of the magnetosomes results in a permanent magnetic moment's

[ 477
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being imparted to the cell such that the organism orientates in the gcohnagneti.
field as described for other magnetotactic bacteria (Frankel 1984).

The anisotropie nature of the magnetite crystals synthesized by these bacteria
is of particular interest. Magnetite has an inverse spinel structure based on a ('nbic
close- packed arrangement of oxygen atoms with Fel' atoms in octahedral sites and
Fe' atoins equally distributed Ietween h)oth tetrah(dral and (l.tah(idr j inter-
stices. The cubic symmetry of this structural arrangement (space group 1/31m.
a = 8.396 At) is exhibited in the isotropic nature of the crystal habit. with the
common inorganic forms being based on octohedral, rhomlbododt-caliedral and
cubic geometries. Bacterial magnetites, in contrast, have species-specific imnr-
phologies to (late, crystals with cubo-octahedral (.aNncM et W. 19840.) and
hexagonal (Mann -/ (d. 1984b: Matsuda el al. 1983) habits have been deterinineid.
The anisotropic mgnet ite particles described in this paper represent a highly
unusual morphological form which is generated from crystals of inherent isotropic
symmetry. Our interest lies primarily with the elucidation of the crystal grovth
mechanisms of these biogenic particles, because an understanding (f the processes
of biological mediation is important in the replication of similar crystal mor-
phologies in inorganic systems involving catalytic or magnetic applications.

Here we report the crystallochemical nature of anisotropic magn,.tite crystals
isolated from magnetotactic bacteria as determined from high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (HRTE.MI). Our aim has been to determine the
structural perfection, morphology and processes of crystal nucleation and growth
of these crystals within a biological environment. The results are discussed in light
of previous JIRTE.MI studies of other magnetotatic bacteria, and a general
rationalization of magnetosome crystal development in bacteria is presented.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Magnetotactic bacteria containing anisotropic magnetite inclusions were iso-
lated from samples of sediment and water taken from the Exeter River, New
Hampshire. U.S.A. as reported previously (Mann el al. 1987). Intact unstained
magnetotactic bacteria were air-dried onto nitrocellulozo covered, carbon-coated
2.3 mm and 3.05 mm copper electron microscope grids, as described pre% iusly
(Mann el al. 1987). Unfortunately, intact cells were too thick for successful in situ
lattice imaging of the inclusions: therefore, isolated crystals were studied after
digestion of the air-dried cells with 5% (by mass) sodium hypochlorite followed
by washing with distilled water. The electron microscopes used were a Jeol 200 'X
..lectron microscope, fitted with a high-brightness L[aB, cathode, and a ,!eol
2000FX electron microscope fitted with a tungsten filament. All experiments we.re
carried out at 200 keV with objective apertures of 40 and 80 Inm. capable of 2.5 and
2.8 A point-to-point re.solutions respectively.

t I - 10-' O m = 10- 111n .
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RZSULTS

(a) Crystallographic propertied of mature crystals

Lattice images of individual crystals showed fringe spacings corresponding to
{111), {222}, {200). f211) and f220) lattice planes of magnetite; d spacings and
angles between fringes viewed along the same crystal projection were consistent
with the cubic space group of magnetite (figure 1). Computational calc(ulations of
the projected charge density (Skarnulis 1979) for a stoichiometric magnetite
structure under conditions of known crystal thickness and defocus matched the
experimental images obtained from the electron microscope (figure 1. plate 1).
Lattice fringes were well-defined, continuous and regularly spaced throughout the
mature particles; these characteristics indicated that the particles were single-
domain crystallites of high perfection (figure 2, plate 1). No evidence was obtained
for the presence of extensive structural defects or for twin or intergrowth bound-
aries. Many crystals imaged along [1 10] showed a high degree of order on the
(111) and (iii) edges (see below for morphological indexing) such that surface
steps in these planes could be clearly revealed (figure 4, plate 3).

The identification of different sets of lattice spacings and their corresponding
angular relations within a given zone projection enabled an idealized morphology
of the crystallites to be determined. In the [110] projection the particles showed
a characteristic flattened 'top' end. which ran parallel to the (i i I ) fringes of the
image, thereby identifying the corresponding face of this edge as (111) (figure 3,
plate 2). Similarly. the approximately parallel long edges of the crystals viewed
along [I i0] were identified as well-ordered (I 11) and (i U1 faces (figure 3). Although
other crystal faces lying parallel to [110] were not so readily identified, the (001)
face was occasionally observed running at an angle of 1250 to the top end (i i 1)
face. In other projections the (200) fringes were imaged running parallel to the
crystal long axis. forming well-defined edges along this direction (figure 2). These
results can be rationalized in terms of an idealized three-dimensional morphology
based on a cubo-octahedral h-tbit with extensive elongation of four of the eight
{111) faces and two of the six 1100) faces (figure 5). The resulting crystal mor-
phology is a hexagonal prism of elongated {111) and { 100} faces capped by (I 11)
and (I Ii) faces with associated {111} and { 100} truncations. The hexagonal cross
section of the crystals has been observed by transmission electron microscopy of
thin-sectioned cells (Mann et al. 1987).

The representation shown in figure 5 has been indexed according to a cubic
crystal system and the 'top' end face has been arbitarily assigned the index (I i 1).
Figure 5 also shows the [hio] zone axis, wN:ich lies perpendicular to the line of
intersection of the (1i1) and (i i) planes. The corresponding projection along [1 i]
is drawn in figure 6. The long axis of the crystal which lies perpendicular to the
[111] vector is identified as [ 112].

We emphasize again that figure 5 is a representation of an idealized crystal-
lographic morphology for the bacterial-cell magnetite inclusions. It does not
depict the fact that most mature crystals had irregular edges and tapered in width
toward their basal end. However. the top (ii1) and side (Ill) and (iii) edges
(imaged in the [1 i0] zone), particularly towards the basal end of the crystals. often
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FIGURE 3. Individua; anisotropic single crystal of bacterial magnetite imatred along [I1101
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FIGURE 6. Projection of the idealized morphology for bacterial magnetite crystals along the
(I 10 projection. The long axis of the crystal corresponds to [112j.

of 20 nm, after which the length of the crystals increases at a greater rate than the
width. For particles greater than 50 nm in length there was no corresponding
further increase in particle width with increase in length. Widths at this stage had
a constant spread of values between 30 and 40 nm. The immature crystals are
therefore formed as isotropic particles (width: length ratio = 1.0) up to a size of
20 nm. after which the width: length ratio continually decreases to values in the
range 0.25-0.3 for mature particles. In accordance with these data the represen-
tation of the measured lengths and widths of mature crystals plotted as a
histogram (Mann et al. 1987) clearly indicate that the widths of the mature
particles are dimensionally constrained whereas the lengths may be within a wide
range of values (65-135 nm).

Dimensional analysis was also used to determine the growth characteristics of
mature particles exhibiting kinking in their crystal habit. Measurements were

DESCRIPTION OF PLATES 3 AND 4

FIGURE 4. Enlarged lattice image of the (i i) edge of the crystal shown in figure 3. The edge is
atomically flat in the basal region of the crystal except for a surface step of height 4.85 A
(arrow). In contrast, the top area of the particle has an irregular (i i i) edge. Scale bar
4 nm.

FIGURE 7. Lattice image of a bacterial crystal, imaged along [ 1101 and showing curvature in the
growth morphology. Lattice fringes correspond to the (i i 1), (111) and (002) planes (see
figure 1 for details). The particle is a well-ordered single crystal with the characteristic (i i 1)
top face. In this crystal the development of the side (Ill) and (i [) faces appears to be
inhibited: in consequence. the top (001) face is well developed (arrow). Scale bar 10 nm.

FIGURE 10. Lattice image of an immature bacterial magnetite crystal of isotropic dimension.
Lattice fringes correspond to (330) (4.44 A) planes. (These planes. although systematically
absent occur due to double diffraction). Crystal edges are indexed with angles corresponding
to the [011] projection. Scale bar 4 nm.

FIGURE 11. Enlarged lattice image of the basal end of a mature crystal showing structural
disorder (arrows) along (220) lattice planes. Scale bar 5 nm.
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FwocRY- 8. Plot of crystal length against crystal width for crystals at different stages of
development.

made of the width of the top (111) face and the length from this face to the kink
position and kink:width ratios were calculated (figure 9). Although there are
significant errors in these measurements, owing to difficulties in determining the
exact position of kinking (for example, in crystals oriented in different directions
or for those showing curvature) analysis of histograms indicated that 67 % of the
crystals measured had width:kink length ratios in the range 0.96-1.46. Because
the width of mature crystals is at a maximum and constrained to a mnitrow size
range. the mean value of 1.21 for this ratio suggests that kinking in many crystals
appears to be associated with the onset of anisotropic development.

Lattice imaging studies confirmed the isotropic nature of the immature crystals
and revealed the morphological and structural characteristics of the initial mineral

phase deposited. Figure 10 (plate 4) shows a lattice image of an immature isotropic
particle of diameter 15 nm (approximately 18 unit-cell lengths). Regular (330)
fringes can be observed traversing the particle; this observation indicates that the
crystal is well defined at this early post-nucleation stage. The angles between this
set of fringes and the crystal edges correspond to a particle imaged along the <110>
projection such that the well-defined edges shown in figure 10 can be indexed. The
two edges orientated at 1100 to each other are (111} faces running perpendicular
to the plane of the micrograph. A small (100) face can also be identified oriented
at 1250 to the (111) face and perpendicular to the (330) fringes. A (311) face lies
at ca. 80' to the (Ill) face; however, this high-index face was not often seen in
other micrographs. The results indicate that the early particles have a morphology
essentially based on a cubo-octahedral geometry.

Particles as small as 10 nm were successfully imaged as well-ordered cubo-
octahedral single-domain crystals. There were very few particles below this size;
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this result suggests that such particles may have been dissolved or removed from
the grid during the hypoehlorite digestion procedure. Some crystals showed outer
regions which were irregular and amorphous. It is not clear whether these results
arise from particles oriented with a slight misalignment with respect to the
electron beam or from real non-crystalline domains. However, no extensive regions
of amorphous material were observed within these particles, in contrast with the
immature magnetite crystals of spirillum cells (Mann et al. I984a) in which non-
crystalline and crystalline regions coexist within individual particles.

Figures 2-4 indicate that the development of the immature crystals proceeds
such that the structural integrity of the magnetite particles is highly maintained.
The very few inclusions which showed evidence for structural disorder were
mature crystals in which the tapered basal end of the crystal was ill defined
(figure 11, plate 4). In such cases, lattice fringes did not run to the edge of the
particles and were discontinuous in localized internal regions of the mineral; these
results suggest the presence of amorphous material within or overlying the bulk
magnetite structure.

DIscUssIoN

Although the biological organization and function of the mineral inclusions of
diverse magnetotactic bacteria could have a common evolutionary origin, the
crvstalIochemical processes which are biologically mediated are species-specific.
The formation of well-defined crystals of magnetite with sizes within the magnetic
single-domain range is ubiquitous in these organisms. However. the morphology,
and hence the interaction, of the growing crystal and its local environment is
variable. In this respect the bacterial crystals reported in this paper show unique
characteristics. The inclusions are perfect single-domain crystals of magnetite
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with an anisotropic cubo-octahedral morphology extensively clogated along the
11172] direction. Although several crystals are longcr than 100 inm the k1ngth % lOth
ratio is such that the particles still fall within the optimum size range for single-
domain remanent magnetization. The well-defined crystallographic strtucture of
these inclusioms, as shown 6y HRTEM lattice imaging, implies that crystal growth
is relatively slow and under biological regulation.

Although only four magnutotactic bacterial specie, have )e(,n stud' d to dat' at
the nanometre level (Mann et al. 1984a.b- Matsuda Pt al. 1983: and this paper)
there are two common morphological relationships which are becoming apparent.
Firstly, three of the four species grow crystals with elongated hexagonal hanits. In
addition, the cubo-octahedral habit expressed in the spirillum. 4. rnagntotaetictt
can. in principle, be considered as an isotropic hexagonal habit. Although the faces
comprising the hexagonal prisms are different (110} in coccoid cells (Mann Hi al.
198 4 b) and unidentified cells (Matsuda et al. 1983); j III and { 100, in the spirillum
(Mann et al. 1984 a ) and in the cells described above) the adoption of this common
sixfold symnetry suggests a specific relation between crystallographic develop-
ment and the enclosed biological environment in which it takes place. One possi-
bility is that the spatial organization of ion-transport centres on the surrounding
membrane matches a sixfold symmetry such that, the flux of ions to the crystal
surface is highly directional, resulting in vectorial crystal growth along six
equivalent axes. The formation of different faces making up the hexagonal prism
would then be a consequence of the physicochemical properties of the bio-
mineralization environment, such as the level of supersaturation and the presence
of organic molecules of low and high relative molecular mass (Mann 1983).

Secondly, each hexagonal prism of the four species studied by HFRTE.%t has
capped faces of {I ) form. The adoption of this morphological arrangement as a
common feature has important implications in the magnetotactie function of the
organisms and the nucleation and growth properties of these biogenic minerals.
The alignment of the { 111) end faces perpendicular to the primary direction of cell
mobility (Mann et al. 1984a, 1987; Towe & Moench 1981) maximizes the corre-
spondence between the easy axis of magnetization (the [111] direction) and the
magnetic moment of the cell. In addition, the precise cellular organization of these
faces and the consequent crystal growth direction suggests that they may be the
nucleation faces expressed through some stereochemical relationship with ion-
binding sites on the surrounding membrane surface. The magnetosomes of
A. magnetotacticum are each surrounded by a membrane with characteristics
of a protein-containing lipid bilayer (Balkwill el al. 198o: Y. A. Gorby &
R. P. Blakemore, unpublished results).

It is interesting to speculate on the possible atomic relationships that. could
exist between the (111) faces of magnetite and a structured protein interface such
as a P-pleated sheet, which is. for example. a major constituent of the monola~-er
gas vesicles of aquatic prokaryotes (Walsby 1978). There are two types of cation
arrancment. which alternate through the magnetite structure between adjacent

I l l ) close-packed oxygen sheets. Both arrangements have iron atoms positioned
with hexagonal symmetry, although some sites are vacant. The type I arrange-
ment has three out of four octahedral sites occupied and an Fe-Fe distance of
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2.97 A. The type II layer has one quarter of the octahedral interstices and one
quarter of the tetrahedral sites filled with an Fe-Fe distance of 3.63 A. In contrast,
fibrous proteins in the P-sheet conformation have polypeetide chains separated by
4.7 A and a repeat along the polypeptide chains of 3.4 A per amino acid residue
(Warwicker 196o). Therefore, a priori, there is the possibility of a close atomic
correspondence in one dimension between the iron atoms in the type 1I arrange-
nient on the inagiietite {1l1 faces and a P-pleated sheet. interface.

The crystal growth of anisotropic magnetite in the magnetotactic bacteria
described above takes place in two stages. The first stage involves the development
of isotropic magnetite crystals, cf cubo-octahedral morphology, which grow to a
size of 20 nm. Crystals of similar morphology have been observed in the growth of
inorganic magnetite from aqueous solutions containing 5-10% orthophosphate
(Couling & Mann 1985). The second stage involves anisotropic growth along the
[1125] direction. resulting in three of the (111} and {100} planes becoming elongated
(figures 5 and 6). Our dimensional analysis (figures 8 and 9) indicates that this
stage is associated with a spatial constraint in the development of the width of the
crystal and, in some crystals, kinking of the particles. Both stages are charac-
terized by the development of structurally well-defined magnetite crystals. No
extensive discontinuities, such as intergrowth boundaries, were observed. Twin-
ning was also not apparent in contrast to many of the mature crystals formed in
the magnetotactic spirillum A. magnehdtacticum (S. Mann, unpublished data). The
top (i i 1) and side (111) and (i i i) faoes are particularly well established towards
the base of the crystal, being atomically flat except for the presence of a number
of surface steps. In contrast, the same side faces towards the top area of the
particles are irregular. This observation suggests that there are different growth
processes occurring in different regions of the crystal; this in turn implies that
different stages of crystal development are associated with specific growth
mechanisms. The crystallographic perfection of the basal faces probably arises
from the slow stepwise addition of ions at the crystal surface, whereas the
roughened side edges in the top region of the particles suggest a more rapid and
uncontrolled process of ion flux to the crystal surface.

The two-stage mechan;sm resulting in anisotropic crystal development can be
rationalized in terms of a growth process which involves the spatial and chemical
control of bacterial magnetite deposition. Equivalent regulatory factors have been
described for magnetite synthesis in coccoid and spirillum cells (Mann 1985). Of
primary importance is the presence of a thin organic sheath surrounding the
anisotropic crystals (Mann et at. 1987). The ultrastructure and organization of this
compartment can then act as a limiting boundary for crystal development such
that the crystals grow to fill the space made available to them. This results in a
dimensional constraint's being placed on crystal width, whereas particle length is
less restricted. Kinking and curvature in crystal habits would then be the con-
sequence of corresponding deviations in the shape of the organic compartment.

However, such a passive role for the membrane would not explain the prefer-
ential crystallographic alignment of the crystals within an elongated biological
compartment. The mature crystals are characterized by a flattened top face (i I )
and a tapered. often rounded basal end. It is difficult to envisage a crystal growth
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process which involves the development of each crystal from a central origin such
that the particle grows in one direction with a well-formed (1 i 1) face and at the
same time in the opposite direction with an ill-defined face of the same index.
More probable is a process involving the unidirectional growth of the (rYstals from
only one end. The well-defined {1 I I} faces exhibited by the isotropic immature
crystals indicate that the top flattened end of the crystals is the first end to (evelop?
and that anisotropic gr- ,':th of the particle proceedg from the (i i ) fae towards
the basal end. In this respect the (HIi) face may be a nucleation face on the
surrounding membrane wall such that it is inhibited from further growth. Thus
the long axis of growth is generated not, from this face but from the subsequent
anisotropic development of the stable { I1 } side faces. The structural irregularitiehs
observed in the basal region of the crystals (figure 11) probably represent in-
complete crystallization at the late stages of mineralization.

In conclusion, the direct imaging of hacterial magnetite crystals of anisotropie
morphology provides evidence for a crystal growth process involving nucleation
on a crystal face of the form { 111 resulting initially in the development of isotropic
cubo-octahedra particles, which subsequently grow anisotropically along the [1121
direction owing to spatial and chemical constraints generated by a surrounding
membrane boundary. Further work will attempt to model these concepts in
inorganic systems.
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College. Cardiff, for the use of a Jeol 200CX transmission electron microscope,
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SERC for the purchase of a Joel 2000FX electron microscope and financial support
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Intact magnetosomes of .4quaspirillum magnetotacticum were purified from broken cells b a magnetic
separation technique. Electron microscopic and chemical analyses revealed the magnetite to be enclosed by a
lipid bilayer admixed with proteins. Lipids were recovered in fractions txpected to contain ,it neutral lipids and
free fatty acids, (ii) glvcolipids and sulfolipids, and liih phospholipids (in a weight ratio of 1:4:6,. Phospholipids
included phosphatidylserine and phosphatidvlethanolamine. Two of the numerous proteins detected in the
magnetosome membrane were not found in other cell membranes or soluble fractions.

The permanent-magnetic character of magnetotactic bac- three times in buffer A. consisting of 1) mM .\-2-h.dro,>-
teria (3) and algae 127) results from a conspicuous intracel- eth.Ipiperizine-.\'-2-ethanesulfoni,; acid buffer pH .41 con-
lular structure characterizing the group. the magnetosome taining 10 I.g of the protease inhibitor phen\ lmeth, .Iull'on I
(1. Those magnetosomes which have been studied are fluoride per ml.
enveloped single crystals of the iron oxide magnetite. corn- Magnetosome purification. Approximatel% 10- cell,, u,-
monly arranged in one or more linear arrays %,ithin the pended in 30 ml of buffer A were d,,rupted bk three pa,,se,
cytoplasm 17. 14. 17. 28). Magnetite crystal morphology may through a French pressure cell at 18.000 Ib in'. DNa.se c5,)
,arV among species. In some bacterial species. the crystals Igml. RNase l100 Itg mi). and MgCI. 110 p.Mt %ere .dded
are truncated hexagonal prisms as revealed b. crystal lattice to the disrupted cells and incubated for 60 mm at 23 C.
imaging 117): in others they are bullet shaped (3). Those Disrupted cells in a centrifuge tube %ere placed in the gap of
within the axenically cultivable species Aqua.spirilhn mat,- a large (2 kG) radar magnet. The black magnetic fraction
netotacticum ( 16) are truncated octahedrons (14) which lie in accumulated within It) min at the sides of the tube nearest
a single helical line along the cell axis and adjacent to the the magnet. The nonmagnetic fluid fraction %as removed h
c.toplasmic membrane. The structure and composition of aspiration. and the magnetic phase was suspended in 10)
the magnetosome envelope has not been widely studied. times its volume of buffer A. This procedure was repeated at
althoigh trilaminate membrane structures have occasionally least 10 times. The partiall. purified magnetosome fraction
been observed surrounding magnetosomes of thin-sectioned was suspended in 100 times its %olume of buffer A containing
magnetotactic bacteria collected directly from mud (2). 1 M NaCl. The salt was added it remo.e ad\,entitlou,
Balkw ill et al. 11) considered the possibility that magnetite electrostatically associated proteins. Purified magneto,,ome',
particles of A. nagnetotacticum were each surrounded by a were washed at least 10 more times with buffer A.
lipid bilayer. However. because of the high electron density Fractionation of nonmagnetic subcellular compoments. lIhe
of the magnetite core. it was not possible to discern the nonmagnetic cell fraction %as separated into outet mem-
electron-opaque inner leaflet expected of a closely apposed brane. inner membrane, and soluble fractions b\ methods
lipid bilayer in these stained preparations. We applied mag- described by Schnaitman (24). Nonmagnetic cellular debris
netic separation methods to disrupted cells as a unique and (approximately 30 ml obtained from 10 t: cellsi \,%as centri-
effective means of purifying magnetosomes for chemical and fuged at 500 x g for 15 min at 4 C to remo\ e unbroken cells.
structural analyses, and from these magnetosomes we ob- The supernatant fluid was centrifuged 200.)0 - v, 1 h: 4CI
tned definitive proof of an attendant bilayer envelope, to remove membranes, and the supernatant fluid from this

high-speed centrifugation. considered to contain soluble
MATERIALS AND METHODS proteins, was stored on ice. The brow&n pellet, containing

outer and inner membranes. was suspended in 31) ml of
Media and culture conditions. A. magnet,- iticum was buffer A containing 2% (,ol.%ol) Triton X-100 and 10 mM

grown in 15-liter batch cultures as previously -escribed (4). MgCl,. The solubilized cytoplasmic membrane proteins
The chemically defined mineral medium contained 4 mM were precipitated with cold 95% ethanol overnight at 0C and
NaNO, and lacked organic forms of nitrogen. Iron. at a final collected by centrifugation 1500 ( v: 15 min' 4"C). Fraction-
concentration of 20 4M, chelated with an equimolar concen- ation was evaluated by assaying specific acti% it> of succinic
tration of quinic acid. was added to autoclaved and cooled dehydrogenase. an inner membrane enzyme (6). and b%
medium. To study iron limitation, cells were transferred at measuring the quantit> of 2-keto-3-deoxyoctonate. a constit-
least three times in medium from which iron compounds uent of outer membrane lipopolysaccharide 120).
were omitted. The total trace iron concentration in media to Freeze-etching. Cells ofA. magnetotacticuin MS-1 and the
which no iron was intentionally added was less than I ±.M. as nonmagnetic mutant strain NM-1A were flash frozen in
determined with ferrozine 126). Freon 22 kept at liquid nitrogen temperature. Frozen prep-

Cells concentrated by filtration were centrifuged at 5.000 arations were fractured and etched for 10 s. and platinum-
, q for 10 min at 4°C. They were suspended and washed carbon replicas were made at - lM C in a Balzers BA 360\1

freeze-etching apparatus. Magneticall. purified magneto-
Corresponding author. somes were similarly prepared. Replicas were examined at
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6 kV %kith a Philips EM30 or EM4M( electron microscope 3.5 to Io 0 %th tube 'els a, described h'. ()Farrell ,19j Ni
equipped t ith a gonomer ,tage under standard operating 16 h. the constant %oltage 41) %'I kas increased to X00 tor
condition,,. an additional hour. Each tube eel a' ti\ed tss h 1'; agarose

Thin sections. ( cl. .ro%%n kkith or s%.ithout 20 p.M iron to the top o a sodium dodec\ I ulfate-polk acr lamide !el 1I 10
sscre fi\ed ior I h %ith lut araldCh\.dC t;'; s ol '.olli. f1ol- to 2)' , linear gradient of acr% lamide! Proteins %cre fla-
lokked H% k ,,hin .ind - ,ndar, hi\ation for 10 mmn kkith rated in the second dimension Of :Onstant current I1 m.\
omium tetroside . ol) In i mM cacodx late butler for 9 h. |he gel, %sere tained %%ith ,'sler a, described h'
ipH .S containmg 10mM tg'l. Samples %ere deh.drated ()akls, et al. i1s.
in ethanol. tollo\ ed h% prop\lene .side. and embedded in
Epon XI2 or Epon Mi2-M-raldite[hm ections obtained \.ith RESULTS
an LKB xsoo Litratome III ultramicrotome %kere ,tained Magnetosome purification. Magnetosomes sithin A- .'-
\s ith 5' ; uran -. Iacetate and 0.4'; lead citrate i22. and 'e. e, d Mm to (m cell, 5 ere ,%lss ak s arranged in a linear arra, in
\kith either a Hitachi H6NA) or a Philips EM400 STEM at 940 the manner described b\ Balk, ill et al. (1i. 1he% appeared to
kV in the transmission electron mcroscop mode. he eneloped and tsere separated from one another b, a

Lipid analysis. Lipids ,aere extracted from purified mag- distance of about 9.0 nm. rhe mnterparticle pacmn: de-
netosomes k ith chloroform-methanol as described bs Blieh creaed to about 6.S nm in crude preparations of mapnett -
and D% er 15 1 and puriti, I by the Sephade\ bead iPharmacia somes. although particles remained attacheC .nd to end and
Fine Chemicals. Piscata-sas . N.J.I method of Wurthier i291. ,.ere still en.eloped (Fig. lAi. After NaCI treatment and
The purified total lipids %%ere separated into three fraction,, eten,,se ,kashing. magnetosomes appeared free ofeontaim-
b, an acid-treated Florisil Sigma Chemical Co.. St. Louis. mating .ellular components. Hosseser. each particle re-
Mo.) column 19). The fractions %kere espected to contain I)i mained eneloped and separated from adjacent particles h%
neutral lipids and free fatt, acids. lii) glscolipid-. sulfolipids. a distance of 5.) nm iFig. IB). Purified magnetosome,, did
and possibly phosphatides. and (iiii phospholipids. Each not e\hibit succinic deh.drogenase actisit% or contain 2
lipid fraction w as dried and skeighed. keto-3-deoxsoctonic acid. Sodium dodec.l sulfate detergent

The dr. phospholipid fraction .%as dissolved in ).3 ml of or Triton X-1M treatment. sshich dissolves lipid bila~ers.
chloroform-methanol i1:1 [vol voll. spotted onto a glass remosed the enveloping material. destro.ed the linear ar-
thin-laer chromatograph% plate [20 b. 2) cml of silica gel. rangement of the electron-dense particles, and allosIed them
and chromatographed in chloroform-methanol-water (65: to clump \ith %irtually no interparticle spacing Fig. ICi.
25:4 [sol \oil). Subsequentl . the plate %kas air dried. rotated Freeze-etching. In frozen and etched Dreparations of mag-
9'. and chromatographed in the second dimension sith netic cells of strain MS-I iFig. 2. intact magnetosomes
chlorotbrm-methanol- N ammonium hydroxide 160:3;:; appeared as convex protrusions MMm. Cup-shaped depres-
Isol voll). The deseloped plate '.as completely air dried. sions wxith raised rims iMM) were interpreted to he regions
Lipids ,kere stained with iodine ,apors. Each spot %sas through \xhich the fracture plane had passed %.ith remokal of
scraped from the thin-laser chromatography plate and trans- magnetite cores. The raised edges making up the rim %ere
|erred to a Pasteur pipette plugged with glass sool. Phos- attributed to a magnetosome envelope differing in compos-
piolipids ssere eluted from the pipettes with 2 ml of chloro- tion and structure from adjacent .stoplasm. A number of
form-methanol (1:1 [,sol \oil). followed by 2 ml of absolute representative fracture surfaces associated sith macneto-
methanol. Each sample was collected in a 5-ml glass am- somes ithin strain MS-i cells are ,hokn in Fig. 21. The
poule and es aporated to dry ness under a stream of nitrogen, results are those expected if a lipid bila, er \%ere present
The residues wkere each dissolsed in 2 ml of I N HCI and. around each magnetite cr,,stal. Some fractures appeared to
after sealing of the ampoule. heated to I00^C for 4 h. Cooled expose the external surfaces of intact magnetosomes ( MMi.
ampoules sere opened. and 2 ml of redistilled hexane was In other cases. the magnetite crystal appeared to hase been
added. The mixture was vigorously shaken and allosed to extracted ias revealed by characteristic raised rims), and the
separate. and the aqueous phase was removed and lyophi- internal surface of the magnetosome-enveloping layer i" I i
lized. The residues were dissolved in 0.1 ml of distilled water was esident. Occasionally. the fracture appeared to hase
and spotted onto Whatman no. I chromatography paper. penetrated the magnetosome envelope sithout renmosal of
The zhromatogram \as developed with redistilled phenol- the mineral core. thereby exposing a surface %khich "as
absolute ethanol-glacial acetic acid (50:5:6 (volvoll). air either the magnetite core or the external face of the internal
dried, and ,prayed with ninhydrin reagent. which stains leaflet of the magnetosome envelope M.MFi. The latter
serine and ethanolamine. A duplicate chromatogram \&as ssould be possible only if the boundary sere a lipid bilaer
sprayed with Dragendorf reagent (9). which stains choline %hich fractured internally along its h.drophobic region.
and dimethlethanolamine. The color and R, value of each Frozen and etched magnetosomes. isolated from cells,
unknos n sample were compared to those of lipid standards. displa.,ed these same , ructural features. When the align-

Gel electrophoresis. The protein concentration of each ment of magnetosomes to the fracture angle \&as correct, the
subcellular fraction was determined by the method of Lowry particles appeared to be arranged in linear arrays tFig. Si.
et al. 113). Magnetite. liberated from organic material during Replicas of magnetosomes treated with detergent to remose
the Lowry assay. %-as removed by centrifugation before enseloping layers (data not shown) did not exhibit fractures
spectrophotometric analysis at A,,. Proteins 15 .g| from characteristic of intact magnetosomes.
each subcellular fraction were separated by sodium dodecyl Frozen and etched cells of a nonmagnetic mutant strain
sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis through a 4r "  lacked features associated with magnetite cores or assoct-
stacking gel and a 12'; separating gel as described by ated enveloping layers (Fig. 4). although fracture surfaces
Laemmli (10). associated with the inner and outer membranes appeared

Proteins from partially purified magnetosomes and non- similar to those of other gram-negative bacteria. Fracture
magnetic fractions from cells of strain MS-I were separated surfaces associated wAith external .,.all layers. such as cap-
by twAo-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Samples 30 i-g of sules or surface arrass. were not obsersed sith either the
protein each) were separated in a pH gradient ranging from magnetic or the nonmagnetic strain.
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FIG. 1. Electron microscopic evaluation of magnebosome purats i.Aj Nagnelosomes liberated from cells after three passages through a
French pressure cell. Particles. separated by a distance of 6.8 nim. remain in chains Note !he contaminating cellular debris. (B) Purified
magnetosomes after treatment with 1 M NaCI and extensive Aashing Interparticle spacing has decreased to 5t I inm. %et magnetosomes
remain in chains Note the covering around each particle and the lack of contaminating cellular debris. Ci Mlagnetosomes after treatment l.%ith
10'; sodium dodecsi sulfate, Enveloping material has been remosed. and particles are randomll oriented. Bar. 250 nm.

Thin sections. Magnefosomes within cells cultured in me- this cn,,clope and suggested that it %%as not merel% an
dium containing 201 gM iron I Fig. 5) appeared in thin sections electron phase artifact.
as electron-dense cr stalline iron cores. each enveloped ln a Magnetic cells cultured ssith no added iron contained
I.'-nm-thick. electron-transparent laser and a 2.0-nm elec- some t~ptcal magnetosomes iFig. 6A). In addiion. hos~eser.
tron-dense laser. -These results %%ere comparable to those of numerous 41-nm-diameter membranous ' sile ere
Balkvl ill et al. I 1f. Stereo x ies~ s of our thin sections, inot present. These %esicles lacked electron-dense cores and
sho%%n i offered additional e,,idence of' the bilaver nature of' Acre adjacent to one another along the long asis of' the cell
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FIG. Freeze-etch preparations of magnetic cells of strain MS-1. (A) An intact magnetosome appears convex, with the magnetosome

membrane surface N. i) exposed. whereas a magnetosome from which the iron core has been removed by the fracture appears concave.

re'ealing the inside of the membrane (.%M. Poly-o-hydroxybutyrate. PHB: cytoplasm. cyt. (B) The fracture has penetrated the magnetosome

membrane and exposed vhat appears as either the face of the magnetite particles or the convex fracture of the inner leaflet of the

mainetosome membrane IMMF - The circled arrow indicates the direction of the shadow,. Bar. 250 nm.

in the position normally occupied by intact magnetosomes
within cells cultured with iron. Each "empty" membrane

,,esicle consisted of two 1.7-nm-thick. electron-dense layers

separated by a 2.2-nm-thick electron-transparent layer as

characteristic of a lipid bilaver unit membrane 123). Some-
times these %e,,icles were not filled with crystalline magne-

tite. Instead las determined from energy-dispersive X-ray
:inalksis and selected-area electron diffraction). they con-

tained amorphous iron iFig. 6B) which was presumably a

der'. ati% e of pol. ferric hydroxide.
Lipid analysis. Magnetically separated and washed mag-

netosomes from 25 g of "et-packed cells yielded 25 mg of

purified lipids and 150 mg of purified magnetite. Lipids

associated with this magnetosome fraction included (i) neu-

tral lipids and free fatty acids making up 8% of total lipids by

wkeight. (iii a fraction expected to contain glycolipids. sulfo-

lipids. and phosphatides making up 30% of total lipids by

\4eight. and wio phospholipids making up 62% of total lipids

by wAeight. The neutral and free fatty acids were not identi-

fied. nor v.ere the components of the glycolipid fraction. The
phosholpid inludd pospatidletanoamie ad pos- FIG. 3. Freezeetch preparation of purified magnetosomes. Note

phospholipids included phosphatidylethanolamrine and phos- the chain formation of charactenstic fracture surfaces..bbrevia-

phatidylserine, as determined by thin-layer chromatography. tions: outer surface of the magnetosome membrane. MM: inside

Gel electrophoresis. Proteins of the cell outer and inner surface of the magnetosome membrane. 'Al : either the face of the

membranes and of the soluble cell fraction were compared magnetite particle or the convex fracture of the inner leaflet of the

wsith those associated with the purified magnetosome frac- magnetosome membrane. .M1.F The circled arro%. indicates the

tion (Fig. ', rhe outer membrane protein profile of this direction of the shado. Bar. 100 nm.
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FIG 4 Feee tc pepra~o 0 nnmgntlcmuan sran M A.Noe heIak 1 agnti prtcl\.Abreiton. nnr ur00

ofte ue mmrne 5t:cnexfatueo teine eflto teine ebrn.l~F ok~h~do~utrt. H~cPH ~ frcr

FIG 4.f particle-c. hecaircne of ndneicmate -tdrecin ofIA Nthe he lack B far. ti parices nm.~a nerufc

organism "as similar to that described by Paoletti and and either the outer or inner membranie. but the intensities of
Blakemore 1). Several proteins of identical molecular the sodium dodecyl sulfate-pol% acr% lamide gel electrophore-
masses were -shared between the magnetosomne membrane sis bands differed. reflecting concentritton differences. T~o

VV

OILM

FIG. 5. Thin section of a magneti c. ell. 'bbretiations outer membrane. 0.-1 inner membrane. I. magnetosme membrane. \I
magnetite. M. Bar. l1M) nm.
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FIG. fi. Thin setosofcetks cultured under iron limitation. At-X Note the tritaminate structure of the membranous %eicles (NO, %k hich
fie alone the same axis as complete magnelosomeN. Bar. 250 nm. iB) Note the small electron-dense deposit,, of amorphous iron %k ithin the
membranous %esicles.

proteins. vtiih apparent molecular masses of 15.000) and
3300dalton... appeared to he restricted to the magneto- M M I P M

some membrane fraction. M M i P M
Characteristic magnetosome protein profiles obtained af-

ter two-dimensicnal gel electrophoresis are show.n in Fig. 8. 925-
Two abundant anodicall\ migrating proteins, with apparent -

molecular masses of 1 .00 and 16s.500) daltons. were present
onlx in the magnt1smr e fraction. In concert, the one- and 66.2-
tMo-dimensional gels -:-,oed the magnetosome membrane -

to be distinct from the other outer and inner cell membranes.

45.0- - -

DISCUSSION

Previous studies. U . 2) provided suggestive evidence for aW
lipid bila~.er envelope surrounding the bacterial magneto- -

some. Ho~ke~er. conclusive evidence has been lacking be-On
cause of the difficulty in interpreting thin sections and the 31.0m
absence of data on purified magnetosomes. We extended
previous c% tological studies and used a magnetic separation
method to recover intact magnetosomes from cellular debris.
Our data. obtained by freeze-etching and thin sectioning of
both cells and magnetically extracted magnetosomes. indi-
cate the presence of a trilamninate membrane surroundingm
each magnetite core. This membranous envelope was absent 21.5-
from purified magnetosomes treated with detergent to re-
move lipids and proteins. Trilaminate membrane vesicles w
with dimensional and spatial characteristics, of magneto-
..omes. but devoid of magnetite cores. \,%ere present in 14.4-
s.%ild-t\,pe magnetic cells grown wsithout iron. Amorphous FG .Sdu oes uft-o'ar aiegteei h
iron Swas occasionally present in small quantity w~ithin these resis )f cell fractions of strain MS-1. Lanes: Outer membrane
ivesicles. Magnetosomes. vesicles wsith amorphous iron, or protein-s. OIM' inner membrane protein,,. 1t0: magnetosome mem-
emptx iesices sere not present within cells of the non- brarie proteins. MIM. -oluble proteins. SP. molecular -..eiizht Nian-
magnetic mutant strain N-I-A. It \%as apparent. therefore. dards. NMWk Arows indicate the positions of the PI' 1 anOi d
that these membranes wsere an integral part of magneto- 31J.000-dalton magnetosome Membrane proteins,
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FIG. 8. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of proteins recovered from the magnetic (A) and nonmagnetic (B) fractions from strain MS-I.
Arrows indicate the positions of the 15.500- and 16.500-dalton anionic proteins present only in the magnetic fraction.
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INTRODUCTION

The Earth is a magnet. Its dipole character results from
massive currents within the molten portion of its core. These

currents, driven presumably by gravitational energy, induce, in

the manner of a self-sustaining dynamo, a global dipolar

magnetic field with a magnitude of roughly 0.7 gauss at the

poles. Although the ancient Chinese were familiar with the

polar alignment of magnetized needles, geomagnetism became

science with the publication in 1600 of William Gilbert's

classic exposition De Magnete, Magneticisque Corporibus Et De

Kagno Magnete Tellure: Physiologia Nova, Plurimis & Argumentis &

Experimentis Demonstrata. Gilbert's predecessor, Peter

Peregrinus de Maricourt in his Epistola de Magnete of 1269, had

noted that a magnetized needle (compass) left free to float on

water, merely rotates, coming to rest with its axis lying in the

north-south plane, and is not pulled in a northward direction.

He did not perceive that the source of the magnetism causing the

compass deflection was the Earth itself. Other predecessors of

William Gilbert had believed such magnetism was extraterrestrial
or was due to some remote "magnetic mountains." Gilbert

fashioned lodestone spheres which he called terrellas or little

Earths; a term indicating his suspicion that the Earth itself
was a magnet. By studying the interactions between his terellas
and small bits of iron wire, he arrived at a novel and

experimentally based philosophy of the attractive behavior or
"coition" of ferromagnets, and presented in his book the first
inductive rationale for the concept of terrestrial magnetism.
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Abstract. I ron reductase acti i t%~ in cell ex\trac ts ot .4 £/IiL/irillf on m 'h iii( um sa trzt Inr NI S-I
(w ild t% pe) or nonmagnetotactic mutant strain N.I NI-\ A a-, located primaril% in the periplam.
C~ toplasmr contained 20';-3iY and membrane fractions Y; of total iron rCdu1CtasC 1Cti\1 t\
detected. Iron reduction w.as reversiblk inhibited b\ o'.\,gen. required /3-NADH. and %%zi, en-
hanced b% flax ins. Reduced disulfide bonds and uncomple~ed ,ultfh'drUl group-, werc neccsar\
for reductase activit . Respirator,, inhibitors did not appreciabl\ affect iron reductase actI'~itv.
Iron complexed "with quinic acid. dihy drox% benzoic acid. acetohy droxamic acid. citric acid. or
deferrioxamine B w~as reduced by soluble iron reductases of strain MS-I1.

Enzy matic reduction of ferric iron to the more solu- 1.3-dioli huffer. pH 9.0). washed Cell, ILu~rended in t-X ml of
Hle ferrous form mai, he :n important and common buffer vkere disrupted b\ two passes throiugh ai Frcnch pre'-ure

feaureofbaceral ro asimlaton[1-. -9.H ell at ltyllll lb in- L ndisrupted :ell, and dchri, were renmo~ed
featre f bateral ion ssiilaton 1-4.7-9 11 centrif -uization iMI 1( ,. 1; min. .4 (i. Thecd memhraine.rid

161. Some bacteria also couple iron reduction to lue atinwrebtndfomhe'prnattud h

substrate dissimilation [6. 151. ait racentrifugation i (ii.iHol v. I h. .4 0l. Membrane. in ihc relic!
Mlagnetotactic bacteria assimilate extracellular fraction were suspended Iin 1-2 ml of butrer and itred or)i~

ferric iron k i ncompletelv understood means [5. Periplasm %kas obtained b%. the nre'.'.~ re:hod 14 . rO

131. They con, ert much of It to intracellular 0wplasm w&aN subsequend%~ rele. .ed fromt ihoed :ell,'% L;
ruption in a French pressure :ell. owher and :. torl~irmc mern-

magnetite (a mixed-valence iron oxide) by steps in- branes %&ere separated with Triton X-li10 Signi.u -.mical (o.'
vok Ing iron reduction [51. One species available for St. LouiN. missourit. a, preuoul.d-cie 'I iple' wkere
pure culture -studies. Aquas~pirillion tnainetotacti- immediatech ass 'ed for FeRed jctj ii Piotein on,:entrat ion,

cum strain MIS-I1. is also apparently capable of dis- wAere determined b% the method of Low r.e cif l 1

similatory iron reduction because it exhibits iron
respiration-driven proton translocation [15]. How- Iron reductase assa,. Iron reduction M~ cell e'.lrji %.is mej

sured w4ith ferroine i .,- = 2811() V cm I as- des.cribed b
ever, despite this indirect evidence that they reduce Daile and Lascelle . 41. .a~s wkere performed ,inaerohicall%
iron. measurements of iron reductase (FeRed) ac- in Th'unberiz cukettes at 2C in a Beckma.n In~trumeniN DL -8
tivity by cells of ts premier iron-accumulating bac- spectrophotometer equipped for kinetic anauh-.i Reaction mt\-
terium are needed. In this paper, we report the cel- tures tinal %olume of 2.0 mh :onsisted of 1II mM Tri-.-acetate
lular locations and biochemical characterist ics of buffer I pH 8. 1) containing 111% iof % oli gl ' cerol and I0l zg ml

detcte incel frctins f 4 phen~lmeth0lulfonyl fluoride: 11.9 m,% 4l-N -DH. il.5 m.VI ferro-
FeRed activity deetdi elfatoso . zine:'0.2 mMV ferric' citrate: and ll AMt flain mononucleotide
muPil'ehjhwtli~itin strains MS-I and NM-IA grow n i FM.N Cell emtract i0.5-2.o mg protein) wa placed in the side-

under conditions appropriate for magnetize forma- irm. and the cuvette content-, were parged with 0--free \, for'*
tion. min. The reaction Aa,, initiated h\ mixing the emtract wih the

assa,, mixture. Apparent K,, and V_,, \,alue' wAere calculated
from Linew&eaver- Burke plots obtained with a minimum of three

Materials and Methods substrate concentration.
Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Aqiiu.spiri//u wn nee,o-

tuttia win s.trains MS-I iATCC 316321 and NM-IA 1151 w4ere Iron chellates. Ferric chloride (4 m.i wa-. combined with each of
batch-cultured microaerobicaIv in magnetic spirillum grow4th the followking chelators (4mM% each in %lilli-Q wateri: quinic acid
medium (131. iSigma Chemical Coti. 2.3-dihvdro\ybenzoic acid. iDHB. Al-

drich Chemical Co.. Milw&aukee. Wis.consin), acetohvdro~amic
Preparation of cell extracts. Cell% w4ere harvested 1141 and acid iAldrich Chemical Co.). and deferrioxamine B (a generous
%ashed once in 11) m.V1 Tris i2-amino-2-h~drox~methlpropane- gtft from Ciba-Gieg> Corp.. Summit. New& Jer,,e%

Address reprint requests to: Dr Richard P. Blakemore. Department of Microbioloig\. Lmniersit% of NewA Hampshire. D~urham. NH
013824. USA.
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Table I Cellular di,t'i-tlion o iron reducti,,¢ eaci% It% in Table 2 Effect of reducIttnt, on iron redLJi[.iC ,i 01h .
.4quiil~pir,'/ll' ! .t'.i. ! *'t {i{ u; !i'! 4qu¢(i p[lt],/wkt ' t','"nc ~' i ?u +s ,otritnr \( 5-I

\c i n\ oi Iron '. '. I ,. i ii

%s I \VM-I Redtc!itl
m V \ ,l !, . n iIirhrn¢ tr, lwn

("ell ti., !Ion "Itl N-1 , .1, +, Total Sp .t:1

P c ri p l. . rn -- N \ [ ) P H 11 si I i

( \ louI..I 2 Su..cn.tc4m,i i, N D \ . D \
terbine. "2 I

- - nniol [cll, orncd min ni: rproeln \ 'i ,n ,'' -.
Spectic ,cti\i t. nmol Ieili formed mm mc protein de,,crihed in hii , , i If. t,,',,

A-a.\, condition, ire de,,..:r)led in 1h iulu/' ;,d 'TI Include,, oler and % ioplmim m,.mhr,nc,
()htained h tree/c-thi%\ method 14. No detci le m, cii.'.
Include. Outer pi'. :\ topl..mic memhrmine..

TaIfe I E0'fe,! of 1 1a in, on jron rediji.c.t' icim', I

Aq pirll/it i UM iP.I'lt'Im 1ii( 1, 11 rain Mt S- I

Chemicals,. 3-N\tDH. d-\ \DPH. FMN. FAD. rotenone. anti-
m\cmn . .and 2-heptl\-4-hdro\%quinohine.N.o\ide HQNo) Specific . r st! in

'.,ere purch,',ed from Sigma Chemical Co. Fa' in iIII M I i Sluble traon \en urine Irciin

No~ n II 11 Iou l 2'~clt tm rtne I) \ !l

Results and Interpretations \one N. 1)

Distribution of FeRed activity. Of the total FeRed FAD 11 8

specific activit\ detected in strains MS-I and NM- s ,o d
Specific acti.it%. nmuul Feill) formed min mi: proteinIA. '-; and 64%, respectively. were in the cell -\,'..:ondition, are de,'crihed in ltcm ,id i",

periplasmic fraction ITable I i. Approximately 2()Y Include, outer and ctopiamic rnemirane,

(strain MS-I) to 35' (strain NM-IA) of the total No detectahle aj%It\.

FeRed actii itkas present in the cytoplasm. and
Y- "a- detected i, the combined membrane frac-
tion-, (Table It. The outer membrane fraction con-
tained approxirnatel% I't of the total activity, and MS-I cells \as at least twoLfold higher .iith /3-
frequentl., no dc\iN was detected in the cytoplas- NADH than \ith 13-NADPH as the reductant (Ta-
mic membrane fraction. Specific activit% values of ble 2). Succinate did not serve as a reductant for
soluble or membrane-associated FeRed of Aqua- either soluble or membrane-associated FeRed (Ta-
spirilhlun mnagneotacticum iTable 1) were similar to ble 2). Flavins have been show n to stimulate FeRed
those reported for other organisms [1. 2. 4. 9. III. activity [8. 9. II]. The activity of both soluble and

The preponderant distribution of FeRed activ- membrane-associated FeRed of strain MS-I cells
ity in periplasm could be important in iron assimila- was enhanced by adding FMN or FAD to the assak
tion f 13). in formation of the periplasmic hemes de- mixture (Table 3). Activit,, was not detected in cell
tected previously in this organism [121. in substrate combined (outer plus cytoplasmici membrane frac-
dissimilation [ 151. or in a combination of these. Cv- tions in the absence of added Ravins. Reduction % as
toplasmic FeRed of .4. inagnetolactic an could be not observed \kith either 0.8 m.%/ 3-NADH (or 13-
associated \ith iron transport or with reduction of NADPHI) or 10 AM FMN (or FAD) added to the
intracellular ferrihydrite (5Fe,O,.9H,O) to magne- assay mixture in the absence of enzyme. Activit.
tite )Fe,O•FeO) [51. was completelk destroyed by boiling of the cell frac-

tions.
Biochemical properties of FeRed. We detected Preferential use of 13-NADH over O3-NADPH
FeRed activity in soluble fractions from cells cul- and the stimulator% effect of flavins are characteris-
tured over the range of 0-40 ;.M added iron (data tics shared by FeRed in Ve.\isseria i'norrhoae [81.
not showni: this indicated that this enzyme was Rhodop.xemdoutnat iphaeroideA 1111. Pseudo-
constitutively produced. Specific activity of either monas aerttgintosa 121, and A.roba'teriutn tumefa-
soluble or membrane-associated FeRed in strain ciens (91.
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ANX "it h other bacteria 14. 91. the FeRed act it Taihle 4. Appairent K_. and V_ \ *iIe 01 *.4 m11' 1;

v.~as Measured %%&. al otal!'. and reversibl'. inhibited mwp~Ic~t i. iD (Iram %IS-[ olubleh iroin rceduc:!ic %ith

th\ o\\ en datoa not .hox'. Inhibition '. as, relIies e d k.irioiI, tron :omnpound,

171 sparging nu1\tdiie' ss ith 0--free V- orbs adding 2- Iron :ompounit K%
mercaptoethanol 0o. I ' , ol l) ito the asd5 mi \-
ture. Loduge et,-i .191 ha% c reported bacterial FeRed Fe~rn,: qUin.,ie is I N1

inhibition b% -ultb% Jr% 1-bindinge agents such ats mer- Ferric t)HB 11') 1

curic Or ca i r hloride and N -et h Imalci mide. Fer, adctoh\dro \jimlitc ;t 11 Lis
Mercuric chlorid i I ml) )completil abolished -ri.hlrteI I

F crri: err:ourme H 1 II1

iron reduction b\ the soluble Cell fraction of strain Fr~ e iro I
MS- I. These results, NUgg-est that reduced disulfide
bonds. '.'.ich can be dikrupted b\ 0.. and uncorn-
pl e wd , Ifh % dr\- I g rouLIps mna b e n ec essaitr\ fO r soILti- K. . r lorclojon :toeiLcjeni 1. ind \'Le \ .Ii c~ ':.ci J.I!oi

rim Ain~cjc. Lirk- Plot, ot cn/ me . it% at hie qtc
bHe FeRed actis its in this bacterium. mnore wuh'lrate con')niaiiton,

Respirator\ inhibitors HQNO. antirn~ cm A. or nnmol [cilli torrmed min mg roiin
rotenone 14 M 11 each) inhibited iron reduction b\
combined membrane fractions of .4. maii(110i141i( t1 :-

cumn MS- I. Fhe inhibition ssas I il'r or less of that of nate to "I" Al for ferric citrate (Table 4). The 'k
untreated controls. Because the c\toplasmic mem- % alues ranged from 9 nmol -min mg protein fkIr
brane fraction exhibited little or no FeRed actiNvit\,. ferric DI-fB to ;52 nmol -min mg protein fo r
our result-, indicate that the Fe Red actis it~ %sse inca- ferric citrate (Table 41. These data indicate thatl .4.
sured s% as not associated sk ith cell respiration. Im? L~tct."4 tw cells are able to reduce uincom-
These results. are at variance '.kith those of Short plewsd iron or iron complewed ito citrate. pheno-
and Blakemore 1 151 ss hich demonstrated that intact laties. or to primar% or secondar\ h~ drosamates.
cells of this strain (cultured similarl'. ) carr% out iron Ferric quinate appeared to be an especiall'. suitable
respiration-driven proton translocation. a process iron substrate. This ma reflect the Culture histors
that sk as inhibited h\ respiration inhibitors. Al- of cells because ferric quinate is the iron sour c in
though some organisms apparentN use respiratory our gross th medium.
chain component, tor iron reduction 14. 71- recent
esidence ktas ptesented shossing that iron reduction Cocuin
h ,% hcri hi e /i K 12 c.ells "a-,s not linked to rev onlsin
piration 11l6). Differences bet\seen our '.sork and Our data shoki, that FeRed actis it\ of'A :1aIiii,'pii1,-
that of Short and Blakemnore I115 1 ma relate to our racticum it-.a prei- ninantl locatied in the peni-
Use Of cell membranes rather than intact cells. plasm. The enz~ me reduced uncomplewed iron or

The specific activ it\. of the membrane FeRed of iron complewsd to an\ of several chemicall'. differ-
strain MS-I kksith ferric-DHB kkas fourfold higher ent chelator% and "sas constitutisel\ produced os er
than ssith other ferric chelates tested. Except for the range Of Culture iron from 0 to 40 u.1l. EnL\ me
this effect. %ke observed no differences in the spe- activit% required /3-NADH. ssas enhanced b\. fa-
cific actis its of either periplasmic. c~toplasmic. or vmns. and kkas reversibly inactivated b\ o\\ ien. Sol-
membrane reductases of strain MS- I k.sith an of the uble FeRed \,ais unaffected K at selection of respira-
six iron chelates tested (those listed in Table 4). Co\ tory inhibitors.
I" correctl\ predicted that Psetidornonas acu- Cells of mutant -,train NM1- IA accumulate sUb-

-,IilUcells possessed tso different soluble iron re- stantial amounts of Ir-on as ferrih~ drite but not
ductases based. in part. upon measured differences magnetite IS.We did not observe substantial differ-
in specific activity of extracts '.~ith Isso iron che- ences betwkeen the magnetic and nonmagnetic
late,,. 13% this reasoning, because \ke observed simi- strains kkith regard to the location and specific acti\ -
lar actis it'. ss ith di'.erse chelates. A4. ,luivfltotli i- it\ of FeRed. Our results corroborate earlier find-
cuml ma'. contain one -soluble FeRed able to process ings (D.A. Bazvlinski. Ph.D. thesis. Lniseri-Nit ot
iron uncomplexed or hound to at variet'. ofechelateN. Ness Hampshire. Durham. 1984) and suggest that

iron-reducing ability is not a factor explaining the
Apparent Km and v',~~alues. Apparent Km salies inabilit% of NMv- IA cells to produce magnetite.
of soluble (periplasmic and cyloplasmic? FeRed in some organisms. iron is apparently released
from strain MIS- I ranged from IS p.11 for ferric qui- from ferrisiderophores b reduction J 1-4. --9. 11.
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This paper reports on the magnetic properties of magnetosomes in the freshwater magnetotactic bacterium Aquaspirillum
magnetotactcum. The magnetosomes are well crystallized particles of magnetite with dimensions of 40 to 50 nm, wh:ch are
arranged within cells in a single linear chain and are within the single-magnetic-domain (SD) size range for. magnetite. A
variety of magnetic properties have been measured for two samples of dispersions of freeze-dried cells consisting of ( ) whole
cells (M-l) and (2) magnetosomes chains separated from cells (M-2). An important result is that the acquisition and
demagnetization of various type of rernanent magnetizations are markedly different for the two samples and suggest that
remannce is substantially affected by magnetostatic interactions. Interactions are likely to be much more important in M-2
because the extracted magnetosome chains are no longer separated from one another by the cell membrane and cytoplasm.
Other experimental data for whole cells agree with predictions based on the chain of spheres mouel for magnetization reversal.
This model is consistent with the unique linear arrangement of equidimensional particles in A. magnetotacticum. The magnetic
properties of bacterial and synthetic magnetites are compared and the paleomagnetic implications are discussed.

1. Introduction cally microaerophillic, inhabiting the microaerobic
sediment between the aerobic surface and anoxic

Magnetotactic bacteria in marine or freshwater deep layers. All species of magnetotactic bacteria
aquatic sediments orient and navigate along geo- contain magnetosomes, which are intracytop-
magnetic field lines [1]. These bacteria are typi- lasmic, membrane-bound particles of magnetite.

'Present address: Department of Geology. University of Fe3O, [2]. Magnetotactic bacteria svnft !size Fe,0,

California. Davis. DA 95616. USA. by accumulating ferric or ferrous iron. or both,
2 Present address: Physics Department. California Polytechnic from their environment to intracellular concentra-

State Universit, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407. USA. tion that are 10' to 10 5 times higher than ex-

0304-8853/88/S03.50 3 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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iracenlular concentrations [3]. Magnetosome mor- the particle moments are aligned parallel to each
phologies are species dependent [41, but are invari- other along the chain direction. The chain of
able within the single-magnetic-domain (SD) size magnetosomes thus has a permanent magnetic
range for Fe3O4 . Magnetosomes within cells are dipole moment which is responsible for the mag-
often arranged in one or more chains with the netotactic response of the organism in the geo-
chain axis more or less parallel to the axis of magnetic field (5].
motility of the cell. Because of interparticle inter- Magnetotactic bacteria are found in the sedi-
actions among the magnetosomes in a chain, all ments of many aquatic environments (11. When

Fig. 1. Electron rricrograph of A. magnetotactucum used in this study The scale bar is 1.0 in.
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cells die, their magnetosomes or magnetosome [16]. The saturation magnetization (J,) of the
chains could remain in the sediments, making freeze-dried cells were consistent with an FeO,
substantial contributions to the paleomagnetic re- content of about 1% dry weight of the cells. A
cord preserved in sedimentary rocks [6]. It has saturation remanent magnetization (Jr) approxi-
been suggested that fossil magnetosomes may be mately equal to one-half the saturation magnetiza-
the primary source of stable natural remanent tion confirmed the SD nature of the magnetosome
magnetization in marine sediments 16-101. Chang chains. However. the coercive force ( I, ) of 21.9
et al. [7] reported isolation of SD magnetite of mT was inconsistent with the Stoner-Wohlfarth
biogenic origin from modern marine carbonate (SW) model [17] for magnetization reversal by
oozes and calcareous laminated sediments. They coherent rotation. Instead. Denham et al. [16]
also reported isolation of FeO 4 particles, with suggested that the chain of spheres or fanning
morphologies analogous to magnetosomes in cur- model, as proposed by Jacobs and Bean [IX1. was
rent magnetotactic bacteria, in Cambrian limes- a better representation of magnetization reversal
tones dated to 500 million years. Petersen et al. [8] along a chain of magnetosomes. In addition, the
have also isolated chains of SD sized particles of saturation magnetization on a unit weight basis
Fe1O, with similar morphologies from deep sea was higher for the isolated magnetosomes chains
sediment cores dated to 50 million years. whereas JI/J and H, were lower than for the

Aquaspirilluni niagnetotacticum is a freshwater whole cells, suggesting stronger chain-chain mag-
magnetotactic bacterium. This organism is cur- netic interactions after removal of the cellular
rently the only magnetotactic microorganism surroundings.
available in pure culture [11]. A. mnagnetotacticum In this paper. we present a detailed magnetic
contains a single chain of magnetosomes that study of magnetosomes in A. magnetotacticurn
longitudinally traverses the cell, as shown in fig. 1. grown in pure culture. A variety of magnetic prop-
The Fe304 particles in this organism have linear erties have been measured on freeze-dried whole
dimensions of 40 to 50 nm and are separated from cells and magnetosomes chains separated from
adjacent particles in the chain by approximately 4 cells. An important result was that the acquisition
to 10 nm [3]. The particles are well crystallized and demagnetization of various type of remanent
with truncated octahedra! morphology and are magnetizations were markedly different for the
oriented so that [111] faces are perpendicular to two samples and suggested that remanence was
the magnetosome chain axis [4]. The number of substantially affected by magnetostatic interac-
magnetosomes per cell is variable within a popula- tions. The magnetic properties of biogenic and
tion, but the average number is typically 10 to 20 comparably sized synthetic magnetites are also
magnetosomes per cell (3]. The average number of compared and discussed. In addition. hysteresis
magnetosomes also vaies with culture conditions, data for whole cells are shown to be consistent
especially chelated iron concentration and dis- with predictions based on the chain of spheres
solved oxygen tension [12]. Intact chains of mag- model for magnetization reversal. Implications for
netosomes can be separated from cell debris fol- paleomagnetism will be discussed.
lowing cell rupture [13].

Rosenblatt et al. used static light scattering [141
and magnetically induced birefringence [151 to 2. Experimental procedures
measure the average magnetic dipole moment per
cell in suspensions of whole cells of A. magneto- 2.1. Sample preparaton
tacttcupn in water. Their results were consistent
with estimates based on the amount of cellular A. magnetotacucun was grown in batch culture
FeO, obtained from electron micrographs. in chemically defined medium as described previ-

Initial bulk magnetic measurements on freeze- ously [11]. Cells were harvested bv filtration and
dried cells and isolated magnetosome chains of A. washed in phosphate buffer. A portion of the
nagnetotacticuni were reported by Denham et al. washed cells -vas fixed in 1% glutaraldehyde and
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subsequently freeze-dried after removal of the clockwise at a frequency greater than 10() rpm
fixative, or kept in suspension [121. Cells were (see ref. (201 for more details). Magnetization mea-
disrupted with a French pressure cell and the surements of whole cells in a water supension
magnetic cell fraction separated in a strong mag- before and after freezing in an applied field were
netic field gradient. This fraction was washed and made with a SQUID magnetometer.
resuspended 10 times in fresh buffer, treated with Remanent magnetization (RM) was measured
I M NaCI and again washed several times to with a Schonstedt spinner magnctometer. Single-
remove adventitious protein. Electron microscopy and multi-axis alternating field (af) demagnetiza-
showed that magnetosomes in this fraction were tion was conducted in a low-field environment
primarily in chains. The magnetosome chains were using an af solenoid demagnetizer. For single-axis
subsequently fixed in 1% glutaraldehyde and demagnetization. the axis of demagnetization was
freeze-dried or kept in suspension. the axis along which RM was induced. Isothermal

Two samples of freeze-dric,! materials were remanent magnetization (IRM) was produced
studied: (1) M-I, which consi ::d of the intact using either a short-duration pulse discharge coil.
whole cells and (2) M-2, which consisted of mag- with a peak field of 100 mT, or an iron-cored
netosomes chains separated from cells. Measure- electromagnet. with a peak field of 800 mT. IRM
ments of saturation magnetization were consistent acquisition curves were measured by applying in-
with a magnetite content of about 1% dry weight crementallv increasing fields to initially demag-
of the cells for M-1 and about 14% for M-2. The netized samples and noting the IRM produced.
freeze-dried powders were mixed in a non-mag- Static field demagnetization curves were measured
netic matrLx of epoxy for remanence measure- by applying increasingly higher reverse-polarity dc
ments. It should be emphasized that because of fields to a saturation IRM (SIRM). Anhysteretic
the higher concentration of magnetite in M-2, remanent magnetization (ARM) was imparted to
particle agglomeration was more likely to occur the sample, initially af demagnetized at 120 mT.
and therefore local concentrations in M-2 may be by applying an af of 100 mT simultaneously with
much higher than the average of 14%. a small dc field. The af was reduced slowly to zero

and the remanent magnetization recorded. All
2.2. Magnetic measurements ARN's were produced by dc fields that were

always parallel to the axis of the alternating field.
Hysteresis loops were measured with an ac Zero-field decay of a viscous remanent magnetiza-

gradient force magnetometer [19]. Samples of tion (VRM) was measured after the sample was
whole cells or extracted magnetosomes were dried initially af demagnetized at 120 mT and then
onto mylar film substrates and measurements exposed to a constant field of 0.5 mT for ap-
made in the plane of the film. Using the ac proximately 16 h. Low-field initial susceptibility
gradient force magnetometer. the anisotropy field was measured using an ac susceptibility bridge.
distribution was determined by saturating the
sample magnetically, reducing the external field to
zero. rotating the sample by approximately 6' for 3. Remanence curves and coercive forces
a randomly dispersed sample. or by 900 for an
aligned sample. and measuring the component of T, facilitate comparisons among different re-
magnetization normal to the field H. The field is manent magnetization (RM) curves and their re-
cycled between zero and a maximum field whose spect!ve average coercivities, the following nota-
value increases on consecutive cycles (191. The tion is used. All RM curves are normalized with
average anisotropy field 11, was determined from respc:t to saturation remanence. IRM acquisition
the initial susccptibilitx (X,) of a spinning sample and 'c demagnetization curves are denoted by
uing a novel Hall method [20]. Rotational hyster- J.,(1/) and ,,(H). respectively. The remanent
esis WR as a function of field was measured as a coercive force. Hr. is the reverse dc field necessary
sample was spun clockwise and then counter to reduce an initial SIRM to 7ero. The comple-
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ment to this is H,', which is the dc field at which 4. Results
J,(H) is 0.5. AF demagnetization curves of SIRM
or ARM are denoted by J,(/H) or Ja,,,(/(), where 4. 1. Htysteresis measurements
H is the peak alternating field. The median de-
structive field, H, .:. is the af necessary to reduce Fig. 2 shows the hysteresis curve of a random
an initial remanence by half. In addition, to esti- dispersion of M-1. For this sample, J,= 0.6
mate the spectral widths of the coercivity distribu- Am 2/Kg, It, = 26.8 mT and J,/J, = 0.53. The
tions exhibited by the various RM curves, let 1f, value of J, was equivalent to an Fe.*O4 content of
and If. be the fields at which the normalized about 1T, dry weight of the cells. The remanence
intensity is. respectively, 15% and 85% of satura- ratio was consistent with the theoretical value of
tion (e.g.. ref. [21]). 0.5 for a randomly oriented ensemble of uniaxial

For an ensemble of non-interacting single-do- SD particles, and agrees with an earlier study by
main grains. Wohlfarth [221 has shown that the Denham et al. [16].
following relationships hold among the different The anisotropy field in M-I was determined by
RM curves: three different methods. First, the distribution of

anisotropy fields in a randomly oriented sample of
J,(H) = 1-2J,,(H (la) M-I was determined as outlined above. The result-

ing distribution in HA is plotted in fig. 3 (curve A)
J,,(1 ") = '(1 +Jd(H)) = d(h), (1b) and peaks at approximately 43.8 mT. Second, this

value was checked by measuring the initial sus-
J,,( H) = 1 - J,( H) =r(h). (c) ceptibility of a spinning sample with the Hall

probe technique [20]. The result from this mea-
These relations also predict that H 1, = Hr' = Hr surement was HA = 47.8 mT, in good agreement
and on a plot of Jr(H) and Jr(H), the crossover with the first method. Third. the anisotropy disti-
point occurs at a value R = 0.5 [21-26]. bution for a water suspension of whole cells (M-1)

Particle interactions, however, will tend to off- dried onto a mylar film substrate in an external
set the coercivity spectra of the different RM field of 13 T was determined. The anisotropy field
curves, and, as a result, relations (la-c) will not be distribution determined from this experiment
satisfied (e.g., refs. [21-26]). Instead, Kneller [26] (curve B, fig. 3) was nearly identical with the
proposed that the effects of particle interactions results obtained from the randomly dispersed
will produce two types of magnetic behavior with sample used in the first two methods.
respect to relations (la-c). Type I materials are Hysteresis loops were also measured parallel to
characterized by J,(H) < d(H) < r(H), R < 0.5 the direction of an orientating field. Here, a water
and H, " < H; < H,. In contrast, type II materials suspension of whole cells (M-1) was driee onto
are characterized by J,,(/l) > d(H) k r(H). R >
0.5 and H, > H ' > Hr. Dispersed powders of
SD particles, in which agglomeration of particles I

occur, are type I materials, whereas, SD precipi-
tates in a non-magnetic matrix, in which minimal
agglomeration occurs, are type II materials [26].
Multi-domain materials are always type 1 [26].
According to Kneller [26]. the difference between
type I and II interactions is effectively long-range
interactions expressed via a mean field and short-
range. or nearest-neighbor interactions, respec- 40 20 0 20 40

tively. As will be shown subsequently. the mag- H mr
netic properties of M-] and M-2 correspond to Fig. 2. Hysteresis loop for a random dispersion of freeze-dried
tpe II and type I materials, respectively. %khole cells of magnetic bactena (M.1).
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Fig. 3. Comparison (if anisoropy field distriution for an 1B

aligned (curNe A) and random (curve B) dispersion of freeze- LAJ

dried whole cells. The aligned sample was produced by drying
a water suspension of whole cells on a mylar film in an 0 A

external field of 13 T.>

mylar film substrates in either an external field of
0.6 T (aligned sample) or in the earth's field
(random sample) and the results of this experi-
ment are given in table 1. Theoretically, for the o so 1oo
state of perfect alignment, the coercive force and HK (m T I
remanence ratio in a parallel direction are H, = Fig. 4. Comparison of anisotropy field di.stributions for a

HA and Jr,/', = 1.0 [171. However. H,:, = 0.6 HA random dispersion of freeze-dried whole cells icurve AO and for

and was approximately equal to the coercive force magnetosome chains separated from cells for samples partially
in the random dispersion. The latter result was dried after 30 min (curve B) and completely dried after 3 days

consistent with the chain of spheres model [18]. (curve C).
Hysteresis loops and the distribution of ani-

sotropy fields were also determined for a water
suspension of extracted magnetosome chains (M-2) fig. 4. Moreover, the coercive force for a com-
as a function of drying time in the earth's field. pletely dried sample of magnetosome chains was
The effect of drying produces an increase in approximately 90% lower than the value obtained
volume concentration. The results showed a for a sample of whole cells (M-1). In contrast.
dramatic decrease in the coercive force from 13.8 Jr/J decreased only slightly from 0.53 (wet) to
mT for a wet sample to 3.7 mT for a completely 0.41 (dried).
dried sample. The distributions of H., also shifted Rotational hysteresis loss W1R(H) as a function
to lower values as the sample dried, as shown in of field for M-1 is shown in fig. 5. The dimension-

less parameter. R = f[ 14 'R(H)/J,] dH-t. de-
pends on the mode of magnetization reversal and
provides a means to distinguish between coherent

Coercive forces and remanence ratios for aligned and random o
dispersions of whole cells and incoherent modes [261. From the data in fig

5. R, is equal to 0.92 and is 2.5 times the value
Sample It J, predicted by the SW model but is close to the

(mTi
alie 2value of 1.02 that is predicted for a random as-

aligned 28 0.85 sembly of particles reversing their magnetization
random 28 0.53 fb\ fanning [261.
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H-I curve is the best fit to the data assuming an a erage magnetic

Fig. 5. Rotational hysteresis loss W1 1
R versus t-II (in inT) for moment per cell of 2.4 × 10 ", Am

random dispersion of freeze-dried %.hole cells. "R is related to
the experimental rotational lag angle a.

the alignment of the cells to an extent that
depended on the applied field. At 115 nT. the

Measurements of the magnetic orientation of moment decreased to 95% of the saturation value,

whole cells in a water suspension at 300 K were but at 10 mT, the moment decreased to about 601
made with a SQUID magnetometer. The magneti- of the saturation value. The reason for this is

zation approached saturation for fields above 1.0 unclear. The complete hysteresis loop for this sam-
mT, as expected for an array of permanent mag- pie is shown in fig. 6. From this curve. H, = 28

netic dipoles with moments of the order of 3 X mT and J,,/J = 0.91 and agree with the results in

10-16 Am2. table 1.
Hysteresis loops were also determined for the

suspension of cells after freezing in an applied 4.?. Magnetcally induced hirefringence

field in the SQUID magnetometer. By measuring

the magnetic moment during the cooling process. Determination of the average magnetic dipole
it was determined that the suspension froze below
265 K. The freezing process was found to disrupt netically induced birefringence of the freeze-dried

cells after resuspension in water [15]. The data in
fig. 7 were fitted with an average magnetic mo-
ment per cell of 2.4 X 10 t6 Am:. This value agrees
with results from other studies [14.15]. Using an
estimated volume of FeO, per cell from electron
micrographs. the average magnetic moment corre-
sponded to about 10 magnetosomes per cell.

* /4.3. Acquisition and denagneti:aton of IRM

., - Normalized RM curves of J,,(1H) and J,,(H)
for M-1 and M-2 are shown in fig. 8 and coercivt-

c 6 0 20o o 20 , oties and spectral parameters are listed in table 2.

H (r T ) Both samples saturated by 60 mT. but M-1 had a

Fig. 6. Hysterests loop for a suspension of fixed cells in water slightly narrower coercivity spectrum for IRM

frozen in 0.9 T and measured in SQUID magnetometer. acquisition (table 2) and approached saturation at
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oa slightly, faster rate than %1-2. In contrast, there
were marked differences hetween samples during

the demagnetization of SIRMA. as illustrated in fig.08- ~8. M-2 exhibited a wider spectral %kidth ( 11, fi,

0 6 "0= 0.17). SIRM decayed miore rapidly with H. R
/ was equal to 0.21, complete demagnetization

04 occurred at approximately 30 rnT. and the af
04 demagnetization spectrum was offset towards

Jlower fields wi th respect to its dc magnetization
02 /-spectrum. For M-1. however, the spectral width

was narrower (H 1 H = 0.54). R was equal to
S0  2 0.62. complete demnagnetization occurred at ap-0 040 60

0Magnetic Field mnT' proximately 60 mT. and the af demagnetization

1 0
0 8

iD sampie M-2 a samiple M-1
06 08-

06 ~ ,.-* RM .acouis'r~oni ri)

04 - 06-A ,m

02- - DC oeinagnefizaion CiHi)

0 20 40 60
Magnetic Field mPT, 02-

Fig 8. Normalized curves of acquisition and af demagnetiza-
tion of SIRM for (a) freeze-dried whole cells (M-1) and (b) 0 0 0 20 40 60

freeze-dried magnetosome chains separaied from cells (M-2). Magnetic Field linT)

Table 2 
1

Coercivities and coerciviiv distribution parameters for whole b samoie M-2
and separated magneiosomes 08-

Coerci~iiv 1\1-2
tnT, _06. IRM acQ,,s,!,oi'

11, 26.7 3.7 DOcmnr.:,
II, 27.6 1.

Hr 27.5 22.4 04 Fr"'irer'-

I',il 32.2 9.0 \ \7 \
H? :_.r_ 33,7 12.3
(H. 'H,),,." 0.53 0.36 0 2
( H,/H,) ,' 0.50 0.19 '.

IH,,,H:)-m" 0.54 0.17
H; ,H: ,,, 0.55 . 0.30 00()

___________________________0 20 410 6i.
Distri'-cion parameters for IRM acquisition. Magnetic Field linT)

~Distnhution parameters for dc demagnetization of SIR.M. Fig. 9. Normalized rensanence curses as a function of the
-Distnhution parameters for af demagnetization of SIRM. applied field for (a) %I-1 and (b) M-'- For companson. all

'Ji Distribution parameters for af demagnetization of 0.1 mT curves are plotted in terms of the af demagnetization curse
A RM. according to the Wohilfarth relationships [eq. (1) of texil.
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spectrum was offset towards higher fields with '
respect to its dc magnetization spectrum. The vai- -'- ARM

ous estimates of coercivities were also significantly 0 -7 RY

different between the two samples (see table 2). M-,

Ratios of HI/ 2/H , and H//Hr were 1.17 and 1.00
for M-1 and 0.54 and 1.35 for M-2. 6

The difference in demagnetization characteris- M

tics between M-1 and M-2 was demonstrated fur- o0
ther when remanence data were plotted in terms
of *,r(H). according to relations (la-c). The re-
sults are shown in fig. 9 and confirmed that M-1 0 2

exhibited type 11 behavior, whereas M-2 exhibited
type I behavior using the classification scheme of
Kneller [26]. The results also illustrated that the H. mr 4

most efficient method for erasing an SIRM was af Fig. II. Normalized af demagnetization curves of ARM and

demagnetization in M-2 and dc demagnetization SIRM. ARM was acquired in dc field of 0.1 mT.

in M-1. It should be noted, however, that when
multi-axis af dOemgnetization was employed, it
was found to be more efficient than either single- was barely at 10% of saturation in the same field.
axis af or dc demagnetization methods. Further- As a comparison, for comparable sized dispersed
more, the R parameter determined from multi-axis single-domain powders, ARM was less than 30%
af demagnetization of SIRM was lower than its of saturation by 0.6 mT [27,281. Initial anhys-
value obtained from single-axis demagnetization teretic susceptibilities (actually X,,jm/SIRM) were
(23]. 2.68 (kA/m) - ' and 0.13 (kA/m) - l for M-1 and

M-2, respectively.
4.4. AnhYsteretic remanent magnetization

4.5. Lowrie-Fuller test
Fig. 10 compare ARM induction curves for

M-1 and M-2. The approach to saturation was A commonly used procedure in rock mag-
much more rapid in M-1 and M-2. For example, netism is the Lowrie-Fuller test (29,30], in which
the ARM of M-1 was approximately 70% of the af demagnetization spectra of a strong-field
saturation in a field of only 0.6 mT, whereas M-2 remanence, such as SIRM, is compared to a

weak-field remanence, such as ARM. This test has
been shown to discriminate between SD-like and
MD-like particles. For example, weak-field ARM
in SD and small MD particles exhibit more resis-

06 tance to af demagnetization than strong-field IRM.
whereas large MD particles exhibit the opposite

04 behavior (see ref. [301 for a complete discussion).
4--, The results of the Lowrie-Fuller test for M-1

and M-2 are shown in fig. 11 and predicted that

0 2 the domain state was SD. as one would have

M-2 suspected based on particle size alone. The ARM
'/-" .- and SIRM demagnetization curves were also simi-

0' . _ 0 2406 lar in form for each sample but quite different
Magnet, F,e06 'mT, between samples. The initial plateaus in the ARM

Fig 10. Normalized acquisition of anhysteretic remancnt mag- and SIRM curves in M-1, which were missing in
netization as a function of applied dc field for M-1 and M-2. M-2. indicated that a threshold field must be
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reached before demagnetization started. In con-
trast, the rapid demagnetization of ARM and
SIRM in M-2. reminiscent of demagnetization .
curves for multi-domain materials, suggested that ,.
moments with very low coercivities were present. .,

Variable and strong interaction fields in M-2 may ",
be responsible for its low ,tability to af demagne-
tization. The results of fig. II also demonstrated W "

that interactions in SD materials apparently' do
not effect the outcome of the Lowrie-Fuller test 04

and agree with results obtained by Cisowski [23].
The ARM and SIRNI data can be compared

directly to results given in ref. (81, which were r,me ieconus
obtained from Jeep-s ea sediments that possiblycobtained fromgep-Nea m eie.mPen t t possibly Fig. 12. Normalized zero-field decav of VRI. Solid lines arecontained biogenic magnetite. Petersen et al. 191tftplyoil nInt h aa~best fit polynomials in In t to the data.

used the parameters ILF = H,, H 'Irn

ARM/SIRM. and H, 2.r. to distinguish between
biogenic SD and inorganic MD magnetite. The original exposure time, this effect being more pro-
magnetic properties of some of their samples, nounced in M-2. In other words, acquisition of
which were latr found to contain magnetite par- VRM proceeded more rapidly than its subsequent
ticles with morphologies that suggested a biogenic decay.
origin, fell within a narrow range of values (their
A component) with ALF= 4.5-7.0 mT, ARM/
SIRM = 0.07-0.10 and Hlt.sm = 12-15 mT. By 5. Discussion
contrast, our magnetic results on biogenic mag-
netite were significantly different from those at- 5.1, Magnetosiatic interactions
tributed to their A component, specifically, SLF
= 1.5 mT. ARM/SIRM = 0.11 and Hi,,,m = 32.2 Magnetostatic interactions are most likely re-
mT for M-1 and .LF = 3.3, ARM/SIRM = 0.005 sponsible for the marked contrast between the
and HI/2,,m = 9.0 mT for M-2. magnetization and demagnetization characteristics

of M-1 and M-2. Stronger particle interactions are
4.6. Viscous remanent magnetization assumed to correspond to greater degree of par-

ticle agglomerations. Particle agglomeration is
There were also significant differences in VRM much more likely to occur in M-2 because the

behavior between M-1 and M-2. The viscous mo- extracted magnetosome chains are no longer sep-
ments normalized to SIRM, acquired in a steady arated by the cell membranes and cytoplasm of
field of 0.5 mT after ta = 16 h, were approximately the bacteria and. hence, are closer together on
0.08% for M-1 and 0.76% for M-2. The zero field average. In this case. the interaction fields make it
decay of VRM is shown in fig. 12 The experimen- more difficult to magnetize than to demagnetize a
tal decay curves were fitted to polynomial func- sample (type I behavior). The offsets between the
tions in In t by step-wise regression. For decay coercivity spectra, as observed in M-2. also have
times td less than ta.M-1 exhibited a linear loga- been observed in rocks, dispersed magnetic
rithmic decay (VRM a In t). In contrast, the best powders and magnetic recording media [21.23.251.
fit polynomial for M-2 consisted of a constant In contrast. the individual chains are still intact
term plus a term proportional to (in t )3. After 16 within the bacteria in M-1 and are therefore sep-
h (id > t,). the decay curves started to tail off but arated from one another by the cell membranes
with a significant fraction (40-50%) of the original and cytoplasm. Thus. agglomeration of the chains
VRM remaining after a decay time equal to the should be reduced considerably. In this case. the
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af spectra are shifted towards higher fields and the In addition, an average distance between chains of
dc spectra are shifted towards lower fields. The particles (assuming an average chain length of 10
apparent reduction in agglomeration is apparently particles) that would be necessary to produce a
sufficient to produce type II behavior, but interac- field equal to A was also determined. This calcula-
tions must still be important in M-l; otherwise, tion predicted that the particle chains were 1-3
the RM curves should be described exactly by the ism apart in M-1, but only 0.3-0.4 4im apart in
Wohlfarth relations. This type of behavior has not M-2. The former estimate was consistent with the
been reported in samples consisting of dispersed average size of an individual bacterium.
powders. although it has been observed in certain The time dependence of magnetization can also
precipitation alloys [26]. be related qualitatively to the degree of particle

It is well known that magnetic interactions are interactions. For example. most theories of mag-
responsible for ARM properties [26]. An estimate netic visositv for non-interacting SD particles
of the magnitude of the interaction fields in M-1 predict a linear In t dependence of magnetization
and M-2 can be obtained from the ARM results [35]. However. the time dependence commonly
following Jaep [31.321. Strictly speaking, Jaep's observed is non-linear in In t for many rocks.
theory is valid only for interactions that are long- dilute fine-particle dispersions and spin glasses
range and can be modeled by a mean field ap- (e.g., refs. [36-401). Using a mean random field
proximation [33]; however, adjusting the theory to approach, Walton and Dunlop [391 predicted that
take into account short-range interactions results the aquisition and decay of VRM should follow a
in a similar equation of ARM [33]. For the region polynomial In t dependence. As our ARM results
where the intensity of ARM is linearly dependent suggested, interactions fields were much lower in
on the external field hdc- the ARM in an ensemble M-1, which exhibited a linear In t dependence.
of interacting single-domain grains is approxi- than in M-2, which did not. The distinct curvature
mately, exhibited by the time dependence of magnetiza-

tion of M-2 has also been observed in synthetic
ARM/SIRM = Bhdc/(kT/J, + X), (2) SD and small MD magnetites [36].

However, to explain the observation that
where hdc is the applied field, X is the interaction acquisition of VRM is faster than the correspond-
field, B -JJ/J (T/Tb) 1/ 2, and the subscript "b" ing decay, a different distribution of activation
refers to the value of the parameter at the blocking times must be involved during acquisition and
temperature [31.32]. However, the experimental decay. It is possible that a distribution of interac-
blocking temperature and, subsequently B and X, tions fields could produce the asymmetry between
for the bacterial magnetites were not determined acquisition in an external field and decay in zero
directly because of the possible adverse chemical field. This asymmetry has also been observed in
changes which could be induced by heating the many other SD and MD materials (e.g., refs.
sample close to its Curie temperature. Neverthe- [36,37]): however, there is not vet a satisfactory
less, estimates of A can still be obtained from theoretical explanation for this observation.
estimates of B by using reasonable limits for T. as
follows. 5.2. Bacterial versus snihetic magneute

The parameter B was calculated for different
values of Tb at 50 intervals between 500 and The results of our experiments also offer an
575 °C with J, taken from Pauthenet [34]. A was excellent opportunity to compare and contrast the
then determined using eq. (2) and the initial slope magnetic properties of bacterial magnetite to con-
of the ARM induction curve (fig. 10). Using the parably size synthetic magnetite. particularly con-
limits for T. A was found to very between 0.012 cerning the role of magnetostatic interactions. The
and 0.065 mT for M-1, and between 0.98 and 2.4 importance of interactions is dispersed magnetic
mT for M-2 and indicated that the interaction powders has been suggested often (e.g. refs.
fields were approximately 50 times greater in M-2. [21.23.26]). Invariably. for samples consisting of
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dilute dispersions of magnetite in a non-magnetic Table 4

matrix, particle interactions are prevalenit due to Coereivities of bacterial and s.nthetic magnetie,
particle agglomerations. Moreover, most synthetic Coerciv)tN Ni-1 M-2 Cubic "  

Acicular

magnetites are compared of a distribution of par- lnT)

ticle sizes. The combined effects of magnetostatic H, 26.7 3.7 21.3 30.5-43.K
interactions and a distribution of particle sizes /1, 27.6 16.6 38.4 50.5-60.0

play an important role in determining the mag- I/r 27.5 22.4 50.6 67.7

netic properties of an ensemble of SD particles. "32.2 .0 28.3 43.4
HII 2Arm 33.7 12.3 - 57.1

The separation of these two effects is particularly
important for various methods of magnetic "' Values were intert olated for a grain size of 42 nni. Results

granulometry. which are being used in many stud- ~ were taken from ref. [211.
r w h aAcicular magneties were 30 x 200 nm2 [211 and 40 x 350

ies of the environmental applications of mag- nm2 1441.
netism (e.g., ref. [411). The narrow particle size
distribution of the bacterial magnetite effectively comparison because their ARM, SIRM. X,., S
removes particle size as a variable, hence, dif- and coercivity data were available in the literature.
ferences in magnetic properties between the Additionally, to eliminate errors arising from un-
freeze-dried samples should be due to interactions certainties in the concentration of magnetite in
alone. our samples. ratios of magnetic parameters that

Magnetic properties of synthetic magnetites are independent of concentration were used for
have been taken from the rock magnetic literature comparisons. Parameter ratios are summarized in
[21.42-451 and included: (1) chemically precipi- table 3 and coercivity data are summarized in
tated equidimensional particles, with grain sizes table 4.
ranging from 25 to 220 nm; and (2) acicular
particles with axial ratios of 8:1 and 7:1 and 5.2.1. Parameter ratios
absolute dimensions of 30 X 200 nm2 and 40 X Particle iiiteiactions should have a pronounced
3500 m, respectively. The acicular particles have effect on the ratios Xrn,/Xo and Xrm/SIRNI with
similar grain dimensions to the magnetosome X,,,,, decreasing and X0 increasing with the
chains in M-1. These samples were chosen for strength of the interaction field [26]. The ratios

Xarm/Xo and Xarm/SIRM for M-2 were similar to,
but slightly lower than. those for the equant mag-

Table 3 netites. On the other hand, the same ratios for
Magnetic parameters of bacterial and synthetic magnetite M-1 were at least 10 times higher than the equant

Parameter M-1 M-2 Cubic a) Acicular hi magnetites and 4-10 times higher than the acicu-

Xa,m/Xo 148.7 1.46 5.19- 5.98- lar magnetites. The similar ARM results between
9.76 38.2 M-2 and the synthetic magnetites suggest that

X,,,/SIRM 2.675 0.125 0.150- 0.113 similar interactions, presumably due to agglomer-
(I/kAm') 0.188 ation effects are responsible for ARM in both

Xo,/J, (×10 -  9.86 34.88 8.75 6.87 types of materials. This conclusion is supported
(/kAm -))

SIRM/ x, 55.58 11.73 32.08- 53.12 further by the observation that all synthetic dis-
(kAm -

1) 51.68 persed magnetites exhibit type I behavior [21.23].
s /J, 0.26 0.92 0.60 - just like M-2. Significantly, it is interesting to note

( ×t-) that the volume percent of magnetite in M-2 is
0.35 higher than the dispersed synthetic powders and

H,iH, 1.02 4.49 1-2 1-2 suggests that dilution alone does not reduce ag-
*' Values were interpolated for a grain size of 42 nm. Results glomeration. The higher values of XJ,/Xo and
,wfoere taken from refs. a e12-45R. Xar/SIRM for M-1, undoubtedly related to the

b Acicular magnetites were 30x200 nm l 45] and 40 x 350 reduced effects of agglomerations, indicate that

nm (King. unpublished). acicular magnetite is not a good analog for ARM
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in M-1, even though the particle dimensions are ent. the ratios Hi,,/r and H,'iH, are not. For
approximately the same, example. Dunlop [21] found that Itr/Hr

The Xo/J, and SIRM/X 0 parameters for M-1 1.25-1.38 and 11,,2/Hr = 0.62-0.86 for dispersed
were at the high end of the range of values re- SD magnetites. In comparison, in M-2. H/ Hr =
ported for synthetic magnetites (table 3). Bv con- 1.35 and H1 ,2/H, = 0.54. However, the similar
trast, for M-2. X,,/J, was higher and SIRM/x 1 , value of these ratio, for the two sets of samples is
lower than the values in M-I and the synthetic only an expression of the more general relation-
magnetites. The effects of particle agglomerations ship, Hr' + H,' = 2 H, which was found to hold
on Xo are probably responsible for these dif- for dispersed samples of magnetite ranging in size
ferences because the effects of agglomerations on from 0.1 to 250 jim [21,24]. According to Kneller
the intensity of SIRM appear to be minor, as [26], H' + H, 2 = 2Hr is predicted for interacting
evidenced by the smaller decrease in Jr/J, be- type I SD materials, in which interactions can be
tween M-1 and M-2 (table 3). Particle agglomera- modeled by a mean field approximation. How-
tions can produce an increase in , by effectively ever, M-1, a type I material, also approximately
producing a general decrease in shape anisotropy obeys this relationship, so its significance is un-
in a dispersion of particles. The shift in the am- clear.
sotropy field distribution toward lower fields with It is also interesting to compare the ratio Hr/H,
drying time (or equivalently with increasing ag- between sample M-1 and M-2 (table 3). Theoreti-
glomeration. see fig. 4) is consistent with a de- cally, in a randomly oriented ensemble of coher-
crease in shape anisotropy. ently reversing SD particles, 1 < HH/ < 2 (26].

The ratio Sd/JJ for the bacterial and synthetic The data for M-1 and the synthetic magnetites
magnetites, reduced to h = 0.1 mT, is shown in agree with the predicted SD values. However,
table 3. The trend in this ratio, M-2 > equant Hr/H for M-2 is significantly higher than predic-
magnetite > M-1, corresponds to the increase in ted. The high value of Hr/It is due to the much
the volume concentration of magnetite in each greater decrease of H, when the magnetosomes
sample and suggests that increased particle inter- are extracted from the cells. Hc decreases nearly
actions also increases the viscosity coefficient. 90% but H, decreases only 40% upon extraction.

High values of H/H often indicate the presence
5.2.2. Coercivity of SP particles or a mixture of soft and hard

Values of coercivities for bacterial and syn- coercivity components 126], although in our case
thetic magnetites are summarized in table 4. For SP particles seem unlikely. On the other hand.
M-1, Hc and H 1/ 2 were higher and Hr and Hr' interactions may either produce low coercivity
lower than they were for equant magnetites and components or produce an increase in susceptibil-
reflected the difference between the interaction ity such that Jr is balanced only by the induced
fields in type I (synthetic equant magnetite) and magnetization -XoHc 121]. The af demagnetiza-
type II (M-1) materials. Dankers [24] observed tion of SIRM and ARM for M-2. however, is
that in weakly magnetic SD hematite, where inter- consistent with low coercivity moments.
actions should be negligible, H,' =-H, in agree-
ment with the results for M-1. In contrast, M-2 5.3. Chain-of-spheres model
had H, > Hr. as well as much lower coercivities
than observed in the synthetic magnetites, pre- The SW model for coherent rotation of magne-
sumably due to the increased in particle interac- tization due to shape anisotropy predicts that the
tions in M-2. However, Dunlop [45] observed only coercive force in M-1 should be approximately
minor changes in coercivity in nearly SD sized 140 mT for an axial ratio of 10:1 (i.e.. a chain
magnetites with concentrations up to 30% by length of 10 particles). The much lower observed
volume, coercive force of 23.8 mT in M-I suggests a non-

Whereas the absolute values of coercivities be- coherent reversal mechanism. A likely mechanism
tween M-2 and the synthetic magnetites are differ- for moment reversal along a chain of magneto-
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some,, is the fanning or chain of spheres model
(18]. as first suggested bs Denham et al. [16].

The chain-of-spheres model was originally de- A
%eloped to explain the coercive force in elongated 7

single domain grains [18]. This model should be
ideal to describe the reversal mode in M-1 because 50

of the unique linear arrangement of equidimen-
sional particles in bacterium. Experimental values
for the rotational hysteresis integral and the ratio
of coercive forces for random and aligned sample
for NI-i are compared with predictions based on
the SW and chain-of-spheres models in table 5. -0 05

The experimental data are in excellent agreement Be, I "

with the chain-of-spheres model. Fig. 13. Coercive forces for a randoml, orientd chain of

spheres as a function of sphere separation (/3). Model calcula-
ln the original chain-of-spheres calculations tions are based on the the chain of spheres model [181. The

[18]. however, the spheres were assumed to be dark stipple curve is for parallel rotation (model B). the light

touching. It is clear from electron micrographs stipple curve is for symmetric fanning (model A). and the solid

that this is not the case for magnetosomes in curve is for non-symmetric fanning (model A'). The %idth of

masnetotactic bacteria. To account for a finite each curve takes ino account different chain lengths front 6 to
scran infinite number of spheres. See text for further details-separation distance, the model coercive forces must

be reduced by (I + 0) -. where P =x/a. a is the
particle diameter and x is the separation distance. M-1 (H,- = 26.7 mT) using fig. 13 are (1) 0.25 for
This correction assumes that /3 is a constant along model A', (2) 0.37-0.46 fo: model A and (3)
the chain length in an individual bacterium. 0.8-0.9 for model B. Models A and A' predict
Coercive force for randomly oriented chains as a values of #3 that are consistent with observation
function of /3 are plotted in fig. 13 for three (x 3-18 nm, P -0.07-0.43 [3]). In contrast.
different reversal models [181: (1) symmetric fan- model B predicts values of ,8 that are too high and
ning (model A), where the magnitude of the angle therefore it seems unlikely that coherent rotation
of fanning is constant along the length of the is important. Third, to account for the observed
chain, (2) non-symmetric fanning (model A'). coercivity spectrum (i.e., Ht/H. * 1. see table 1),
where the angle of fanning is not constant; and (3) or the distribution of anisotropy fields (fig. 3) in
parallel rotation (model B). The results of these M-1, either a distribution in chain length (model
calculations are as follows. A only), or a distribution of / (model A or A'). or

First H, increases continuously with chain both, must be assumed. Finally. it is interesting to
length for both models A and B, whereas, in note that the acicular magnetites had significantly
model A'. H, is nearly independent of chain length higher values of coercivity than M-1 (see table 4).
for n greater than 6 [18]. Second, the values for P even though the particle dimensions were com-
estimated from the observed coercive force for parable. This disagreement may partly reflect the

finite separation of magnetosomes along the chain
length. This result may also indicate a completely

Table 5 different reversal mechanisms for acicular par-
Calcuated and obsersed %alues for selected magnetic parame- tides as suggested by Knowles [46].
ters. Model values are based on an ensemble of random

uniaxal particle, f5.4. Implications for paleomagnettsm
Parameter SW Fanning M-1

model model Despite the successes of paleomagnetism. the

HR 047 1.02 0.92 mechanisms by which the remanent magnetization
of marine sediments is acquired. and subsequently
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retained over geologic time remains poorly under- gies is the only unambiguous technique for dis-
stood. Rock magnetic studies indicate that the tinguishing between lithogenic and biogenic mag-
remanence in many marine sediments reside in netite.
SD-like particles of magnetite (e.g., ref. [471). Yet,
the exact identification of these particles, in many
cases, has not been made. Since the discovery of
magnetotactic bacteria, it has been suggested that 6. Conclusions
fossil biogenic SD magnetite may be the primary
carrier of remanent magnetization in marine sedi- (1) Freeze-dried powders of A. magnetotucti-
ment [6-10]. cume containing either intact whole cells (M-1) or

Petersen et al. [8] proposed some simple mag- magnetosome chains separated from cells (M-2)
netic measurements to demonstrate the existence exhibited single-domain behavior.
of biogenic magnetite in deep-sea sediments. (2) An average magnetic dipole moment per
However, our results, using the same measure- cell of 2.4 x 10-li Am2 was determined by mag-
ments, are not consistent with those in ref. [8]. netically induced birefringence. The average mag-
There are several possible explanations for this netic moment corresponded to about 10 magneto-
discrepancy. First, the parameters used in ref. (8] somes per cell.
are likely to distinguish between any type of SD (3) The acquisition and demagnetization of
from MD particle, and not just biogenic mag- IRM and ARM and the time dependence of VRM
netite. Second, we do not know if different species. were significantly different between M-1 and M-2.
or ancient species, of magnetotactic bacteria would This contrast in magnetic behavior was attributed
exhibit slightly different magnetic properties. to different degrees of particle agglomerations or.
Third, the fossil biogenic magnetite could con- equivalently, to differences in the strength of the
ceivably act as individual particles, whereas in our interaction fields in each sample. Particle ag-
samples they are still in chains. For all these glomeration was greater and interaction fields
reasons, it is not too surprising that our results larger in M-2 because the extracted magnetosomes
differ significantly from those in ref. [8]. chains were no longer separated from one another

The SD nature of magnetosomes is clearly dem- by the cell membranes and cytoplasm of the
onstrated. The problem is how the magnetosomes bacteria.
are incorporated into the sediments. Do the chains (4) AF demagnetization spectrum of SIRM was
remain intact, or do the individual particles sep- shifted towards higher fields with respect to the dc
arate and then agglomerate? Preliminary results spectra for M-1, whereas the opposite behavior
[7-10] suggests that the chains remain intact after was observed for M-2. According to the classifi-
deposition. If so, the marked contrast between cation scheme of Kneller [26]; M-1 and M-2 ex-
acquisition and demagnetization of SIRM (fig. 8) hibited type II and type I behavior, respectively.
for M-1 and M-2 would suggest a simple magnetic The reason for this difference, although qualita-
test for the presence of magnetosome chains. The tively related to magnetostatic interactions, was
unique type II behavior exhibited by M-1 would unclear.
be diagnostic for intact magnetosomes. However, (5) M-1 exhibited magnetic properties that were
several factors could serve to mask the type II markedly different from those in synthetic disper-
behavior. As far as we know, all non-biogenic sed powders of comparable grain size.
magnetic phases in rocks exhibit type I behavior. (6) The chain-of-spheres model predicted val-
Therefore. the presence of any non-biogenic mag- ues for the coercive force, the rotational hysteresis
netite or any other magnetic phases, in sufficient parameter. and the ratio H.(random)/H,(aligned)
quantity. could dominate the SIRM behavior. Fi- that agreed with experimental values for M-1. This
nallv. our results suggest that until a type II model was consistent with unique linear arrange-
response is observed in marine sediments, electron ment of equidimensional single-domain particles
microscope observation of magnetite morpholo- in A. magnetoracticuni.
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CHAPTER 6

Biomineralization by magnetogenic bacteria
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Introduction

As indicated by the contributions to this symposium, microbes and metals interact in
a multitude of ways, in which the latter may have roles ranging from being vital structural
and functional cell components to being toxic agents. The magnetotactic bacteria
(Blakemore, 1975, 1982: Frankel. 1982) transform extracellular iron into the
mixed-valence iron oxide mineral magnetite (Fe 304) comprising an intracellular
magnetic navigational apparatus (Figure 1); they provide a fascinating example of the
seemingly unlimited capacity of life to adapt to the physical and-chemical world. Readcrs
interested in the role of biogenic magnetite in magnetotaxis and cell navigation in the
zuagnetotactic bacteria and other organisms are referred to several reviews (Frankel,
1982, 1984; Blakemore, 1982; Blakemore et al., 1988).

A purpose of this chapter is to give further emphasis, to the poorly characterized
physiological group of bacteria, the 'dissimilatory iron-reducers' (a term first suggested
in a footnote on page 190 of Ehrlich, 1981; see also Short and Blakemore, 19P6;
Lovlcy, 1987) by reviewing aspects of those members that produce magnetite a., a
biomineralization product. The term 'magnetogenic' bacteria is proposed for these
dissimilatory iron reducers. As is apparent from study of their physiology, occurrence
and distribution, the magnetotactic bacteria appear to be (facultative) dissimilatery
iron-reducers. Recently, dissimilatory iron-reducing bacteria which produce extracellu!ar
magnetite have been reported (Lovley et al., 1987; Bell et al., 1987). Each of these
types of magnetogens carries out a different manner of biomineralization, producing
different forms of the same mineral. Bacterial magnetite, especially as being abiomineralization product of these bacteria and a mineral of biogeochemical interest,
is examined in more detail in the pages which follow. Recent reviews by Lovley (19."7)

and Jones (1986) provide a more comprehensive treatment of the broader subject of
dissimilatory iron reduction by microorganisms.

Prokaryotes and respiratory diversity

Diversity is a hallmark of prokaryotes. As with eukaryotes, this is evident from tflir
great variation in structure and morphology. But it is in respect to their physiolog ial
diversity that bacteria simply outclass the rest of life. The bacterium Escherichia coli

85


